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State

Fred Heal for single sale;
plead
suspended.
State vs Thomas Toomey, William
Sweeney
and John Mooney for illegal voting. Continued.
State vs Harry Sims for illegal
registering.
Recognized personally in the sum of $100 for
appearance at the September term of court.
State vs Prank Hurd of Searsport for single
sale. Continued.
The next case opened was State vs Alvin S
Gray of Belfast, indicted as common nuisance.
Gray was arraigned and pleaded not guilty.
He was found guilty and sentenced to $10u
and costs and 60 days in jail. Sent to the Law

guilty;

va

called late Wednesday afternoon.
suit for $2,000 damages for assault
and arrest of plaintiff by defendant, a constable of the town of Northport, anrifhe culmination of attempts to eject Luce from the cot-

Dickey

was

a

Northport
tage of Mrs. Evelyn Mudgett
Campground, of which it was claimed Luce had
illegal possession. The plaintiff took the
stand and told his version of the case, which
on

the death,April 14th,in Jackaonville.Fiorida,
| of
which has been his *home for many years, of
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sentence

Congress

street.

She

was

born in

Northport,

George
marriage was with Erastus D. breeman, May
9, 1868, and their children were Frank E. of
Bangor, deceased, Sherman W. of New Haven,
her
Conn., and Ralph E. of Bangor. During

m

rr

Northport

Mr. Freeman she came to her former Belhome, and with the exception of the winters spent with her son in Rockland had made
this her home. She was the oldest member of
the Belfast Baptist church with which she
united in April, 1858, and was a woman of
strong religious convictions, a good mother
fast

One sister, Mrs.
and a most worthy woman.
Samuel G. Norton of Belfast; two brothers,
Charles E. Stevens of Belfast and Mason I,
of Northport,survive. One brother, Benjamin
Stevens of Rockland, died several years ago.
Her grandchildren are Mrs. Louise Bicknell
Brooks of Belfast, Mrs. Alfreda B. Smith, Miss
Esley and Robert Bicknell of Rockland, Cor-

The regular services at the Universalist
church next Sunday will be as follows:
preaching service at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday
school at noon.
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Hon. William P. Thompson of Bangor was
the city last week attending court and renewing old acquaintances. He is always a
welcome visitor.

soon

enchantment.

in

Marion E. Brown, who had been confined to
home on High street with a severe cold
and wrr threatened with
pneumonia, was able
to be out last week.
his

Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton, who spent the
m Newton, Mass., is
expected
May 11th, and will occupy rooms in the
Frost house on High street.

winter

Mrs. Flora Freeman Mitchell of Roxbury,
and Mrs. Hattie Freeman Barbour of
Jamaica Plains, Mass., were in Belfast Tues-

day

ure

of the

evening.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

attend

the

funeral of Mrs.

Sarah E.

Miss Maude Gammans returned Friday from
Newton Center, Mass., where she spent the
winter with her cousin. Miss Edith Gammans,
and has opened her home on Church street for
the summer.

and school w:as touched upon, and the
could be accomplished by the many
Home and School associations springing up all
over the country. Dr. Aley dosed with an elodetail
quent tribute to the teacher; telling in
of James WhitcombRiley’s appreciation of the

Owen rendered a very pleasing piano solo, and
Misses Lillian Dexter and Edna Curtis gave an
enjoyable piano duet which added to the pleas-

to

Freeman.

Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth, daughhusband, Mr. and Mrs. Tartone, and
Mr. J. W. Dougan of New York, sailed from
Boston last Saturday for Europe, to remain

that

had had such an influence on his
life.
Dr. Aley's address was much appreciated
and enjoyed by all present. Misses Marguerite

P.

Mass.,

He also told of several

teachers who

E.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg left yesterday
for a brief trip to Boston and New York.
They are also to be guests of Mr. and Mrs
Marshall B. Martin in Providence, R. I.

home

good

home

Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Cross, who have been in
Belfast and Morrill si ice returning from Massachusetts, will go to Bayside the la3t of this
week to spend the summer.

comparisons between the school work of years
were most comago and that of today, which
plimentary to the present methods. The need
of
knowledge and co-operation between

•«

|

Mrs. William H. Quimby returned Saturday
from Portland, where she was the guest for
several weeks of her sister, Mrs. B. B. Foster.

ten-

ingly with Dr. Jordan’B “Story of

lent
week at

—
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be outgrown. It iB no longer necessary
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- to continue all or any of the fitting school studday, at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school ies in college unlees the Btudent desires to do
so. Dr. Aley spoke at length as to the funcat 12m.; evening service at 7. p. m.
that it was not inRev. D. B. Phelan has closed his pastorate tion of the schoo', saying
the place of the home, of the
here after a service of two years, but his Bel- tended to take
as many people seem to
fast friends are glad to know that he will re- church, or of society,
home is the place to teach
main in this vicinity, having been appointed a think. That the
to discipline the children before
missionary in connection with the Penobscot ethics and
the schools. Then, too, alBay Bethel Mission which has headquarters at they are sent into
though all the civic virtues may be taught
Stockton Springs.
from the text book, the example of the comThe services at the Baptist church will be as
munity in which the future citizen lives will
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- be the
potent factor in influencing his moral
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; standing. His statement that if the policeSunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not men in moBt towns knew half as much as the
attend Sunday school at any other church are
boys did of what was going on that they would
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6 30, either resign or “get busy” brought laughter
and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
and applause. Dr. Aley spoke of the critics
as mainly speakSunday, May 10th, Tarratine Tribe of Red of our present school system
had no acMen will attend divine service in the North ing about that with which they
around
church when an appropriate Memorial sermon quaintance, and said that the glamor
will be preached by the pastor, Rev. Haraden “the good old times” would rapidly fade, could
for
S. Pearl. May 24th Thomas H. Marshall Post those who frequently expressed the desire
] and allied societies will attend services in the the school of long ago be transported to one;
| same church, when their annual Memorial ser- and he gave several instances where distance
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retirement 14 years ago the
j The services for the coming
I Since his
;
about 11.15 and an hour later returned a veiDickey (Arthur Ritchie,
Goo iwin cf Yarmouth; grossly, wantonly and J lived at 32 Tongshan Road, but he did not en- church will be as follows: This, Thursday,
did not assist me in anyway dict for the defendant. Arthur Ritchie for
,i
I joy very good health, more especially during
to
Friprovide
cruelly refusing and neglecting
condition evening at 7.30 o'clock, prayer meeting;
iier did Dunton & Morse.
L;
plaintiff; H C Buzzell for defendant. Motion suitable maintenance, being of sufficient abil- the past two or three years. His
became serious towards the end of last year day evenirg at 7 o’clock regular meeting of
I.
my promoting several law for new trial entered.
ity; care and custody of minor children, Frank when, owing to a severe attack of sprue, he Castle North, K. O. K. A., Sunday, mornIs.
\il and criminal. If you will
The next case to open was Essex Fertilizer ;
A fortnight
was compelled to take to his bed.
R and Marion Y, given to the mother.
i ing worship at 10.45, with sermon by the pas-i
investigate any and all the Company vs George O Danforth. The suit is
ago his medical adviser ordered his removal to
Bible school; at 6 30 p. m.
where he gradually sank until the end ; tor, followed by
on a bill of
hospital,
the
balance
recover
to
t;.
been interested in, you will
brought
to seven last evening. Cnristian Endeavor meeting.
came at a quarter
J
Voters.
defendant
the
for
the
Facts
sold
fertilizer
ti
by
I.
government every time, $750 for
Much sympathy will be felt for his w’ife arid
Rev. Horace B. Sellers of Boston, the new
i.*
..i feeling, some think that in
plaintiff, the balance being $50. The defense
(Mrs, Bierwirth), who are residents
1912, daughter
and
December,
November
In
October,
in Shanghai, and his brother and sister who pastor of the Belfast Methodist Episcopal
u
Luce vs. Dickey that there claims that the entire bill has been paid and
! under adequate protection the importation of are in America. Since his first arrival in church, arrived Tuesday and is rooming at the
ial
feeling. Any attorney that one check for $50 has never been credited !
into the U. S. was a little less than Shanghai the deceased, who came of a ship- Stewart House for the present. He is a native
;• rstanding
of the law, and This, the plaintiff claims, was never received. potatoes
: ping iamily, has only once visited his home in I
of uhio and graduated with the degree of B.
bushels. Under the present tariff iaw the
41,000
with
20,
for
$55
States, and that thirty-three years ago. |
Verdict
interest,
know
of the case, would
plaintiff,
the
months
the importation for
corresponding
: He was of a very kind and good-natured dispo- I A. from the Northwestern University,Chicago,
Morse.
i-v.
n y rights in arresting Luce.
Ritchie; Dunton &
More than a sition and a devoted father.
and recently received the S. P. G. degree at
in 1913 was 2,880,000 bushels.
Ll
‘A Mo
Neither party was entered in the cases of
County Bar Association
which should have gone into the
the Boston University Theological School,
dollars
million
Miss Mary Eunice Kimball, a native of BelEr
as: and voting to
request the Matilda B. Joy vs Robert C Briggs and same
He
American farmers were sent
where he took Phi Beta Kappa honors.
The cases of Stotenburg pockets of the
! fast, passed awray on April 21st, at the Old
vs Samuel Briggs.
rai to withdraw all charges
fetti;. a
abroad. Encouraged by the throwing open of Ladies’ Home in Portland. She was born Feb. has been assistant to Rev. Dr. C. F. Reisner of
vs Elms and Littlefield, complainant vs Web>’a
exwe
I
that
will
say
■••...rney,
! the Grace Methodist Episcopal church of New
markets for potatoes, the foreign j
ber were continued, and
16, 1841, the daughter of Edwin C. and DeDodges vs Brown American
tst on a hearing in this case.
is to be doubled next year and thereYork, and the Belfast church is his first pastoacreage
1
childhood
was
Her
borah
Kimball.
trial
list.
Sanborn
from
..‘.-Deputy sheriff of Northport taken
He is 31 years of age and will be
rate.
increased year by year.
after
in
her
womanbut
her
young
The civil suit for $2000 brought against
toper:, Me.. April 28, 1914.
| spent at Belfast,
married the latter part of September.
At the same time a duty of about sixty
and
later
hood the family moved to Gardiner
divorced husband, Milton B. Hills by Mrs.Mary
cents a bushel was put upon rice. Kice is a
The closing lecture in the series on the
SECRET SOCIETIES*.
to Portland, where most of her adult life was
R. Coggins of Lincolnville and a civil suit for
cultivated
will be given in
by
negroes.
southern
product,
She had ability in drawing and in Church and Social Service
passed.
$1000 brought by Mr Hills against C Frank
Next September the intelligent and indusNorth Church next Sunday evening at 7 30
Knit,f Pythias Lodge is to be rostiherfor
and
for
assault
were
his
many
supported
father-in-law,
years
painting,
Coggins,
illustrated by colored stereoptican
trious farmers of Maine will tell the Demo- self
MiL lm v n the near future.
continued.
by her art work and by teaching these o’clock,
The subject is The Church and the
cratic party what they think of a sectional,
views.
had
been
in
time
she
the
&*re wav a
some
For
subjects.
good attendance at a a special
A motion for continuance was filed in the
vicious and business-dest oying tariff bill.
I Steel Workers. Castle North, K. O. K. A
of i. an ton
Old Ladies’ Home, and in very feeble health of
Pallas, I. O. O. F., case of J H Darby vs N F Houston, which was
at
late years. Over forty years ago she became will hold a Ladies’ Night, Friday evening
vening, April 22nd, when the marked for trial this term.
n -> cheers were elected for
7.30 o’clock in the lecture room, for which an
the comThis country cannot be filled with Australian connected with Chestnut street Methodist
INDICTMENTS.
IteTnand a banquet followed.
interesting program has been arranged. The
The grand jury reported Thursday an in- wool, Canadian lumber, wheat, oats, hay, pota- church, Portland, and there loyal friends made
for the present series of Thursday
ar
of Tarratine Tribe
subjects
withWith
the
meeting
less
of
factories,
the
last
intent
to
kill
excepwith
lonely.
European
years
toes and products
dictment charging assault
k’
ext Monday evening there wil
is the Twenty Third Psalm,
meetings,
night
whose
death
octhe
earners
and
I
a
tion
of
?
farmers,
wage
brother, George,
v
candidates in the Adoption de- and murder against Mary B Coggins, 20 years out hurting the
the Bong being taken up clause by clause, the
:f'
1 lowed by a short program. A
divorced wife of Milton B Hills, both of the business men of Maine. The effects of toe | curred in 1911, in Denver, Colo., all the rest of
old,
for tonight being "I Shall Not Want.”
•';!! he served at the close of the
pro- Lincolnviile. There were nine other indictDemocratic tariff bill have just begun to show the family have been gone many years. After topic
^c U8l Monday evening the Tribe acceptthe author of funeral services in Portland, the mortal re"
Conference Appointments. Bishop HamilUnderwood,
Oscar
not
made
were
which
themselves.
public.
‘'.vita-ion to join other bodies in the ments,
who presided at the East Maine M. Hi. con'in: observance of Memorial
Another indictment was made public Friday this business-destroying tariff bill, admitted in mains of this last member of the family will ton,
Day and
“Hpar on the line of march. Sunday,
ference in Presque Isle last week read the
that against Clara A Harvey of Waldo a speech in the house less than five weeks ago be laid away in the Belfast family lot.
morning,
n *y will
attend the morning service
Viu
appointments Monday evening, hollowing are
for larceny of a written instrument. She was that "there was s general depression of busifirst Congregational church.
Mrs. Louvina Gray Cunningham died April
those of local interest: Bangor district—Guilis that
arrested in the court room, where she was a ness”. The reason for this depression
home in Bangor of pneumonia ford and Sawyerville, Horace I. Holt; Lincoln,
8Dn°uucement has been made that the
of dollars every mnnta 3d at her late
Case nol prossed.
we are sending millions
*;,nk of Knights of Pythias has vol- spectator.
aged 42 years. She was the daughter of Ab- Cyprian H. Bryant; Smyrna Mills and Moro,
lts services to the
Another indictment was made public in the to foreign countries.
government in
ner and Helen Gray of Prospect, and with her
w>th Mexico. This is the second
Percy J- Clifford. Bucksport District—Belof
Fred
Heal
vs
State
Lincolnviile,
the uniform rank has offered its ser- afternoon.
had lived at home on the farm with her
family
fast, East and West Northport, Horace B. Selfor single sale and nuisance.
the
It takes from fifteen to twenty years for the
government, 5,000 of its members
until a year or more ago when they lers; Castine, David M. Angile; Hampden and
parentB
THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.
senrig at the time of the Spanish-Amerpeople of this country to forget that Free moved to Bangor, where they were finely situNealley’s Corner, Charles H Johonnett; Old
.ur. ‘he Uniform rank, Knights of PyThe criminal docket was called at the Sat- Trade destroys business, takes wages from the
j.
ated with everything to make life happy. Her Town, Albert E. Luce; Searsport and North
r‘ > fraternal
whose
kl!1
organization
session. The first case State men willing to work and establishes free soup
morning
urday
department is recognized by the
parents spent the past winter with her, and Searsport, Oscar G. Barnard; Winterport, Ars’ and the “®mbers are drilled vs Mary Coggins of Lincolnviile, indicted for houses. After we forget we vote again for
ler«
her father died from pneumonia only a few thur J. Lockhart. Rockland district—Camden,
^?ular army regulations.
assault with intent to kill and murder on her Free Trade. It has taken us only six months
before she passed away, and she did not Charles F. Smith; China and Palermo, supplied,
days
a
made
mistake.
Milton
B.
Hills
of
Lincolnhave
of the Ancient Accepted Scot- divorced husband,
to find out that we
know of his death. Her husband was ill at the W. H. Cook; Clinton and Benton, Herbert F.
of
the
of
Masonry
ville, was nol prossed.
Valley
erv
Mrs. C. Milligan; Rockland, Gilbert E. Edgett; Rocksame time with the dread disease.
State vs Emery K. Merrithew App., for intoil' Alhsonic
.^H’bled in goodly numbers in
was a very sweet and lovable woman, one who
as January 10th this year the Free
Temple Monday April 20th, tent to
As
early
port, Jason F. Thurston; Searsmont and Center
was called rnd bonds defaultdefraud,
of
the
of
PerK
Lodge
,V thenit:ptings
ll"
Trade New York Times said that, "in the won the love and respect of everyone. She Lincolnville, John W. Palmer; Unity and Troy,
Council of Princes of Jerusa- ed.
t
Middle States there are 1,000.000 idle men, leaves to mourn their loss a husband, one son, James Ainslie.
iuriiJdiction. The Belfast con tinState vs Maurice Hart, two counts, intoxi1-ice and were a prominent facwith an average loss of $o0,000,000 a month in her mother, a sister and a brother. The lodg?
rir
defaulted.
Bonds
cation.
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and naturally, since the prinsent beautiful
te ;;
wages.” This is not the utterance of a Repub- of which she was a member
intoxication.
,! t*,:ch
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Fred
Baker
of
State
Belfast,
:j J ,r.
body is a Belfast man; and
a body at the
lican. It is the utterance of a Democratic flowers and was represented in
they were accompanied by Nol prossed on payment of costs, $10.
Waldo Pomona Grange will meet with SunChicago has been funeral service. The remains of the father
L->ak of Belfast, formerly cl I
Hi,
State vs Lewis Pelton of Unity, indicted at Free Trade newspaper.
in
Grange at Knox Station, May 5th. A
ight
8econd part of the 15th
to help its and daughter were placed in a tomb for inter$1,000,000
lr iJ
to
asked
appropriate
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present term for cheating under false preof Sovereign Prince most
speaker from the Department of Agrigood
in
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earners.
the
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Prospect.
later
family
ment
wage
ixjdge of Perfection was tenses. Indictment read that crime was com- unemployed
culture will be present, and there will be a
ul
&80
Bi
p. m. by Wilmer J. Dor
mitted on May 1,1914, and the indictment was
(;-2
Franklin Davis died April 28th at his home large class to take the 5th degree.
! 1^-1 Thrice Potent Master, and
The success or failure of the tariff and other
because of the error.
will find expression in East Belfast aged 75 years, 8 months and S
de{?rees from Fourth to the quashedvs Fred Heal of
President
the
of
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, adopted the
State
Lincolnviile, indicted policies
were communicated to a
He was born in Belfast, the son of the
^inclusive
resolutions of respect April 25, 1914:
following
in the vote of the people at the polls. If the days.
''KU candidates—Oscar Holmar
sale
and
nuithat
of
on
two
single
counts,
BpA]
and Jane Stephenson Davis.
late
Whereas the Divine Master has removed
,ter Richardson, Elmer Warrer sance. He was arraigned Jand pleaded not policies are upheld men will be returnee to His Benjamin
rank Leslie Whitney of Rockwife, formerly Miss Ann A. Tripp, died in from our grange our esteemed sister, Martha
F Ci-f'
Congress who believe in them and who will
Mrs. Jennie E. H. Parker, a sincere patron, who although ill
“artlett Holmes, Wilson Ellis, guilty. Mr. Heal was tried before the second
wt £
We have had two elections the fail of 1912. One daughter,
them.
for
fight
health had prevented her from attending the
and Royal Wymac traverse jury on the charge of nuisance. The
two sons, Fredand
[tor a" i* ,‘JUtbworth
of
Belfast,
The Sublime Degree ol State introduced as witnesses four young men, for Congressmen recently whereby the judg- Stephenson
meetings during recent years never loet her
pctioi. !f fast*
Herbert
L.
ol
and
ef
Mbsb.,
erick
F.
Haverhill.
14tb grade, was then coDferrec
interest in the order, and
ment of the people was expressed. In the
pall f,
one of them being 21, and the
Whereas, the community has loet a true and
Boston, survive. The funeral will take place
New
a
kofth”1<f and verJ impressively by the boys merely,only
of
District
Jersey
Republican
noble woman, whose every act and relation in
'^ge, This work was complet- youngest but 16 years old, who testified to Seventh
at 2 o’clock, Rev. A. A. Blair,
1^0Qf
Thursday,
today,
for
the
in
first
time
to
life were characterised by fidelity, as a devotkeij'f *'1c*°ck, and the Scottish Chief* buying liquor of Heal at his home in Center was electedThe Congress
President personally endorsed Universalist, officiating. The interment will ed wife and mother, a loyal friend and neighk *emple hall, where a committee
Lincolnviile. One of the witnesses said he 14 years.
bor and a faithful Patron of Husbandry; thereS., served
NpuI .ld.enrod chapter,AtO. E.
the Democratic candidate and in bis last be in Union Cemetery.
be it
fore,
the eveninf took his first drink from a bottle of liquor
l?tkey supper.
Pc-i,
asked the people to"pass judgment upon
Resolved, That we extend to the husband
The remains of the late John Crosby oi
icifenh. ander of Princes of Jerusalem bought of Heal in February. Mr. Heal took letter
the following named officers
the present administratipn.” The people have New York were brought to Palermo last week and son our heartfelt condolence and direct
PM*J b
the stand in his own defense and denied the
source of consolation that
F W u/fln,Cfe» Morris L. Slugg; High Priest
so in positive
terms, repudiating the for interment in the Pond cemetery. They them to that Infinite
done
Senior Warden, George W allegations of the witnesses, although he adbrings balm and comfort to every wounded and
Pk; J|in.
the
of
a
Democratic
and
by
Pres,
party
widow
policy
and
were accompanied by the
Borrowing heart,
rn I.
warden, Alan L. Bird; Treasurer mitted knowing them and having seen some of present
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
F«r
,a, er; Secretary, Frank C. Flint them on his place. He denied having liquor voce of 2 to 1. The exact return of the vote George C. Chase of Bates College, his boyhood
a copy inscribed on
Wilmer
Dorman
J.
Druker,
Republican
10,620, O’Bryne, friend. Rev. and Mrs. Jacob Crosby of Au- be sent to Brother Parker,
was
|Nuier. ^rtHionies,
sale
at his home or for any other purposes.
for
our records, and copies sent to the local papers
In
the
12th
?• St- Clair; M- of E., Swei
Massachusetts
rWii,* er« Simeon
Democrat 6,240.
burn, and another brother, Eli Crosby of Albi- for publication; also that our charter be drapM. Duncan. By these The case went to the jury, who rendered a
IH
District a Democrat opposed to the President
e»
ed for thirty days.
K
on, with other relatives, were present at the
Jlh»t ofin Knight of the East oio verdict of guilty. Judge Spear sentenced on
the tolls repeal bill was elected. Does this burial.
Annie B. Clements, l Committee
Ifyht a.2?jerr«d admirable manner | Heal to four months in jail and $200 fine, with
on
Lydia W. Woodman, <
D8med above and Harr]
and the tolls repeals bill
L
of look|as if thejtariff
of
Isaac F. Cook.
( Resolutions.
with
New York.—Rocklam I four months additional in jail in default
learn
regret
If any in this vicinity will
were popular with the people
1

present aim of education

a Stone.”
“The man who could tell us wonderful things,
Miss Mabel B. Cushman, who has a position
has a miswith Stone & Webster, Boston, arrived SaturThe Christian Scientists hold services in if he only had the words, generally
of what he lackB,” and “the English day and is the
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at taken idea
guest of Mrs. James C. Durham.
of expressing all the ideas
11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 language is capable
Miss May Harrington of Somerville, Mass., a
that most of us have” were two of Dr. Aley’a
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
telephone operator, spent a two weeks' vacatelling sentences. He expressed hiB confident tion with Mrs. Charles C.
The services next Sunday at Mason’b Mills
Chapman, Church
belief that at a not far distant day tbe “Colstreet.
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
would
no
so
called,
lege Preparatory Course",
Mr. and Mrs. E. W, Ellis returned Monday
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church longer exist in our schools, but that any and
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
from Chelmsford, Mass., where they spent
all courses, properly pursued, would constitute
Services “Will be resumed at the Congrega- a sufficient preparation for college. fhiB the winter,and have opened their home in East
tional Church in North Belfast next Sunday is important, that the doors of opportunity Belfast
Miss Mabel R. Mathews returned Friday
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. The pastor of the may be closed to none. The old idea of higher
North Church, Belfast will the supply for the education existing for the sole benefit of those from a week's visit in Boston. Miss Maude E.
next few months.
wishing to enter the three“learned professions” Mathews remained for a longer visit in Boston
for the present system,which will and vicinity.
The services for the week at the Meth- is

_

_

Thorndike.

oughly prepare pupils for a business career.
Hon. William R. Pattangall of Waterville
Supt. W. B. Wooabury spoke, saying that it
There will be an Episcopal service at the was
impossible for any of the building commit- was in the city last week, having a case before
North church vestry next Sunday at 3.30 p. m. tee for the
proposed new school building pres- the S. J. Court.
The regular services will be held at the Uni- ent to give a summary of the situation to date,
Mrs. Fred A. Knowlton, who spent the winversalist church next Sunday, with sermon by but the plans were on exhibition and all would ter in Boston with her daughter Annie, rethe pastor. Rev. A. A. Blair.
be given an opportunity to inspect them later. turned home last Friday.
He then introduced Dr. Aley, whose speech
Miss Ada C. Williamson of Boston is the
The Seaside Spiritualist Society holds regular
was received with the closest attention and
at
their
guest of her sister, Mrs. Albert Peirce, at the
services
of
on
place
Sunday
meeting
and
interest. Dr. Aley spoke of the present
Ide Farm, Frankfort.
High street at 2 and 7 p. m.
increasing need of education due to the
Edward H. Kelley of Brewer, editor of
Mrs. Ella Staples will address Seaside Spiritgrowing complexity of modern life jnd Maine Rural
ual Association next Sunday afternoon in
Life, was the week-end guest of
civilization.
Education, he said, is a life
relatives in this city.
Knowlton hall, High street.
the
of
of
the
He
spoke
passing
process.
Miss Isabel Dunton of Rockland, a graduate
The morning service at the First Parish
old, false idea, that education enabled
of the Waldo County Hospital Training School
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sun- one to
speak in such large terms that they
is in town for a few days.
day. The Sunday school meets at 11.45.
could not be understood, and said that the

of

intoxicating liquors.
Frank P Smith, Winterport, vs Bertha E
inne and Charles Bicknell of Meriden, Conn.,
was continued Thursday, when witnesses for
Smith, Cambridge; for cruel and abusive treatDorothy Freeman of New Haven, Conn., and
the defence were heard. The Judge’s charge ment.
Her
Carle and June Freeman of Bangor.
was adverse to the plaintiff and the jury reLena I Frown vs Gabriel Brown of Brooks,
Flora F. Mitchtwo step-daughters, Mrs.
turned a verdict for the defendant.
for neglect to provide suitable maintenancs;
ell of Roxbury, Mass., and Mrs. Hattie F.
The case of Marion E Brown vs Maine cen- custody of minor child given to the mother.
Barbour of Jamaica Plain, Mass., revere
tral Railroad, which opened Thursday aftervs
Louise
of
Belfast
E
Reed
Victor
Emily
The funeral
her memory as a mother's.
desertion
noon, was heard by the first traverse jury and
for
Reed of New York; for utter
took place at her late home at 27 Conafter the evidence was all in it was withdrawn three years.
Rev. Walgress street Tuesday at 11 a. m.
and the following entry made: “Neither party
Delia E Bohn of Belfast vs Alfred G Bohn
church offiof
the
ter
F.
Sturtevant
Baptist
to
The suit was brought
no further action."
of Thorndike; for cruel and abusive treatment
The bearers were Messrs. J. E. Ellis,
obtain damages of $200 for the loss for seven and non-support; ordered and decreed that ciating.
Giles G. Abbott, Herbert S. Morey and Frank
days of a trunk of shoe samples, the plaintiff libellant's name be changed to Delia E Wyman.
E. Wiley.
rr:__ *
n _li_a
T„1_P V :_
being the traveling salesman of the B C Dins*
more & Son Co, Belfast.
We have received the following clipping
for three year's utter desertion; care and cusThe Friday forenoon session was taken up
from a Shanghai newspaper, but it does not
tody of minor child given to mother.
of
the
Continental
with the case
Illustrating
Margaret P Richards of Stockton Springs vs give the date of death:
; Co of New York city vs Dutch Brothers of
After an illness stretching over many
Leonard B Richards of Providence, R I; de1
Belfast, grocers. The plaintiff contended that sertion for three years; care and custody of months, Captain Samuel D. Park, well known
and highly respected in the local shipping
! the Dutch Bros had signed a contract whereby minor child Ruby given to mother.
world, passed peacefully away at the General
they should receive 300 postcards advertising
Leathea A. Knight, Belfast, vs Avans P. Hospital last night in the presence of the
The announcement of
their business, weekly. That the firm began
Knight of Lincolnville; cruel and abusive treat- members of his family.
will be received
shipping the postcards, which were sold at the ment, gross and confirmed habits of intoxica- his death, at the age of 66a
large circle of
with extreme regret by
but in all the
j rate of $1.0G per hundred, the first shipment tion; name changed to Leathea A. Crooker.
in
not
Shanghai,
only
friends,
a
check
; being 300. That the defendant sent
Rosalind E Dyer cf Northport vs William H China ports which the deceased gentleman at
where he was
and
which it is admitted
one time or another visited
j for the first shipment,
Dyer of Belfast, for non-support. The care extremely popular
was received and a receipt for same given.
of minor children, Evelyn, Henry, Erma and
The late Captain Park, who was born at
The plaintiff further contends that subsequent
State of Maine, U. S. A.,
Dorothy, given to mother. Libelee to pay the Searsport, in the
refused
the
were
of
300
out to China on a sailing vessel 44 yeare
came
by
weekly
shipments
Clerk of Courts the sum of $30 as counsel
the Shanghai
ago and entered the service of
defendant although the contract stated that
fees and the sum of $5 each week for minor Steam Navigation Company, for which the
! the same should be 300 weekly for a period of
One of
were the agents.
&
Co.
of
Russell
firm
children.
not less than one year. Dutch Brothers, rephis first appointments was as second officer of
Flora A Wentworth vs Pearl A Wentworth
|
from
thiB
and
posithe Steamship Manchu,
resented by Walter B Dutch, claimed that
of Searsmont; for cruel and abusive treat- tion he quickly rose to that of Master. On
such a salesman did call upon him and sold him
ment, gross and confirmed habits of intoxica- tne Shanghai Steam Navigation Co. being
300 cards at $1 per hundred That he supposed
Libellant to resume bought up by the China Merchants, the detion and non-support.
ceased joined the latter, and remained with
that was the end of the matter and when one
A.
Buck.
of
Flora
name
|
them for over 22 years; until, in 1900, he reW'hen
shipment was made he paid for them.
Addison G Curtis ve Mertie Curtis, Monroe tired on account of ill-health. During this
others began to come each week he reiused
for
period he had command of several of the comadultery.
parties,
Illuspany’s vessels.and was most thorough and capj them and so wrote to the Continental
Lenora Wadsworth of Liberty, vs Walter M
able
at his work. His chief service was in the
He
the plaintiff in this case.
I trating Co,
Wadsworth of Faimer, Mass; for desertion for S. S. Kweilee where, running between Ichang
claimed that the contract he signed was not
three years; $50 cost of libel to be paid by and Hankow, he remained for upwaids of eight
the one first shown to him and that the order
years. His last appointment was as Master
libelee.
a
of the Kiangfoo on the Shanghai-Hf.nkow run.
The
retired
fraud.
was obtained by
jury
deceased
Marie Y Goodwin of Brooks vs Charles O

PERSONAL.

The Men’s Forum will meet as usual at the
Universalist church next Sunday noon.

married life with Mr. Bicknell she lived in
Belfast, nearly all of the time at 27 Congress
built and
street, in the house Mr. Bicknell
which is still owned by his descendants. When
she married Mr. Freeman they lived first in
At the death
and later in Waldo.

support.
Earl P Cochrane, Belfast, vs Gertrude V
Cochrane, New Boston, N H; adultery, gross
and confirmed habits of intoxication and use of

DR. ROBERT J. ALEY

Before the Home and School Association*
Henry A. Lloyd of New York arrived TuesThe meeting of the Home and School Assoday for a brief visit.
ciation in Memorial Hall last Friday evening
Gen. J. P. Cilley was in the city over Sunday,
was well attended, many not members of the
association going to hear the excellent address returning to Rockland Monday.
The body of William H. Mansfield, son of tbs of Dr. Robert J.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair returned Wednesday
Aley, President of the Unilate William H. Mansfield of Winterport, who
versity of Maine, who spoke on the relations from a business trip to Lewiston.
in
Rozbury, Mass., April ISth, was of the Home and the School. Before his addiqd
William A. Clark returned Tuesday from
brought to Winterport for burial. He is sur- dress the usual business meeting was held, S.
Florida, where he spent the winter.
vived by a wife and a daughter, Miss Ella F.
Mrs. James C. Durham
A. Parker presiding.
Miss Anne C. Crosby returned to Boston
Mansfield. His age was 84 years.
read the records of the last meeting. Hon.
Saturday from a few days’ visit in Belfast.
Robert F. Dunton made a brief speech, in
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith, who spent the
The Churches.
which he spoke of the need of a commercial
winter in Vienna, N. J., have returned to
course in the Belfast schools that would thor-

Nov. 2,1829, the daughter of the late Benjamin and Hannah Eastman Stevens. She was
Her first husband was James
twice married.
Bicknell, to whom she was married Sept. 21,
1851, and their three children were Henry G.
and
Bicknell, deceased, Charles E. of Rockland
Her second
E. of Meriden, Conn.

Gertrude Mae Cook of Belfast vs Irving H
Cook of Chicago; for abusive treatment, gross
and confirmed habits of intoxication and non

ADDRESS OF

John Bradford Mason. He was born in Searsport, August 12, 1830. He leaves a wife to
mourn her loss.
The interment was in Evergreen cemetery, Jacksonville.

Mrs. Sarah E. Freeman died April 25th at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens,

The opening, Wednesday morning, of the
first case, Clifford G Pendleton vs A K Tolman, was reported last week. This was a replevin suit brought to get possession of the
sloop Gladrags, which the plaintiff alleges he
owned Nov. 26, 1913, and that on that day he
This he
gave a bill of 6ale to the defendant.
says he did, because he was intimidated by a
constable and an attorney, who told him that he
must make some settlement for having cut Court.
The last case to be heard this term on the
loose and damaged a boat the property of the
delcndant. The plaintiff took the stand and said criminal docket State va Harrison Stevens
that he wa6 afraid of imprisonment, and that of Jackson, indicted at the September term for
he was told the matter must be settled within
statutory offence, was called Monday morning.
The selecting of a jur took some time and the
an hour or he would have to accompany an
officer. He said that he had only the sloop for entire day was consumed with the trial. The
property and he signed a paper giving a bill of jury returned a verdict of not guilty, after desale,but didn’t understand what it was. The liberating for about two hours. County Attorsuit was brought to get possession of the boat. ; ney Littlefield appeared for the State and R. F.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff Dunton of the firm of Dunion & Morse for
of $1 damage. John R Dunton for plaintiff; the defense.
I
O. H. Emery, Camden, for defendant. Motion !
Court adjourned Monday p. m.
tor a new trial has been filed.
DIVORCES DECREED.
The case of Prince E Luce vs Charles O
The following divorces were decreed:
This is

1

Supreme Judicial Court

The

lournal.

todays

m

ter and

until

September.

Robert B. Cookson, clerk of the municipal
court of Bangor, was in Belfast last Friday as
a witness in the supreme court.
Mr. Cookson
was born in Unity and has a large acquaintance
throughout Waldo county,

|

Mrs. Camilla A. Hazeltine, who spent the
! winter with her sons in Wheeling, We?t Vir! ginia, and had been for several weeks in Bos*
arrived by last Saturday evening’s train
j ton,
j and is at her home, No. 1 Court street, for the

season.
The following transfers in real estate were j
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley returned
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
Wednesday morning from New York, where
for the week ending April 29, 1914:
B. Herbert Woedsum, Braintree, Mass., et Dr. Tapiey took private work in advanced sural., to Harry F. Chadwick, Palermo; land in gery. The rooms at his hospital are all engaged and several patients are waiting.
Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney P. Young and three
Augustus Larrabee, Morrill, to Andrew J.
little sons will arrive from Greenville SaturWoodbury, do; land and buildings in W'aido.
Beula B. Knight, Unity, to Elsie Parkhurst, day to visit Mr. and Mrs.
0. Pendle-

Emery

Levant; land in Unity.
Annie J. Thomas, Lincolnville, to Carl S.
Brewster, do; land in Searsmont.
Harry Dickey, Belfast, to Arthur R, Murch,
do; land and buildings in Belfast.
S. T. Overlock, Washington, to Arthur Over-

Mr. Young will go to Portland next w eek
to attend the Masonic meetings, after which
he will return to Belfast for his family.
ton.

and Mrs. Eugene R. Conner are moving
their cottage on Maple street, Bayside, to
remain until the middle of June, when M. H.
Blackwell and family of Brunswick will take
the cottage until September and Mrs. Conner
will return to their Miller street residence.
Mr.

to

ock, Liberty; land

in Liberty.
Jesse Overlock, Liberty, to Arthur Overlook. do; land in Liberty, (two deeds.)
Linwood Salsbury, Searsmont, to Joseph G.
Packard, do; land in Searsmont,
Cyrus F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H., to Edmund Brewster, Searsmont; land in Searsmont
Herbert S. Morey, Belfast, to Goldie W. Curtis, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
George W. Peavey, Monroe, to Clara A.
Swanville; land and buildings in Wal1

Edward A. Perry, who has been engaged in
the grocery business in Fargo, North Dakota,
has sold his interests there and with his wife

has gone to Talent, Oregon, to make their
home with their daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Ames. Mr. Perry is a son of the
late Augustus Perry, and his boyhcou home
was in this city.

Harvey,

do and Swanville.
Mabel Pendleton, Islesboro, to Mary L.
Coombs, do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
W. A. and E. H. Cole, Burnham, to Charles
J. Richards, do; land in Burnham.
Charlotte A. Quinlan, Boston, Mass., to
I. Morse, Belfast; land and buildings in

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bickneii, Mrs. AlSmith and Miss Esley Bickford of Rockland, George E. Bickneii of Meriden, Conn.,
freda

Dr.

man

Ralph

Belfast.
Marriner Smith.Waldo, et als, to BenjaminV.
in Waldo.
Smith, Readheld; land and buildings
David F. Hopkins, et al, Knox, to Nathan B.
Hopkins, Bangor; land in Lincolnville.
Mary J. Sweetser, Searsport, to Alexander
in SeatsP. Sweetser, do; land and buildings

port.

Martha C.Dunn,Fairfield, toCharlesC. Dunn,
Palermo; land and buildings in Palermo.
Samuel J. Fish, W interport, to Mrs. Aibra
in WinE. Larby, Bangor; land and buildings

Mrs.

J

of

and

Mrs.

Frank

E,

attend the funeral of their mother
Sarah E. Freeman.

delightful;

I

not

a

bit too hot

with the

cooling:

breezes.”
The following extract from a personal let'
Mr. Philo Blaisdell, a summer resident of Northport, will interest many of his
Belfast friends: “On board of S. S. Cleveland of the Hamburg American Line, March
19th. We are now in the Red Sea on our
We have stopped at Madeira,
way to Suez,

P. Knight, Lincoln ville, to Oliver A.
LincolnKnight, do; land and buildings in
ville.
Oliver A. Knight, Lincolnville, to Avans P.
Knight, do; land and buildings in Lincolnville.

ter from

MONROE.

music by Hall’s orchestra of BangorDr. Pringle’s brother is here for a visit. He is
attending the Boston Conservatory of Music.
....Mrs. Beatrice Billings Grotton and child
from Belfast is visiting her mother, Mrs. Nettie Billings ...Mrs. Laura Palmer’s sister,
Rosie Hobbs, from Lisbon Falls, is here to see
W ebbcr
her mother, who is sick.... Mrs. Lizzie
and daughter Lida have returned from Brooks,
where they had been for three weeks.

Freeman

Bangor, and Sherman W. FreeNew Haven, Conn., were in Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. George A. C.ilchrest, who have
been at Fruitland Park, Fla., the past winter,
left there Tuesday for Boston and expect t<;
reach Belfast about May 10th. In a persona)
note Mrs. Gilchrest says:
“Hope the snow
storms will be all over by that time. Surely
winter has ‘lingered in the lap of Spring’ all
right this year. The weather here has been

Avans

with

E.

Tuesday to

terport.

The Monroe High Bchoolwill present a drama
and have a dance Friday evening, May 1st,

Ralph

Freeman of

1

Cadiz, Gibraltar, Algiers, Genoa, Malta, Athens, Port Said, Giro, Bombay, Colombo (Island of Ceylon.) From Suez we go through
the canal and

on

to

Jaffa.

From there

we

go

Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, the Dead
Sea; touch at the Island of Palermo and
on to Naples.
We will also visit Rome, and
to

return to New York the latter part of April.
We have had a most wonderful trip and enjoyed every minute.”

A banquet will be served by Waldo
Lodge,
I. O. O. F tomorrow, Friday, evening following
the conferring of the last degree on a number
of candidates.

like leaving home and partBelfast Free Library
ing from dear friends.
We packed our grips, taking along our
where those who are unNew Books, March 1914.
Washington, D. C., April 27, 1914. hospital room,
tin
miscups, plates, knifes and fork, and
with
PHILOSOPHY.
to meet
any
fortunate
enough
on
Commerce,
Committee
The Senate
The boys fell
from the machinery are hurried to some took their blankets.
Jordan, David Start.
which has the river and harbor appro- hap
marched to the railroad
War and waste; a series of discusthe care of a physician and surgeon with- into line and
conpriation bill under consideration,
sions of war and war accessorstation to wait for the train that would
a humane branch
is
It
moments.
a
few
in
the
on
bill,
tinues to have hearings
ies. .. 172.4 J 7
take us to New York. There our Pullbusiand
of
a
the
busy governmental
great
although a resolution was passed by
us to Port- Windelband. Wilhelm.
take
to
awaited
man
sleeper
ness plant.
committee some days ago stating that it
History of ancient philosophy.
land. There the Maine Central took us
that
1899.-. 180 W 7
was the sense of the committee
to Burnham, where, thanks to Governor
conthat
and
SOCIOLOGY.
discontinued
be
hearings
|
GETTYSBURG.
Haines, a special awaited to take us to
Lee, Gerald Stanley.
sideration of the bill be hastened. But
Colcord
F.
B.
our several stations. Capt.
of
deCrowds; s moving-picture
the resolution seems to be a dead letter Fifth and Last Day’s Tramp Over the Battle- of
801 k ®
Searsport, a member of the Governmocracy.and hearings are being held, although
field.
saw
his
wife,
or’s Council, accompanied by
SCIENCE.
bill
the
the committee is anxious to get
arrived home Seton. Ernest Thompson.
After the morning meal we started off us to Waldo Station. We
of
on the calendar for the consideration
Wild animals st home. 1913. 590 T 8-4
as we
about dark Sunday evening, tired and
on our final tramp over the field,
the Senate.
USEFUL ARTS.
never looked so good but
Home
mornnext
the
home
dusty.
for
Btart
to
were
William Howe.
Tolman,
the
at
was
as
that
and
expiraknown
once
be
before,
May 2nd will hereafter
ing. It was one of the days seemingly
Safety; methods for preventing
in the Civil War.
“Suffrage Day" in the annals of the made to order for the old veterans; not tion of three years
occupational and other accidents
Mr. Editor, fearing I have wearied
National American Woman Suffrage As- too hot or too cold, but just right to take
and disease. 1913... 614.8 T 6
that of thoBe who may
FINE ARTS.
sociation. The whole country is going in the beauties of nature. How different your patience and
these
I
close
that
have read these few lines,
on the
were our thoughts from those
to be ablaze for woman suffrage on
Dieulafoy, Marcel Auguste.
of my trip to Gettysburg by thankthe
Art in Spain and Portugal. 1913..709.46 D 5
morning 50 years ago when we left the notes
day, according to reports received by
The latest in- field. As we tramped along Hancock ing you and the good old Journal. A.S.
John Henry.
NewBon,
committee.
Congressional
to care for thoae
vast establishment there is

fact, that

Washington Whisperings.

formation received shows that more than
forty of the States have already prepared for mass meetings and demonstrations
which will be attended by women interested in suffrage

in

every

community.
to which
in the

Almost every conceivable
land may be put is represented
Service
reported by the Forest
use

permits
for special projects

in the national for-

Some of the

ests.

from

alphabetically,
brickyard,

cannery,

uses

shown range,

apiary through
cemetery, church,

marine
cranberry marsh, fox ranch,
still,
and
turpentine
rifle
range,
railway,
to wharf and whaling station.
There are

15,000 permits

in iorce

ior

uses, which are distributed
from Alaska to the Mex-

such special

geographically

This figure
ican line, and east to Florida.
the
of
27,000
perinclude
any
does not
and sheep
mits in force for grazing cattle
transactions
in the forests; nor the 6,000

more than
for the sale of timber, and the
for the
38 000 permits issued last year
miners
settlers,
timber
of
by
free use
homeand others in developing their

300

steads and claims; nor the nearly
permits for water power development.
forest
California led all the national
these
of
special
number
the
States in
Arizona. Colorause permits, followed by
in the order
Mexico
New
and
do, Montana
class of pernamed. The largest single
or corrals,
mits was for special pastures,
shearing
grounds,
lambing
used for

to be
pens, and the like.

the automobile
In official Washington
and especially does

small figure,
leaders of the
this apply to the social
The amsmart set in the Capital City.
in official
family
and
every
each
of
bition
the most
life appears to be to possess
automobile that
handsome
and
striking
broad thoroughglides over the smooth,
the nation’s laws
fares of the city where
The members of the diploare made.
ministers and
matic corps—ambassadors,
countnesfar-away
from
secretaries
careful in the selection
cuts no

are

particularly

of their cars,
their beauty

paying

as

well

due attention to
to their more

as

Many diplomats
substantial qualities.
to Washington
of high degree have come
cars with
their
foreign-made
and brought
into this
them cars that they could bring
for they are the
without
duty,
country
of the nation and must be treated

injured in the something
established

Homes of character. 728 N 47
thoughts turned toward the
Shelley, Henry Charles.
Block Bird Guard.
National Cemetery and Culns Hill, just
The art of the Wallace collection.
the
beyond on the extreme right of
1913.708.2 Sh 4-2
To Enforce
Funds
Off
the
Senate
In
Lop
battle.
May
army on the first day’s
LITERATURE.

cars

them
of American make and taken

their own country, oftentimes,
It is a
a summer’s vacation.
for
just
to
make
been
have
compelled
tribute they
back

to

to American

genius.

Hardly a day passes that an accident
of some nature does not happen to Uncle
Sam’s
print shop, the Government

K|

TWELVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY TRACTS of five and ten acre* each to be granted to prospective settu
to the
in throwing open Twenty Thousand Acres of Rich, Southern Georgia Land, which is admirably adapted
gro„itll«|
of celery sweet and Irish potatoes, cantaloupes, water melons, com, oats, cotton, hay-in fact, all staple crops groJHSl
in this fertile section, as well as a large variety of semi-tropical fruits, and the famous immensely profitable Pap.,
8hel
are now offered an excellent
opportUr,j..B
you are eligible under the classifications prescribed by us, you
and go back
to break away from the drudgery and toil of a small wage, or working for the benefit of landlords,
to, BP
deed
and
a
abstract.
will
hold
warranty
land
f^B
an of nlentv to which, if granted, you
of
lands
Is
the
basis
of
all
wealth.
Owners
are
land
and
productive
on earth Is the earth Itself,
s.
The best
from
It.
H
are
while
others
suffering
firing by the Increasing high cost of living,

■g

Providing

National Cemetery stands the New York
monument, near the unknown dead. It
is a beautiful monument with a granite

base and surmounted by a figure typifyin her
ing the Angel of Peace, who holds
hand a wreath of victory. It was dedi-

Next

cated July, 1893.

visited the

we

that we
graves of the boys of Co. E.,
where and how
home
at
those
tell
might
iook ai
they rest. We then took a ladt

the Old Cemetery from which Cemetery
Ridge takes its name. The headstones
bear many marks of the fierce battle
The
that raged there 50 years ago.
where 50
guns stand on the same spots
their missiles
ago they sent forth

years

of death. Again we wandered over the
National Park, where there is a steel
tower.

this tower you have

Climbing

a

surrounding country.
Passing along Hancock avenue we came

fine view of the

to the statue of Gen’l Meade, standing
the old house in which he had his

near

headquarters during the 2nd and 3rd days
battles. We visited the spot where on
the early morning of July 2nd the old

19th Maine marched onto the field with
Half of this number
406 men, all told.
Markers have
were killed or wounded.
been placed to show the different posi-

tions up to the monument near the high
water mark, where stands their monuth’
ment, showing where they stood on
s
Pickett
when
of
3rd,
afternoon
July

s
men came over the stone wall. Hancock
Btatue stands on East Cemetery Ridge.
He commanded the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
the
Corps on July 2nd. We visited
statue of Gen’l Warren on Little Round

also the statue of Gen’l Reynolds,
who commanded the 1st Corps on the

Top;

a
1st day and was killed while making
reconnaissance in front of the enemy.
Then we returned to camp for dinner.
In the afternoon we visited the skirmish

line,

or as

near as

where were four

it could be

ascertained,

companies

of the 19th

and

G.-with Capt.

Maine-D. E. F.
Fogler as officer of the day. These men
went out in the early morning of July
3rd between the two armies, laying flat
on

the

nothing

with

ground
night of the

the

to eat since

water

2nd and with but little

to drink in

a

It has been said that it takes more real
with no
courage to lay down under fire

than it does to face the
enemy in the field. There may be less
danger in the former, yet all testimony
gives preference to the latter.

chance to

reply

back to camp to await the
when we start off for home.
morning,
great
emSaturday morning dawned bright and
Printing Office, where some 4,000
beautiful. We partook of our last meal
are daily and nightly at work turnployes
of
thousands
on
this historic ground and bade adieu to
of
hundreds
the
ing out
never meet again:
government documents made necessary Comrades we shall
and
each week by Congress and the various Comrade C. C. Roberts of Chicago,
Andrew D. Black of California,
departments of the federal government. Comrade
It was
It is not generally known, but it is a both formerly of Stockton.
Now

we

are

Audubon Workers Pro-

McLean Law.
test. Minus Money Law Becomes a Farce.
New York, April 20.1914 That a half dozen
United States Senators on the senate agricultural committee now threaten to defeat the will
of the whole American people by refusing
the McLean law
any appropriation to enforce
for the protection of the nation's migratory
birds, was declared by officers of the National

An Opportunity to Secure Rich Productive Land Without

tyi^B

TRAVEL.

j
j

Willson, Henry Beckles,
Nova Scotia: the province that has
1921.T 71.6 W
been passed by.

Maria Thompson.
The tinder box.
1913.

State.Street or R. F. D. No..
Age.Married or Single.Widow, Widower, or Orphan.Occupation.

Nationality.Do
C 73-3

The distributors.
1908.
Pemberton, Max.
Aladdin ot London; or. Lodestar.
1907.
Smedley, Frank E.
Lewis Arundel; or. The railroad of
life

...

JUVENILE

government in the matter will become a joke
to the market shooters, who cannot be made to
of
respect it. Every man, woman and child,
millions that supported this measure to
American bird life, should at once protest to their senators against this bold attempt
to render it a dead letter."
the

project for erection of a lighthouse
Diamond Shoals, off Cape Hatteras,

The

petition

CLEAN YOUR FURNACE NOW.

P 253-5

P

365-6

is the time to overhaul your furnace as soon as the fire
householders
goes out for good. Many
a bad practice.
is
this
and
fall
until
wait
at
It is often difficult to get workmen
also likesuch a time, and the furnace is
will
cause
cellar
ly to rust. The average
months.
iron to rust during the summer
as
possible care should
Therefore as early
and pipbe taken to protect the furnace
This contributor goes on in part as
He says that

Sm 3
St 25-9
W 161
W 253-2
W 34-2

Challenge j

In the May Woman’s Home Companion
contributor writes an interesting and a
furnaces.
practical article on the care of
a

spring

by its fragrance.

I

The first time you get a whiff of
STAG, you'll go buy some.
In the pipe,in the tin,indoors, outdoors, its natural lasting fragrance

£
|ft
|

will win you at once and forever.
Convenient Packages:

“No Bite,

I|

jH$
m

“NO sting,

The

m

Handy Haif-

10-Cent Tin, the Pound and
S|ze 5-Cent Tin, the Full-Size
Glass Humidor,
Half-Pound Tin Humidors and the Pound

“No Bag,
"NoStrio^

tUT iiuliiiliiMiiiTiHiiiil

Paint half of your house Lead-andl
Oil and half Devoe.
]

ing.
follows:
“First of all the ashes should be removed from the fire pot and the grate
left entirely clean. Ashes absorb moiswill injure it.
ture and if left in a heater
after
Then remove the smoke pipe and,
giving it a coat of rust-preventing paint,
..

W 461-2

J-M 11

set it in

a

dry place for

If Devoe doesn’t take less gallons and c<
money, no pay. If Devoe doesn’t wear bet:

J-D 3-3

W

P

**

Pip#

and

Ggorotte.

IVER-LASTINC-tY

I

6QOP%j

p. LorlUard Co.—B*tablUhmd 1760

;|

we’ll return your money.

the summer, the

I

Lead-and-Oil is said to be good
three years. Devoe is better si j
If not, we’ll return youl
years.
money.

coat of paint such as is especially preto prevent rust upon furnaces.
Paint the piping also, especially at the
is coverjoints. Much piping these days
ed with a suitable covering which prewhere
radiation
vents loss of heat from
it is not needed. This of course preTin hot air pipes can
vents rusting.
also be covered to advantage. If a steam
brick-set
ar hot water furnace is not
a cover(and most are not these days)
be applied in
ng of asbestos, which may
much
the form of plaster, will prevent
jseless radiation from the furnace.

At sea, Lead-and-Oil is good for a year: 1
don’t know how long ; for several years.

pared

liner WashingtonDelaan, now at Reed street wharf,
there
ware River, who guarantees that
inwill be enough for all who accept his
The raw material was capvitation.
tured in the Gulf of Mexico a week ago,
while the steamer was cn her way from
Puerto de Mexico with a cargo of 10,)00 tons of sugar. It was ten feet long,
weighed 600 pounds, and was decidedly
the biggest turtle any member of the
:rew had ever seen.
When near Tortugas the Washingtonian struck an obstacle that was at first
shoal, but,
supposed to be an uncharted De
moving,
as the obstacle was seen to
the ship’s course was changed, and the
aid ot
the
turtle was captured, and, with
I lie
a derrick, hoisted to the deck.
ship’s butcher soon had the cooks supthe
plied with fresh meat, and during
remainder of the voyage there was no
the
complaint from the crew regarding was
food, though turtle meat or soup
served three times a day.
a
A bunch of eggs, each as big as
cocoanut, was found in the sea monster,
and several of them are being prepares
for shipment to the Smithsonian Institution, at W ashington. —Philadelphia paper.

LeacJ
J

Mason & Hall Sell It
Hall’s Stave J<>

Holmes Stave Mill Parts
Brass and

Composition Castings

Let Us Figure

f Belfast
j

on

Your

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting,
Pulleys and Oears.

^

|

J

j1

OF

|

--

Boxes, Collars, Couplings, Slet
Hege Rotary Mill Parts.

--00

j

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRECOMPANY, QUINCY,
Assets

Announces that he has
to diseases of the

limited his practice

More signs of a breakup in the “solid
South’’ are now appearing on the political horizon than have been visible at any
time since the Civil war. It is the reAND RtfRACTION.
sult of the new-fangled things in politics-initiative, referendum, recall, pri- Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p. m
maries, suffrage and prohibition. There
7 to 8 p. m.. and bv appointment.*
is turmoil in Tennessee, South Carolina,
Alabama, Virginia, Texas, Mississippi,
CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Georgia, Arkansas and Louisiana, and
23tf
in
are
concord
Telephone connection
and
everywhere amity
flight.—Atchison Globe.

Spring Laxative and Blood Cleanser.
Flush out the accumulated waste and poisons of the winter months; cleans your stomach. liver and kidneya of all impurities. Take
Dr. King’e New Life Pills; nothing better for
purifying the blood, liild, non-griping laxative. Cures constipation; makes yon feat line.
Taka no other. 26c, at your Druggist.
Bucklan’a Arnica Salve for All Barts.

Requirements

Shu
Sash Weights, Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Nuts and Brake Weeels.

j

j

Iron Casting'

Machine & Foundry Co.
MAN U FACT l- K 1C ISS

1

up to 100 lbs.

[Grey

Jobbing, Repairs.

The Solid South.

-

j

We’ll back Devoe against
and-Oil in any exposure an) In
anywhere any time.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

for

1

1

Hawaiian-American

1|
K

Lead-and-ill

Devoe against

An abundant lunch of juicy green
:urtle steak and rich soup awaits the
the
meets of Captain Parse, master of

A tobacco that is instantly
distinguished from all others

I

Sigm‘

STRUCK 600-POUND TURTLE.

Found

of land in the United States?.

G 829

trouble has not been in
obtaining a firm foundation, but in get- |
ting enough calm days together to sink ;
caissons evenly and ballast them level j
A water power development on the
for a foundation. The position is fourwill supply electricity for
teen miles off the North Carolina Coast, j ^reen river
Kentucky coal mines.
The Nautical Gazette.

j

acres

_

For dyspepsia, our national ailment, use
Recommended for
Burdock Blood Bitters.
strengthening digestion, purifying the blood.
a
bottle.
\.t all drug stores. $1.00

The

ten

5wl6

al“If

being circulated at Baltimore. A lot of
money has been spent on this proposition
and when it was last abandoned it was
decided that the maintaining of a light
ship outside the shoals was all that could

now own over

information an
If my application for reg stration is accepted, please send me, without obligation, further and complete
and Atlantic Railroad, its tram
ulars, including maps of the land, showing its exact location on the Atlanta, Birmingham
Very truly yours,
facilities, agricultural, fruit and nut-growing possibilities, etc.

attic is a good place. Shake all soot out
of it and see that the damper is in good
When the smoke pipe is replaced
J-D 783 order
to
in the fall, just before you are ready
furnace the joints where it
Peggy Stewart at home. 1912. J-J 13-6 light your
should
enters the furnace and chimney
Meary, James R.
be covered with ’asbestos cement, apThe iron boys in the mines. 1912. J-M 46-1
a
is
great draft
plied like mortar. This
The iron boys as foreman..... J-M 46-2
The iron boys on the ore boats. J-M 46-3
the furnace shows any tendency to
The iron boys in the steel mills. J-M 46-4 rUBt, whether it be a steam, hot water or
with a
hot air one, cover all such parts

off Hatteras.

you

D 285-5

BOOKS.

Brown, Ruth Alberta, (McArthur.)
At the little brown house. 1913...
Defoe, Daniel.
The life and adventures of Robinson Crusoe.
Drag >umis, Julia D.
Under Greek skies. 1918.
Jackson, Gabrielle E.

save

be done.

j

Partridge, Anthony.

j

a

B-R67 3

Greene, Harry Irving.
Yozonde of the wilderness. 1910....

Steel, Flora Annie.
King-Errant. 1912.
forced with adequate financial appropriation, Wallace, Dillon.
and
old
as
of
butchered
be
will
our native birds
The wilderness castaways. 1913...
the will of the people will be treated as a j
Warren, Maude Radford.
of
farce," said T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary
The main road. 1913.
the National Association of Audubon Societies,
Watts, Mary S.
at its headquarters, 1974 Broadway. “Without
Van Cleve. 1913.
the $100,000 required to supply wardens to
Wells, Herbert George.
check the slaughter of migratory birds forbidThe passionate friends. 1913.
den under this law, the authority of the federal

to

B-L 824

Registration Department:
with the
I hereby make application to register for your Fruit and Agricultural Railroad-Land Opening, and furnish you
answers to the following questions;
Name.City.

Daviess,

port.
“Unless the people of the whole country
immediately demand of their senators the McLean measure which they supported for its
general protection of migratory birds be en-

HUKMU,

Southern Georgia Railroad-Land Development Bureau,
Washington, D. C.

FICTION.

Comstock, Harriet T.
A son of the hills. 1913.

attitude‘of the congressmen, who cut the rein
quired appropriation for its enforcement
half, and of the senators, who are now inclined
to leave it altogether without financial sup-

revived, according

RAILROAD-LAND DEVELUrMEN
COLORADO BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

.....

raphy.

law, giving Uncle Sam authority to guard
his bird flocks as they pass from State to State,
has been made at Washington, it is asserted by
the Audubon workers, who labored faithfully
this measure
among those who wanted to have
selfish
put on the federal statute books. Such
interests are now known to be rejoicing in the

has been

SOUTHERN GEORGIA

Logan)

Reminiscences of a soldier's wife.
1913.
Roosevelt, Theodore.
Theodore Roosevelt, an autobiog-

Lean

on

6

BIOGRAPHY.

A.

Hj

■

Emerson, Ralph Waldo.
Journals of Ralph Wald.' Emerson.
Vol. 9.B-Em 3-15
Lodge, Henry Cabot.
B-L 82
Early memories. 1913.
Logan, Mary Simmerson. (Mrs. John

can people asked for the McLean bill, will continue, it is declared.
Backed by the market butchers of game and
greedy hunters in various sections of this counMctry, every effort to nullify the effect ofthe

Lighthouse

£H]

■

Schauffler, Robert Haven.
Romantic America. 1913. T 73 Sch
j
Ernest.
Talbert,
j
Old countries discovered anew.
j
1913. T4T14
;

of the $100,000 asked by the friends of the
Biological Survey of the Department of Agriculture to supply wardens to guard American
bird life, the conditions of migratory bird
butchery, to remedy which the whole Ameri-

For a

I

Howells, William Dean.
Familiar Spanish travels. 1913. T 46 H 83

amendment to the agricultural appropriation bill introduced by Robinson of Arkansas,
cutting off all appropriations for this federal
bird law and leaving it practically a dead letter.
Unless the hird-lovers of the land at once protest to their senators against this cjutting off

m

^H

Plutarchus.
Tales from Plutarch. 888 P 7-2
Robbins, Edwin Clyde.
The high school debate book. 1911. 808.5 R 5

the

Capital.

the Northern Pacific and other railroads when they graft
Kg
You will not be required to leave your present surroundtracts ed their lands, and we expect to benefit thereby,
ings now. All we ask of those to whom we grant
tracts.
as
the
ones
the
of
who
will
receive
a
$H
have
to
crop
planted,
is that they plant, or arrange
We have alBO planned to develop what is designed t,. Kg
within three years,
one of the above mentioned products
re- the best equipped, most up-to-date, scientific,
commerr^
after which we will have it operated (harvested and
of 25 cent, of the farm and orchard in existence. It will consist of nix tin,,1 BaS
planted) for grantees, in consideration the
sand acres, and will be included in this opening.
of
■
sale
thereby
the
from
crops,
derived
net profits
occupa- register and receive tracts will get the benefit ot the
Bg
allowing the grantee to pursue his or her present
in
thereon.
methods
\v,
the
vogue
yield periments and scientific
tion until such time as they determine just what
K
mean we are arranging to prevent over-registration, w,
of their acres amounts to. Consider what this may
as occurred in
such
avoid
the
that
show
many disappointments,
income, when statistics
K£j
as a source of
and that land openings conducted by the United States Governm,'. Kg
yield of one acre of celery amounted to $1,268.45,
in exce«
those
who
and
bearregister
in
granting
full
railroads,
by
,^H
one acre of well-cared-for paper-shell pecans,
We the number of tracts to be granted, an interest in
ing should net its owner as high as $500,00 per year.
farm and orchard enterprise, in the hope r>Mcommercial
results
actual
is
it
after
by
that
proven
^B
are of the opinion
in one of our town sites.
j
obtained in operating the land that they will need no fur- they may later locate
HE
Examination of the land will cheerfully be permitted,
ther urging, and waste no time in locating in this land of
at
be
held
Browntown,
Wayne Cour, Iff
the land with- the opening will
plenty (We also require grantees to occupy
3P
who will occupy it, Georgia, one of the stations of the A. B. & A. Raiir, /
in ten years, or sell it to some one
occur as
and
will
.HI
this
on
which
is
located
property,
otherwise it reverts back to the grantor.
after the closing of registrations as arrangements ,. .HI
The land included in this opening is located directly on
made.
■
and adjoining the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic RailThe presence of those registered will not be neeroad about twenty-five miles west of Brunswick, a thrivII
direct steamship ser- at Browntown on the opening day, unless they wish
ing city of fifteen thousand, having
I
will be no favoritism shown anyon.
vice to New York and Boston, and excellent railroad tend, for there
fo
selected
rthepu", II
The
tem- will be conducted by a committee
transportation facilities to all points. from average
th<
of
what
be
notified
will
April to Octo- and those registered
perature for six months of the year,
as soon as possible.
|
ber, is77 degrees; the climate is most healthful, delightful granted,
With the ever-increasing population of this country tli«i, H
and invigorating, and there is an ample rainfall of 51
inches per year.
no corresponding increase in the area of land, and naturally
OUR AIM IS FOR MUTUALLY BENErlCIAL RESULTS the population increases and seeks the land in pursuit
I 1
As we are extremely desirous of having settlers locate happiness and independence, it will continue to be liar
and thereby
On this property, and assist in its development,
value of surrounding and intervening secure.
the
increase
greatly
■*
to increase the traffic
The prosperous and contented class in Europe t,
property, which we will hold, and and
f
Atlantic Railroad, the descendants of those who secured land there
the
Atlanta,
Birmingham
along
of those win,
•
and thus facilitate the service, we feel warranted in grant- was plentiful, while the descendants
slaves.
and
You
the
peasants
ing these tracts to those who register with us. We also ed no land are now
lanu
to
secure
;
chance
last
be
this
K
which
this
we will realize that
your
may
have in mind business and residence plots
v
so it shouh
offer for sale after the opening, but which will not be in- country without a large outlay of capital,
forwardit
once
act
at
to
to
afterward”
by
considerurge you
j
necessary
cluded in it. We have “money-making
this annour
II
ations in this liberal-minded opening, similar to those of application for registration attached to

^B

Hale, Edward Everett and his children.
New England history in ballads.
1904.808.1 H 13

Association of Audubon Societies in thn city
today. After wiring warnings to the 200,000
representatives of his organization all over the
country, T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the
national Audubon body, rushed to Washington
to protest to the members of the senate committee on agriculture against the adoption of

■

securUy"

avenue our

scorching July sun.
here for a great
as such; but before being
They laid there until Pickett's charge
same diplomats
drove them back to Cemetery Ridge,
length of time these
have sold the imported cars, purchased where they helped to stop Pickett’s men.

guests

DIG AGRICULTURAL LAND OPENING

a

NOTICE
I have severed my connection with the Wyman & Knowlton Company and the E. E. WyAll
man Land Co., both of Belfast, Maine.
bill! against the above companies should be
resented to Mr. E. E. Wyman, at his office on
lain street, for payment.
..
Dated at said Belfast, this 18th day of April,
MABCELLUS R. KNOWLTON.
1914.
8wl6

£

..

*

V

December 31,

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and in bank.
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.
Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted
Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net unpaid losses.*
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.......
Surplus over all liabilities
...

Total liabilities and surplus
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agenl*
3wl6

Dressing WiiiiH

ABOUT THREE Cl";
clear cow dres*llf
.rfT,
Croeby place. Apply to
H. E.
!.s>
a
Northport
Tel. 148, ring 4.
tfie

WANTED,
well rotted

^

to

Jhe
of

Editor

The Journal:

In

Tile Journal, written
the
ago, I told you of

iter to

I

nl0ntl»s
?laff
fer®

"lyfferetl

aiie/fllm

n‘in

L,,\vas fairly
Wlher»nd "growth
f*

we

favorable for the
of the wheat crop
were favored with

had,in fact,

w inter-we
iilier until about the middle
The result was the wheat

mild
lU'

U.

...,

>*“

,*BJ’

furnished an abundance
one dairyciurage. I asked

f"
*

and
as feeding his cows,
he was pasturing them on

to him than the

Is famous pie crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits

[ he wheat crop last year
tiful and many farmers

and whatever you are baking.
And the most economical flour

dug it in large quantities
At the present time

milled —gives you
loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
you order flour.

v,
,i

,n;

c.

s’

to

L,

To my inquiry wheththe wheat would not
that the

replied,

8f

I

more

,ii,

"

!l

,r,‘

on
*

pastur-

most

the market 86 cents

whil< com is worth 74; so
a difference of four pounds
vor of the wheat the dif(..ding value is not great.

f

[
1

of wheat

..

ygp

qua

are
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SOLD BY YOUR GROCERS

thu Yxicr task- ran
annreci&ted when it
is known that some of the big palms will
car for a single tree, which
part ui me city in which it is Deing puD- require a full
when boxed and prepared for shipment,
liahed.
will weigh at least 12 tons. The preparWith best wishes for the continued ation of one of these big trees for shipFirst a box
success of The Journal and the city of ment is itself no easy task.
is built around the roots and then by
Belfast I will close this scribble.
means of jacks, each capable of lifting
w. H. w.
five tons weight, they are lifted carefulSpringfield, Missouri.
ly from the earth, the bottom of the box
put on, the branches carefully enclosed
FROM A BELFAST MAN IN THE WEST. and then placed lying down on flat cars
for transportation to the Exposition
Chicago, April 10, 1914. In common grounds. The smaller trees and shrubs
with all good citizens of Belfast 1 am are handled in the same way. It is costin the neighborhood of $75 a day to
very much pleased with the result of the ing
do the work, but when done the big unmunicipal election and I hope we have dertaking will have made a record for
got rid of Hanson forever. I read the the entire coast. The big shipment is
mandoings of the Democratic convention in under the care of the Exposition
agement, they taking all the risk and
Portland, and he certainly did get down the
responsibility of moving, the Nurson his knees and bow his face in the
the grounds.
ery having sold the stock on
dust and implore the convention to be
Included in the big shipment will be
Carnation
Phoenix
taken back. 1 am glad they did take 71 Dig palms of the
These 71 trees on account of
variety.
him back, for we do not want him in the
their size will require the greatest care
Republican party.
and work. They are handsome speciThe enclosed slip tells you of the en- mens and even after they have been
left on the
dorsement the Wilson administration got moved there will be plenty
to furnish another exposition.
in New Jersey (noted in The Journal last grounds
Besides these there are 104 of the Washweek) and I think that in the Northern ingtonia Gracilis, and 60 Dracaena Aus-

used also

poultry State. the Woodruff office building ten stories
-net- lor a bumper wheat crop high, the Masonic Hall, The Landers and
wheat States have the Jefferson Theatres, the new Green
: -n, winter
totter than they are today. county courthouse, the post office build,.1,-rs predicts that the price ing, to which a large addition is now
1,.,1-vest time will drop pretty being made, the Pythian Home, the
! ,1H f,(i ent point. If his predic- State Normal school and three new hosall of us may pitals, besides hundreds of store buildshoub- prove true,
forHour and few people, it ings and homes erected in all portions of
in vain for bread. the city, will serve to convey some idea
w id lo cry

1

in this

rd

i

ui!

...

..

*

,,

of the progress of the city during the

be much money in the
farmers, but there will be
,.f food for man and beast.

:,ot
f..r

period of our residence here.
The city grows, new buildings are constantly
going up and its dimensions are
Railroad, upon which the
extending in all directions, and
constantly
is
to
a
considSpringfield
R.iiunrlont
(too Horan fiap
people come and people go. One by one

i,..

Frisco
,.f

is
,,

hours

jjv
VMu!
a,;

Jrj.

°*

-111

in

the shops

have

|

the old timers pass away from the
scenes, activities and friendships of the
city, and others come in to take their

Some who have acquired a comuitely from eight hours places.
to California, some to
emigrate
petence
south
side
the
nine;and
shops,
and some go elsewhere. TwentyFlorida,
luen practically closed for
three years of life spent in one city, at
yf.tr--, have been opened up
least twenty-three years of mature life,
What the Frisco R. R. means to
:

...

l:ci

receivers, but is
thought, in good shape.

}ianc^8

oriiif

:;

an

hardly be imagined until
through the new shop

entitles

one

to rank among the old set-

Business changes are constantly andWestern States there will be the same tralis.
In addition to the palms there are 50
Some succeed and some “endorsement,” and that when Con- beautiful Magnolia trees from 10 to 15
: a years ago on the north
eit
fail; while multitudes buy a business to- gress meets next March the House will feet high, 352 Monterey Cypress, 50 blue
leaf
;ty and get a glimpse of the
1 have been be of a different complexion.
Guadalupe Cypress, 50 Golden Cypress,
and sell it tomorrow.
day
African Ceii, ra y which twice a month
ilu,
All over the United States the army of 6 Cedrus Atlantica (North
in the flour, feed and fuel business only
18 Cedrus Glanca, 200 English
j: la the employees of the road.
pc;
Bus- dar,)
nine years; there are about a dozen pur- the unemployed is growing larger.
Laurel, 100 Japanese Flowering Quince,
are all paid in checks,
the same vocation, but a majority iness conditions are growing worse. Rail- 462
rittosporum, a large flowering
services of the pay- suing
iof them are younger in the business roads are suffering from lack of business shrub, 12 Sequoia Gigantea (California
nsecutive days to hand
1,
(Coast
about and not being allowed to advance their Big Tree, Sequoia Sempervirens,
than I. Some changes come
Redwood) and 12 Olive trees.
Until two or three years
i;
deaths among the proprietors, rates to keep pace with the very large
alhave
through
The
management
exposition
r,
yee* were paid on the two
but more through the desire for change increase in the cost of running their ready secured quite a number of large
are
the
now
t
month,
they
e:
1
from various
private sources
or through the
experience of reverses; roads, and it will not be long before the palms
irteenth and fifteenth as'
about the bay, but the bulk of the ornaand reverses come about to a consider- j people will wake up and realize what the
mental trees and shrubbery will come
pay days mean much to
able extent through the failure of peo- trouble is; and when the operatives that from the California Nursery at Niles.
specially to the business
of
numerous
indusThis is a bit of local history that is
pie to meet their just obligations. The have been turned out
city. The employe draws i
don’t you think?
losses in business due to bad debts are ; tries realize what has brought about this worth recording,
e
his bills, then the store j
be
and
will
there
character
!
serious
something doing,
they change,
of a very
’wholesale man, and he i
'■.....i
1AJUIN.
1U LUUR
1
HOW
drive many a man into bankruptcy, and and the New Jersey overturn is only the
-ume others, and so the
the
anxious
for
are
so
of
us
so
j beginning.
many
yet
Before Caleb Peaslee had turned to
When a party goes before the people farming, he had filled various niches in
volume of business, or so kind and tenwon passed off quietly,
woodsman, ox
derhearted, that we respond, if not cheer- and its only stock in trade is to ask for life,—sai'or, fisherman,
i:
; ; mi's the case, one party
and he was prouder
teamster, and cook,
of
the
administration
sell
the
to
to
the
endorsement
appeals
fully, yet readily
|
of his success as a camp and woods cook
t
ether came in. Spring- j
of President Wilson, they have got into than of all his other accomplishments
the goods on time.
t.
divided
between
-'enly
j
combined.
Many were the strange
Well, at last spring is upon us, but ; the last ditch.
it
in detail,—
>urties, and so not unThe overturn in Chicago this week has dishes that he could describe
comes slowly in Missouri.
spring
and “long hash” and “camp
party in office loses conand has been brought “lignum”
than
the
beer,
wonderful
more
be
could
delightful
ing
them, —and very
chowder” among
t
; of its two years of serfall months of the year in this climate. about by the women’s votes, and the precise were his directions for cooking
r the water question was
From September to Christmas we usual- Democrats have lost ther lead in the city each dish.
J'
11 111
and undoubtedly had I
“Now lignum,” said he, impressively,
favored with beautiful weather. government. I think the purification of
are
ly
lie
Jed Gipson with a faded, alihe large majority which
holding
about
as
as
well
March, the ballot is going to be brought
February oftentimes,
>= r
though shrewd, blue eye, “that’s suthm’
:i t,.r the Democratic candigives the promise of an early spring. Not by the women. As a class they are a you never get in the woods till you’re
*<•
To a considerable exand come
unfrequently gardens are planted in part great deal better than the men who are about ready to break camp, some
wen tly voted independThen
fine,
in the spring.
the former month, and trees begin to up as candidates in municipal elections. out
in
the cook’ll get up a
II
h publican candidate for
warm yeller day
are
intowns
but here lurks our danthe
State
and
this
bud
blossom,
he
dry
All over
does—you
mess of lignum, and when
it: cried a
larger vote than the
When you
ger. If the wind changes from the south creasing and the saloons in the State hear me—the crew’ll eat.
Pc
mayor. Only four Republiand get a
round
hunt
to the north, then look out for the coming have been reduced as a result of last m ike lignum, you
i.T.ei
were elected, so that
little of everything in the camp, and
and
to
less
the
buds
from
which
frost
election
the
2,652
of
nips
Tuesday’s
cook it tiil
le ’■
put it into the big kittle, and
argely in the hands of the
destroys the prospects of the crop. The than 1,500. Let the good work go on un- it’s done. You want to put in everyitnacratic party.
and beef
peach trees yield quite readily to the til rum shall be no more. Another graft thing all together,— p’taters
cu was elected mayor
if you have ’em,—
warm breezes from the south, and as scheme that was killed in this city the and pork and turnips,
if 1
Hunter elected chief of
and they ’ll all come out tender and nice.
readily subside in the presence of the past week was a comprehensive subway I even
knew an Injun tan moccasin to
lin'd their hands full in the
northern blasts. This year we have been | to cost at least $130,000,000. That was git into the lignum kittle once, and the
select twenty-four policebefore they
very badly scared about our fruit, but defeated by a majority against it of 250,- crew eat more n half of it
en wit ,r about three
hundred appliThe large 000, and the enclosed slip tells you what knowed what it was. They wouldn t
some of it is probably saved.
have knowed then if one of the men
rcsult will be that in two
fruit growers, light their smudge pots Mayor Harrison says. I cannot find the hadn’t found the lacin’ of the moccasin
me time this letter is written
|
the
subthat
about
whenever the thermometer.indicates
laced through the holes.”
paper with his remarks
ltr'
lit approximately 276 men
that he
“Accordin’ to that, then, Jed teased
the temperature is nearing the freezing way, but he said, in substance,
S :and
subways,
was through advocating
-a,', ointment, and probably
old man, “you can tender up most
the
fruit
their
thiB
and
in
way protect
point
ride on the surface,
1 if people preferred to
kind of meat by runnin’ it through a
l")
them will feel sore because
any
frost.
The
from the ravages of a late
and in the daylight, let them do so.
kittle. Did ye ever try it on
*tr claims were
lignum
The
Street
rejected.
I enclose part of the Record-Herald wild game ? Deer and ducks and coots
smudge pot is a vessel which somewhat
•nimisiioner’s office, the License In- resembles a
more in detail.
and such truck ?”
piece of stove pipe. It is giving the election
lect",r- an;J the
“I’ve tried most all kinds of meat at
City Counsellor are the placed under the trees and partially filled
VI»luiiiiiix.
‘tta teat
iTlUVlCM n
one time and another,” returned Caleb,
paying positions in the gift of with crude oil and when the atmosthe
pleasantly, “and they all come out in
ttffiayir. and for these positions there
conditions indicate danger several
Five years of movies among the tough lignum puffickly tender anc. fit to eat,
pberic
!,roiig rivalry. It is understood that
districts of New York’s East Side has even coots.
men are rushed into the large orchards
T
cw office
a very marked improvement.
goes to the north side of the
"Ever you try a loon ? persisted Jed,
with lighted torches and the oil iB Bet on produced
a loon
for by Frederic C. Howe, with
cooked
“I
vouched
is
malice.
This
'-he other will
friendly
go to the south side.
to
fire and allowed to burn until the danger director of the People’s Institute, doubt- two
days once, and then I undertook
t’I't t'gfieid is
growing larger. The is past. It is quite a laborious and some- less the most cosmopolitan platform in eat it, and it’s a fact that I had to chew
Nation l.as about doubled itself in
is
of
the
also
chairman
who
c’ nsider’ ble on the gravy, and as for
what expensive process, but it has saved thiB country, and
,tnt.v years. It is 23 years last Januthe National Board of Censors who pass loon, I couldn’t make a dent in it, and 1
a fruit crop from destruction, and
many
best
film
the
All
profilms.
on the new
J8l.ee the writer came to
up.”
T
Springfield. no horticulturist today in these regions ducers voluntarily submit their new films had to give
s
The undercurrent of raillery in Jed
0rir'g this period great
changes have runs the risK of being caught unpre- to this board for approval before allowPl
l'laC'.
The street car service has
them to go out to the public.
pared during the latter part of March ingThe
**r
movies have brought the world to
i:'craased one hundred per cent in and the month of
April. Fortunately the East Side—the great world of snow"ell aB in efficiency. The
obthe government through its weather
capped mountains, sparkling brooks,
K.
It
shops have been quadrupled server sends out its warning in time for great trees and beautiful flowers.
111
in the small,
capacity; the United Iron people to make ready.
may be hot and stifling
8 ls' lK
crowded room next the flat roof, but
and in
larger in
-troll

IU

For Your

_

the drouth whtch
ravages of
p*!*
,jlia section of the country
r«,tl0'
The farmers in conse;t
severely. In the tall
fodder and all available
,n,bS'
besides were utilized by
,.rop«
,he silos, and the results
The fall
v,,v satisfactory.
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HUNDRED AND FIFTY
LOADS OF TREES

CAR tone had not gone unobserved by Caleb,
and the linea about hia mouth crinkled.
“Now a loon, Jeddie,” replied Caleb,
with such conviction in his tone that Jed
to
OrnaCall!.,
To be Shipped from Nile*,
was impressed in spite of himself, “is a
in San
ment the Exposition Ground*
queer bird, and it requires queer treatment to cook it. If I tdll you jest how it
Frand*:o.
is done, like enough you'll think it’s all
A friend and subscriber in Niles, Cali- f
jolisbness, and make fun of me for beoffice a local pa- lievin’
this
to
sent
has
such things. But I’m goin’ to
fornia,
which
gives
Press,
chance it, and tell you.
per, The Washington
from
“Fust
trees
Niles
place,” Caleb went on, “you’ve
an account of moving
got to let the loon hang in a draft some30
miles-by
Francisco-some
to San
wheres for two days. Then you want to
fair grounds;
train, to be placed on the
get a lot of white-ash roots,—not the
I trunk wood, but the roots,—and make
and says in an accompanying note.
some of your you a fire, and let it bum down to coals
thought it might interest
once or twice, so’s to get a good bed of
readers who plan to come out next year, coals. Then you’ve got to fill your kitbethe
of
big
things
some
show
tle about half full of pond water—spring
and will
We quote water ain’t good for nothin’ when you’re
ing done in preparation.”
b’ilin’ a loon. Next thing you want to
from the Niles paper as follows.
do is to hunt round and'find a brick; and
car loadB of
and
fifty
One hundred
after you’ve put your loon in the kittle,
various
palm trees, cypress trees, ;and
you just shove that brick down into the
ornamental trees and shrubbery ! That s kittle endways jest as easy as you can,
what is going this spring frorn the Cali- and make sure the br ck rests on the end
fornia Nursery to the Panama Facfic Ex- on the bottom of the kittle. You cook
old
position grounds. Palms thirty years
your loon that way, and you won’t have
and almost as many feet high are now
any trouble.”
over
being prepared for transportation
“But,” objected the thoroughly puzto
the
railroad
Pacific
big
the Western
zled Jed, “how in tunket is a man goin’
one of the bigis
It
exposition grounds.
to tell how long to cook it?”
ever atgest undertakings of the kind
“Sure enough,” replied Caleb, and his
of the Unitwestern
the
in
part
tempted
smile deepened and widened in a hearty
ed States, and it is certainly a very grat- chuckle.
“You orter know how long to
biggest cook it.
ifying fact to publish that thethe
Wal, Jeddie, you jest keep it
Calinursery on the Pacific coast,
cookin’
till
you get the brick soft ’nough
fornia Nursery at Niles, has at its dis- so
you c’n stick a fork through it easy.
assortment
varied
and
a
posal such large
Then your loon’ll be done enough to
trees and shrubbery.
of ornamental
eat.”—The Youth’s Companion.
Mr. C. M. Munday of San Francisco
with a force of 22 men is busy preparing
the big shipment, which before it is fir ■
ished will make up at least 150 car loads
of trees and shrubbery. The nature of
ONE
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prepared by
Sold only in
or

one

him for

over 30

years.

size bottle, never in bulk
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EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

Belfast Public Buildings Company,
Bonds.
5 °h First

Mortgage Real Estate Gold

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST GUARANTEED BY LEASE TO THE

CITY OF BELFAST.
The Belfast Public Building Company, a Maine Corporation organized for the purpose, has acquired a parcel of land, located in the center of the business and residence
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for
A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast
public school purposes.
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company tor a period of twenty-five years
an annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the principal of the bonds. These

bonds; are subject to

call on any interest

paying period.

The City agrees to pay all taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in
the same condition as when delivered to it, ordinary wear and tear excepted,—leaving
the* entire income available for payment of interest and

principal

of these bonds.

RENTAL.
rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as Irustee for the
The
bondholders, thus providing funds for the retirement of the bonds and payment of the interest, without regard for the solvency of the Company.
SECURITY.
The security behind the bonds consists of *he building, erected at a cost of $75,000,
and the real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease to the city.

give quick
relief without
distressing.

OFFERING.

tlers.

taking place.

Baby.

Boyington Optical Co.
E. H.

BOYINGTON,

MANAGER.

Twenty-five years experience and skill it
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 Soutt Main St.f VINT EFFORT, MAINE
Office Days, tfondavs anti Tuesdays.
I WILL BE AT THE
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m., May
6th.
York's Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, May 7th.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m., May 8th.
Central House, Unity, Friday p. m., May 8th.
Bellows House, Freedom, Saturday a. m., May
9th.

These sends are offered locally, and not only provide a safe investment, but in addition appeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of Belfast. The City is already up
schoolhouse out
to itstdebt limit and cannot provide funds for the building of a central
The condition of the present schoolhouse is unsanitary and wholly
of new

borrowings.
to the educational needs of the children.
bonds are made in
„ order that all who may desire may participate in the issue, the
the*denominations of $100.00.
Trust Company,
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank. The Waldo
Banks.
or Belfast Savings
the remainder it
$74,000 worth of bonds have been already subscribed for, and
offered at par and accrued interest.

inadequate

PRESTON’S
Stable
Livery, Boarding &offTransient
Main street. I have single and
Is situated on Washington street just
if desired. Your patrondouble hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers
61-13.
house
Iy28
235-2,
age issolicited. Telephones—stable
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

SPECIAL TO Y/OMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal oi all antiseptics is

—

Noth-j
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capacity
The writer entertains such pleasant
large furniture recollections of three years spent in Belbeen erected which extends
of the friendships formed, and of
'Nrations throughout Beveral of the fast,
the associations with the churches and
'a
d|"l Southern
States; the Meyers citizens in general that he wishes it were
Z.1 Hl,ur "tills, the Colonial Hotel, in his power to suggest something which
would increase the population of the
city and add to its prosperity, but best
wishes for its prosperity is about all I

I

uf

business;

a

can

contribute.

With all that has been

accomplished in twenty years in
city we are not satisfied with the

this

proWe are al-

gress which has been made.v
ways on the lookout for another factory,
*“ 1A
I'urifies the Blood and Throws another home, another school, or someimplicating Diseases.
thing else which shall add to our popuWe,
t*cke of' jS,®? the blood tissues by continued lation and prosperity. Quite frequently
the heart and
“duceE
Trma.t'Brn “ffec,8
and in"hich result fatally, we are encouraged by promises
IEUMa i„1E^!,Ci?llL,nB
8lbe “loud in condition
to ward
othe; L
quiries from prospective investors, but
erodieatea Rheumatic
editioiiB f,™<Vnd
a few of the prospects materialize.
Med f„r aii1? th* "bole system. Recoin- only
There has recently been started a new
*. A. Howes r.T8,0< Rbeumatism. 60 cents
i *• Th*a letter will eon,ce you
of it.*
daily paper, called The Independent.
“'‘u
Brest value:
"Uu
this has
Mid not waitP 1? witb Sciatic Rheumatism During the past week or two
fallen into the hands of some of our enthusiastic citizens who have taken the
stock mainly from a desire to help the

^m£Zfi£gtits£+'

the

even

poorest

may

occasionally

spare

five cents for an hour in whieh mountain
and lake are brought to those who have
So, too, the works
never been to either.
of art from every land, noble buildings,
other great feats
and
mighty steamships
of engineering; statues of the world’s
great men; even the notable events of
their lives, in which Belf-sacrifice and
lofty ideals are reproduced, are seen and
unconsciously absorbed. The dullest cannot fail to be aroused to some small
stimulation of ambition or renewed effort at the swift, graphic story of what
high-minded men and women have accomplished. And through it all runs the
golden thread, of the better things and
better life, which inevitably elevates and
broadens; for in every life, however narrow. there is some chord which must respond, be it ever so slightly, when the
right key is touched.
Of all the inventions, of all the ages,
not

oratory—the ignorant

May.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

l
)

\

As a medicinal antiseptic for douche?
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with

in the

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.
Maine.
Factory in the Country at Belfast.

Wagons;

YORKj

DOG LICENSES
Owners of dogs

are

notified that licenses for

I
at the
keeping same are now due and payable
Just received a new caroi weoer Wagons Citv Clerk’s office. Male dogs, $1.15; femaies,
LITTLEFIELD,
F.
EBEN
Light, easy running general purpose wagon. $3 is.
City Clerk.
3w16
i
I. A. MCKEEN
For sale by

Requires that certain conveniences shall be
supplied.
One of these conveniences is a telephone.

necessity.

a

luxury.

In

every

In

some

case

it

cases

is

a

it is

a

decided

convenience.

Perhaps you could do without

one,

but

would it be economy ?
The cost may be as low as 5 cents a day,
depending on where you are and uhat you want.
Charge this against the steps it will save you, the
convenience with which it will serve you, and the

comfort it will bring you, and you will 'find you can’t

afford~to

be without

one.

For details call, or write to the
Local Manager of the

nor

Waldo Telephone Company,

1

|5
<

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

Home Comfort

It is not

^

Manufactured

JACK.'ON & HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

Weber

women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

you to use E.
Best Equipped

They will tell

CROPS DECIDE

cannot com-

music—the deaf cannot
bear it, the moving picture today doubtless possesses and can exert the largest,
With
strongest, quickest influence.
many acknowledged defects, that influence is unquestionably one for good.—H.
H. Windsor in Popular Mechanics for

prehend it;

n^rnLET^YOUR

BELFAST, MAINE.

When Mayor John R. Dunton went ou
jouma of office in March, 1907, there was $12,
077.59 cash in the treasury, and $14,808.3 i
BELFAST. THURSDAY. APRIL 80,1914
due on 1906 taxes. When Mayor Hansoi
went out of office in March, 1914, tb ;
BY
THURSDAY
EVERY
PUBLISHED
appropriations were overdrawn to a larg< ,
Jour. Pub. Co amount, and the new city governmen t
The
was obliged to borrow $16,000 to mee
liabilities and Drovide forcurren
existing
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
r
expenses. Further than that the street
and sidewalks were left in a deplorabl
Advertising Terms. For one square, on
condition. There are 150 miles of road
incn length in column, 26 cents for one wee
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
in this city,and a gentleman who has ha ]
Subscription 1'erms. In advance, $2.00
practical experience in road building, am 1
\
thre
for
50
cents
months;
six
ye sr; $1.00 for
is familiar with our roads, says it woul I
moaths.
cost at least $40,000 to place the walk i
If Roosevelt had been elected Presi
and streets in as good condition as the, 1
dent, instead of Wilson, we should hav were when Mayor Hanson went int >
been engaged in war with Mexico loni
office seven years ago. Belfast has ha 1
ago.
to pay dearly for the continuance of *
For severs 1
one-man city government.
t
bu
and
Villa;
“Spell them Huerta
into the cit;
coming
people
past
years
!
Vee-al
pronounce them Where-tah and
by team or automobile have reportei
when in Mexico,” says Truth, Boston’
that they found good roads until Belfas t
bright weekly.
In 'he city proper also tb
was reached.
Don’t forget that this is "Clean-u] > conditions are bad. Disconnected sec
Day.” Get rid ot your rubbish, and di > tions of State road have been built a
at
large expense, while the streets in gen
your part in making Belfast more
eral have been negleted. Church street
tractive than ever.
north and south from post office square
The Socialists of Lewiston and Au
Upper High street, and Front street
witl
war
burn have resolved against

RepuDiican

The

Republican

I

:

BANISH SCROFULA
_

Hood’*

Sarsaparilla

Cleanses

the

Blood, 8kin Troubles Vanish,

■

} Businee”Manage

J

where most of

But they may cry “Peace
peace, when there is no peace.”

Mexico.

done, have been

ii

heavy teaming
muddy in wet weathe

the

and full of ruts at other times.

Most o

the wooden sidewalks are in the las
|
stages of dilapidation and decay, am
some of the new walks built last year
notably a section on Church street, an !
overflowed in wet weather. These an ;
the conditions, together with the de
ficiency in the finances, that confron :

Will Gov. Haines in person lead thi
Maine men to the front?—Boston Globe
!
Will Gov. W;alsh in person lead thi
Massachusetts troops to the front?
Secretary MCAaoo is repurieu as vruis
coast ii
ing along the New England
cutter Onandago, look
the revenue
He shoulc I
ing for a summer home.
come to Belfast without ado.

the present

to

rec-

whole system.
Scrofula is either inherited or acBetter be sure you are
quired.
it. Get Hood’s Sarfrom
free
quite
saparilla and begin taking it today.

The News of Belfast.

city government.

held that office better equip
That his administra
tion was not a greater success is du
solely to the fact that he was not a poli
tician, and would not yield his convic

11911

!

•5
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»

■

■

!

>

|
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story:
I gave them to him in a very few
words, telling him the relative positions
of the rival boats at different points of
the course, the varying strokes, and how
they finally crossed the line. Dick Dana
and Bob Cook were the respective stroke
That was all the information
oars.
Townsend wanted. He then sat down
and wrote bis dispatch. When I bought
the Sunday New York Herald next morning I found a two-page double-leaded
story of the race, signed by Gath. Using
the meagre details! had given him, he
had managed to make a remarkably
graphic report of the contest. It was as
picturesque as it was graphic, and it was
widely commented upon as a wonderful
piece of reporting. It is no reflection on
this famous journalist, who has just died
at the age of 73 and whose pen name
was “Gath," to say that this Saratoga
achievement was a fair sample of bis
work and of bis methods. He wielded a
remarkably faeile pen. For his facts he
relied chiefly on his vivid and unbridled

imagination.

She wore a gown of white crepe
white chiffon, trimmed with Princess lace, and
carried lilies of the valley. The maid of

of Belfast.
Use Shoe Situation.
Locally, some improvement is manifest in
footwear, and reports from the Boston market
indicate that the advent of higher tempera-

tures hss resulted in the most active retail
trade of the season. While a few New England
plants are running quite close to capacity,
moat of the factories are working pert, time,
whereas all machinery la usually engaged at
this period. New features of interest are lacking in the market for leather, which la generally quiet Dun's Review April Rtk

Curtains,!
Curtain Materials
!

Muslin and Lace

JAMESH.HOWiJ

The First Standard
High Grade Motor
Car to be sold under

K1 ■

K
^
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_

$495

$500.
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MEDICINES.
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DRUGS,
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CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE.
following primary nomination papers
been filed at the office of the Secretary of

The
have

|

State:

John H. McKinley of Jackson, Republican
candidate from the class district composed of
Jackson, Brooks, Monroe, Searsport and Swanville; petition of E. E. Morton of Jackson and

of Belcountry; petitions of Frank I. Wilson
fast and 34 others, C. E. Knowlton of Freedom
and 37 others, and J. J. Walker of Liberty and
32 others.
Hiram P. Farrow of Belmont, De mocratic
candidate for Register of Deeds of Waldo
county; petitions of James Libby of Unity and
15 others and James P. Butman of Searsport
and 3ix others.
Adelbert Millett

of

0

S
J

Democratic

Belfast,
to the

legislature;

candidate for representative
petition of S. A. Parker of Belfast and 20 oth- j
J

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, t gg
Lucas County,
f
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
& Co., doing
F.
J.
the
firm
of
of
Cheney
partner
business in the City of Toledo, County and
will
pay the
State aforesaid, and that said firm
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
j
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December. A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
[Seal)
Notary Public.
is
taken internally and
Hall's Catarrh Cure
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials,
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toldo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Razor

Safety

Blades

Sharpened.
I Have

Bought

the Odell Automatic

0

priced
kc

Hay first we shall m
the following prices on coal put in on a K.
delivered in the city iimits:
On

and after

;

;

ers.

Edward Evans of Waldo, Republican candidate for register of deeds of Waldo county.
Nominiation papers for James P. Butman of
Searsport for Democratic candidate for senator have been circulated in Belfast.
It is reported here that Dr. C. M. Whitney
of Unity will be a Democratic candidate for
State senator before the primaries in June.

SPECIAL

{coal

20 others.
Albert J Skidmore of Liber‘y, Democratic
candidate for county commissioner of Waldo

$7.85 per ton

Egg,
f Stove,

0

•

“

7.85

Chestnut,

8.10

Pea,

6.60

“

“
“

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

tor
A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed

0

• cashpn 30 days fronrdate of delivery.
S
Appreciating past patronage and hoping
0

for

a

continuance of the
Yours

{

same.

respectfully,

BELFAST FUEL 4 HAY CO,

Safety

Sharpening Machine.

Razor

I know I can suit you. I have a machine
that does the work right. Don’t throw away
old blades, m^il or bring them to me. If they 1
betare in good condition I can make them cut
ter than new ones at half the cost. Try a few
wafer
All single edge
and be convinced.
Public
In compliance with Chapter 85 of the
blades 25c.; double edge such as Gillettes, 35c.; ;
bids
Laws of 1911, the City Clerk will receive
Durham Duplex, 50c. per dozen. Mail or leave
and
dead
for cutting down and destroying
the blades with
trees
wild
all
cherry
and
trees
worthless apple
SHERMAN.
E.
CHARLES
within the limits of the streets, parks and ways
At 72 Main Street
of the City of Belfast as required by law.
I8tf

NOTICE

j

/Ml

NO. 6 MILLER STREE.

EGG

KEEPER

day, May 4, 1914.
u
The right is reserved by the Municipal
fleers to reject any or all bids submitted.
L

1

40c. per Gallon. \
CITY DRUB STORK,

Quart,

READ A HILLS, PROPRIETORS.
P. O. Square, Bellast, Maine.

For Sale
A few bird houset for bluebirds and martins
rhese bouses hare been especially successf u
in attracting purple martins.
Phone 175-3', or address
BASIL H. NEWELL,

Citypoiat,

FOR SEALED BIDS.

..

win n
It
home beautiful.
velvety tints set oil
tures and furnishin

Alabastine

best possible ad vans

Alabastine admits of
treatment for each room t.
with rugs and draperies.
,.
The Alabastine tints maj
bined and intermixed, or lobAlabastine
white
by adding
duce a never ending variety o'
Alabastine is also manuf
strong colors —reds, green- ,f
browns, yellows, etc., used
and stencil work, and for t.hi» i1
is put up in as small as 1-lb. p!itv
A fresco artist can take wh^
bastine and with his own ;
our prepered strong colors
to tn«
any color scheme known
Alabastine is so fine in textu"
an artist, from the regular p*‘
can paint a water color pictu
The Alabastine Company »'*' ] f
ufacture a flat, washable
,r.
called Alabasco, for use on
where washing in desirable. ^
sa
formation on request. For
1

Of-

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS OF BELFAST.
By Eben F. Littlefield, City Clerk.
2wl7

FOR SALE
Ten acre* of land fronting twenty rods on
Miller street. Good house lots. Apply
HENRY M. KEMPTON,
South Orrington, Maine,
16tf
Or M. C. HILL, 39 Miller Street.

n

Horses for Sale
We have for aale a good solid pair of hor sea,
well matched, good workers, and weighing approximately 8,000. Will be sold at a reasonable price as we need a heavier pair._
JL,—“— (CONSUMERS FUEL CO.,
Me.
18tf

“"71—AwaE—Belfast.

\m i: «

AIIKACIIVV

Work to
Bids to be sealed and delivered to the City
Clerk on or before seven o’clock p. m.f Mon- ;

saie, uieap

Inquire at
lw!8p

M M

CONDITIONS:
be completed prior to June 1, 1914.

/Ml

__

>'

colors.

separate

:n

A. A. HOWES &

15c. per

1

PEA;:-—

price.

lowest in

quality,

WATER GLA8S

1

or

put up by
usually scid,

are

Farm, Gardeu and Field Seeds

Second-hand range in good condition; also
metal mother incubator and hen houe e.

W. F. WESHE, AGENT.

HAD,

and are sold in bulk and in packages. The packages
ourselves and contain double the quantity of those
and at the same price.

ror

ON EXHIBITION AT READ'S GARAGE

1911

E !

PURE SEERS, THE BEST TO BE

Ml

POWER—there is power enough under the hood of a Grant car to carry you
through the deepest mud or sand, or up the steepest hill you will ever encounter.
There is all the power any car should have to be efficient.
SPEED—50 miles an hour the Grant car will go—without urging—with practically
no vibration or side sway.
It is perfectly balanced.
ECONOMY—80 miles to the gallon is the Grant gasoline consumption. The light
weight enables the tires to give twice the ordinary mileage, and it only coats about
forty dollars to replace the whole set. no car has even approached the Grant in the
matter of economy of operation.

i8« 181*5? tfo iS5» iS» i«

iS5i

Our sales
garden seeds have largely increased each
assortment than ever before,
year, and this year we have a larger
bought direct from the grower. They are

■

1

Portieres!

Couch Covers,

SE B!

%

1

DRAPERIES

A A aSSt db &4&1

-•

honor, Miss Evelyn Williams, a cousin of the
bride, wore pink crepe de chine and carried
sweet peas. The best man was Lieut. Benjamin Little Brockway of the revenue cutter
Gresham. There were 85 guests present, including Capt. DeWitt Coffman, commandant of
the yard, and other naval officers. These officers wore their uniforms and, with the decorations of the quarters, consisting of American
and naval flagB, the scene was a brilliant one.
At the informal reception that followed the
ceremony, younger naval officers acted as
ushers. Lieut Daniels and his bride have
taken an apartment on Beacon street. Because of the trouble with Mexico,their wedding
trip must be postponed. The groom is tbs
son of Mrs. Ada Hopldna
Daniels, a Belfast
girl and a frequent visitor here, and a nephew
of Orman A. Hopkina of this city and of Mias
Fannie I. Hopkins of Newton, Mass,, formerly

■

New Advertisements. The Grant is the of course, the longer it wears.
And the more
first standard high grade motor car to be sold you pay for your job, the shorter it wears!
on
exhibition
at
now
under $500, and the car
Devoe is one of a dozen good paints. There ;
the Read Garage ib attracting much attention are hundreds of bad ones. As likely as not, !
ness.
;
and favorable comment. Wm. F. Weahe is the j Devoe is the only good one in this town.
See the dressed doll in the window of th
!
DEVOE
local agent and has already booked several or- I
City Drug Store, to be given as a prize at th
Mason & Hall sell it.
Co
announ- |
&
Fuel
Belfast
Hay
ders_The
Guild baby show.
|
* C28 special prices for coal, put in on a level and
Chas. E. Sherman has bought the Odel I
Pittsfield Personals.
delivered within the city limits, to go into
,
i
exhibited
Safety Razor Sharpener recently
i effect on and after May 1st-Make your
E.
N.
Mrs.
t
,
is
Vickery returned Saturday from
the City Drug Store window and
prepared
home attractive with Alabastine, sold by Carle a visit with relatives in Unity.
sharpen all safety razor blades. Sae his advi
I & Jones ,M. J. Dow, Brooks, makes a specialty
Frank Phillips of Massachusetts, formerly
The street sprinkler made its appearance o
of Suesine silk. He still continues his discount of South Montville, was in town one day last
thi
time
first
for
the
the street last Saturday
Advertiser.
sale at low prices for cash.... Ralph D. South- week.—Pittsfield
season, and would have been welcomed earliei S
12 Main street, is better prepared than
worth,
The high northwest winds last week kept th
suit customers for men’s and
l^dfl ft^i 1m i
iRf |Ri |Rc |Kfl
j ever before to
dust flying in clouds.
boys’ clothing, furnishings, hats anl caps Call
r
fc
A. A. Howes & Co. received an order
and see his well selected lines-First maekseeds last week from Woodhaven, N. Y„ an 1
erel of the season at the City Fish Markethave had many calls for their seed catalogs
See appointments of Dr. E. H. Boyington oi
They can supply all kinds of farm, field an ^ Winterport, eye specialist.The Belfasl
garden seeds in any quantity—fresh, pur
Lodge, New England Order of Protection, e
seeds.
i fraternal and social insurance order for mer
and women, invites those wishing protectior
The annual business meeting of the D. A. I
of farm and
■

and when, because of rough water on
e lake, the race was postponed to Satu rday he belatedly notified the Herald
that he could not report the race for the
Sunday edition. The Herald then called
upon Townsend for a report, but he was
embarrassed by the fact that he had not
He went to Babbitt and
seen the race.
asked for some of the salient features of
the event, and this is the rest of the

Linoleums, Oil Cloths!

The Penobscot Bay Electric Company hav 1
bought a Ford runabout for use in their busi

1

its duties.

Covering

Carpetings, Matting!
1
RUGS,

estimated value of the poultry produced dur- Song”, were all well posted and particularly
ing the last year is $71,811.60 and the esti- effective. The music, which was a feature of
mated value of the eggs produced is $221,- the evening's entertainment, included several
selections by the Ladies' Trio, Mies Haiel
470.91.
Mra.
Whether Maine ia called upon to furnish Doak, violin, Mias Gladys Pitcher, ’cello,
Eton B. Gilchrest, piano; a quartette number,
troops for the Mexican war or not Belfast ia
which was much enjoyed, by Messrs Arthur
already well represented now at the front.
ElCharles B. Haaeltme of the 14th U. S. Cavalry Johnson, Ralph I. Morse, John Parker and
has been stationed near Fort Clark, Texas, for bridge Pitcher, and a solo by Mrs. Charles B.
E.
some time and doing patrol duty with hia com- Ames. The accompanists were Miss Amy
and Miss
on the
Mra.
Eton
Gilchrest
is
B.
Stoddard,
Randall
Tom
on
frontier.
the
pany
battleship Texas and Norman Littlefield is in Gladys Pitcher. The entertainment representthe hospital corps on the battleship Michigan. ed a large amount of work, and the committee
Walter Mitchell, who has been on the Mexican and participants alike are to be congratulated.
was
coast nearly all winter, is on the battesbip Ne- During the evening home-made candy
ladies.
braska, which sailed from the Charlestown sold in the audience by several young
Navy Yard this week, and Rudolph Wiggin
has sailed on the battleship Virginia. Fred
How Paint
Wentworth, eon of Mrs. Walter Juan of this
N
The
first
cost of a good job of paint—Devoe
at
stationed
Plattsburg,
been
who
has
city,
Y., with the 5th U. S. Infantry for two years —is $50 (average size, of course). The first
and was at home on furlough, has returned to cost of a second or third or fourth rate job,
$55 to $100.
Plattsburg to report for duty.
The wear is likewise. The better you paint,

Argentina, Brazil and Chili have ten
dered their good offices for mediation be
1
t ween this country and Mexico, am
tions as to what was right or wrong t ^
will be held in the Arts and Crafts room Mor
at minimum cost to become members... .Just
President Wilson and President Huerti 1 please the politicians. That is also tru
with Mrs. Alfred ft
| bear iu mind that the only place in Belfast thai
4th,
evening,
May
day
!
1
are reported as ready to accept thi
of President Cleveland, whose independ
sells the original Holeproof hose is The DinsFerguson and Miss Amy E. Stoddard as hosi
method of settlement. There is somi -ence created dissensions in the part f esses. The program will be as follows: rol
more Store_Something nice at A. A. Howei
In President Wilso 1 call, political anecdote; paper, Party Politic >» & Go’s—Crawford’s imported puff paste crack
d oubt as to the position of the insurgents
that elected him.
Miss Lucy Cochran; reading, “What Mr. Rol
ers and Gifford’s piquant cheese-Have youi
and their assent is essential.
the country has a type different fror
inson Thinks,” from Lowell’s Bigelow paper !» chimneys cleaned. Lewis Trundy is preparec
that have preceded him in the presi
any
The Democratic Knox county commit
; to do the cleaning... .See the announcemen
dential office. He is a schoolmaster, an 1 Miss Alice E. Simmons.
tee has voted to hold a “Love Feast” ii ,
of Jones & Snow, plumbing, heating ant
For the Blind. The Belfast Free Librar y
He holds the ro i
a strict disciplinarian.
I
am
of
middle
May,
Rockland about the
Perkins Institution an d
sheet metal work. They are prepared to d<
from
over Congress an \ has received
official
of
patronage
Hon. W. R, Pattangall, all the Demo
all \.ork in that line_The Consumers Fue
School for the Blind sets of emDossed alpht
a 3
his
will
obedience
to
its
cratic candidates for governor, and sue] j compels
bets for blind reading. The material cor j Co. give the summer prices for coal. Thej
i though the representatives of the pec
sists of the alphabets of two systems of th e
carry good wood of all kinds at reasonable
other distinguished Democrats as can bi
!
As to the wisdor 1
were school boys.
Moon type and the American Braille and als 0 i prices; also charcoal... .The Consumers Fuel
reached will be invited to be present am pie
i of the measures thus enacted, that i * exercises for
practice in reading. The librar V Co. has a good pair of team horses for sale....
make speeches. Of course the ex-mayor
It is, however, a sig
For sale cheap, a second-hand range in good
of the Perkins Institution lends books to a 1
: another question.
having bowed his neck to the yoke art
adult readers in the country, and will be gla i condition; also a metal mother incubator and
nificant fact that Col. George Harvey
ii
he
included
will
be
to
good,
promised
then editor of Harper’s Weekly, was lh< » to be of assistance to any person in Belfast,
j hen house. Inquire at No. 6 Miller street.
the invitations.
The Read Garage & Machine Co., offers two
A Kitchen “Shower” Miss Hazel Rims
of
Woodrow
Wilsoi
discoverer
original
second hand motor cars for quick sale. Call
a
dell
Wednesday
nighi
gave
pretty
party
the
constitu
of
an
and
ear
head
as a presidential possibility
“Gen. Carranza,
April 22nd,which terminated in a “shower” fo r | and look them over-S. L. Palmer will be at
tionalists, demanding that the Americai nest advocate of his nomination am |
Miss Frances Sanborn, a summer bride-to-bc | the store of James H Howes today, April 30th,
ai
Mexico
from
of
as
editor
Th<
but
is
withdrawn
now,
election,
forces be
Early in the evening Rummey was played ! with a New York line of coats, suits, dresses
the
on
war
North American Riview, his most for i Miss Irene Marks
virtually declared
once,
receiving the first prize, ! and gowns_See notice of bonds of the BelCol. Harvey strongb linen handkerchief, and Miss Sanborn th< I fast Public Buildings Co. for sale. For parUnited States,” says the New Yorl midable critic.
1
Herald. In raising the embargo againsl disapproved of President Wilson’s let j booby, a rubber doll. After the game th< ticulars enquire of Elon B. Gilchrest, Belfast
of war going intt
a rms ar.d munitions
ting down the civil service bars to ad I door bell rang and Miss Sanborn was called fo: Savings Bank.
Mexico President Wilson enabled the mit spoilsmen to the public crib; as latei | and given a basket containing a package. Or
Pictures. This entertainment,
j The Living
takiner the first Dackaee from the basket sh< i given
insurgents to suppy themselves witt j did The Atlantic Monthly, heretofore
by the Arts and Crafts Society at the
which may now bt j staunch supporter of the administration | found it was but one of many strung togethei i Colonial last Tuesday evening,was a great arguns and ammunition
they were found t( j tistic success. The first group, twelve porused against our own people.
| As to the Mexican question, in an article ; with yellow ribbon, and
which will be useful it
traits from the old masters, were remarkable
“What to Do,” Col. Harvey j contain many articles
captioned
her kitchen in Haverhill, Mass., when she befor their fidelity of detail and coloring.' They
“The Mexican war of 1847-8 affordec I told the
|
that
was
but
one
there
president
theii
j comes Mrs. Ben Ellis, later in the summer were all excellent. They were represented as
many an opportunity to prove
thing to do, and never had been but one The guests were then served in the dining I follows:
adtheir
to
vent
Baby Stuart, Myra Goldman; Boy
and
j
give
patriotism
i thing to do, and that was to “extend tc
room, which was decorated with jonquils, one 1 with Torn Hat, Tolford Durham; Portrait of
Communication
venturous inclination.
the defacto Government of Mexico of- of these dowers
marking each place, together | Rembrant, Ralph Hayford; Girl with Muff,
with Washington was very limited, but ficial
What follo ws is with a
recognition.”
tiny chicken. The menu included ice Louise Clement; Madam LeBrun and Daughwhen it was found that volunteers were
significant, in view of the fact that the cream, fancy cakes, and chocolate. The guests j ter, Mrs. C. W. Wescott and Miss Helen;
called for, as war had been declared with
country has already been committed to in addition to those mentioned were Miss Tit- J Dutch Flower Girl, Mrs. Irvin Dinsmore; SerMexico, astonishing numbers rushed into war with Mexico:
comb, Miss Alice Parker, Miss Gertrude Ral- ! enader, Clarence E. Hall; Spanish Dancer,
the towns to try to get on the rolls,” says
We pass no criticism upon your refusal eigh, Miss Mildred Dodge, Miss Isabel Smalley. ! Mrs. Edward Estabrook; Queen Louise, Miss
Mrs. John A.Logan inherautoDiography, to take this logical and sensible action
Gladys Pitcher; Pot of Basil, Miss Cora MoriThe Ancient kite of House-Cleaning.
“Reminiscences of a Soldier’s wife.” originally. You erred, of course, as all
son; Flower Girl, Miss Annette Holt; Minuet,
and as you The house-cleaning season is at hand, and the Miss Katherine C.
Quimby, Elon B. Gilchrest.
She was then living with her parents in the world now concludes,
yourself confessed, when you acknowl- dealers are offering the necessary implements, The second part, consisting of the following
Southern Illinois.
edged the validity of the "usurping” utensils and ingredients, and paper-hangers children’s pictures, were charming and thorgovernments of Peru and Hayti; but it and painters are in demand. The vacuum
oughly enjoyed: “Showing Grandma the Step;’*
The Rockland Opinion in its comments was an excusable, possibly even a justicleaner is a great help now-a-days and short‘I Love You”; “My Custom of an Afternoon;”
it sprang from the
upon statements in The Journal concern- fiable, error because
ens the time of thi3 household disturbance,
best of intentions.
What we do ask is
“The Cry Baby;” “Priscilla;” “Now I Lay Me.”
of
the
down
the
Congress
the
man
of
the
turning
by
house has to go to the
ing
that you do not persist in a course which when
The third group, consisting of fourteen piccl aims of Northern men evades the real leads straightway to the undoing of all lunch car or restaurant for sustenance and the
tures, by modern artists which were posed bv
point at issue—either intentionally or your good works, through the certain family cat takes refuge under the barn. Of a number of Belfast’s young people, was fine
execration
defeat
and
the
of
this
a writer in the Atlantic Monthly
your
upheaval
party
the
article
in
of
from a careless reading
and many recognized favorites from Gibson,
that j’ust as surely will be visited upon for May says:
and others. Some clever Satquestion. It was not necessary for The yourself if, as a consequence of sheer
There are fingers astir in corners long un- Christy, Taylor
Post covers were also includJournal to say anything about the just- obduracy, this country shall be dragged touched; there are shadowy cobwebs
swept urday Evening
away. It is a fine sight to see, all down the
ice of the claims. They had been before into a hateful war.
street, on the green lawns, rugs being beaten,
t he Court of Claims and were approved.
cushions shaken; windows are being washed;
WEDDING BELLS.
an
without
be
not
could
But they
soap-suds are applied to the lintels of the
paid
with almost sacerdotal fervor. Out
Daniels-Williams. The wedding of 2d doorways
app ropriation by Congress, and Congress
on long lines hang many garments
airing in
b y refusing to make an appropriation Lieut. Harold C. Daniels, post quartermaster the sweet April sunshine; dusty things share
for
a
time
the
life
of
at
the
marine
fresh
barracks
the
Boston
at
navy
growing grass.
nullifies the decision of the court. Why
The carpet-beating man is in constant
requisimaintain a court of five judges to pass yard, and Miss Annie May Williams, daughter tion; he knows himself the most important
of Dr. and Mrs. Gardner R. Williams of Ocala.
in
and
wears
his
personage
brief
a
town,
when
It's the direct-to-the-spot method
glo- y
partisan Congress
you
upon claims
Florida, took place Saturday evening, April w th a not unkingly air. There is great breathe it. Do
not delay and continue to suffer
has the final disposition of them?
25th, at the yard quarters of Lieutenant-Com- rivalry in regard to the scrub-woman, who from catarrh, head colds, bronchitis or sniffles.
have inherited, if not all the joyousness of
It is not only needless and annoys your friends,
mander Yancey S. Williams. The marriage
predecessors, singing in the but dangerous to your general health.
George F. Babbitt, whose “Observa- was to have taken place October 2, 1913, but their dancing
spring, at least some of their activity. The
Begin the Hyomei treatment at once. It is
of
the
feature
an
are
tions”
interesting
was postponed because of illness of the bridepainters are all too few, but busy on every one of the easiest, quickest and surest ways
Boston Sunday Herald, tells an interest- groom. It was then planned that it should take side; there are green or brown smudges on to clear the head and quickly and permanently
passing noses. Our suspense is deep in re- banish catarrh.
ing story illustrative of ihe journalistic place in June, but the possibility of the bride- gard to the color of paint in buckets
into
Hyomei being medicated air immediately
which brushes are constantly dipped, for the
in
Mexico
caused
work of the late George Alfred Town- groom’s being called to duty
reaches the sore and irritated membrane and
matter
is
of
moment.
Heaven
great
at
studies
grant tissues—its antiseptic and germicidal healing
send. Mr. Babbitt was reporting the Miss Williams to abandon college
that no mistaken blues, or suljhurous yellows,
begins at once.
Rock Hill, S. C.# and hasten north for the mar- or
unholy magenta shades emerge to buffet
Harvard-Yale ’varsity races on Saratoga
You will surely like Hyomei—its relief is
The ceremony was performed at 8 our spirits during the
riage.
Kalsonot only immediate but. lasting.
coming year!
Money relake. The famous Harvard oarsman,
o’clock by the Rev. Edwin H. van Etten, as- minera with their pallid pails go past in spot- funded by A. A. Howes & Co. if you are not i
Williarp Blaikie, had been engaged to do sistant rector of Trinity Church. The bride ted white, like Pierrots suddenly awakened to satisfied.
a sense of the seriousness of life and its burGet the complete outfit—$1.00 size. Drug- j
this work for the New York Herald. was
given away by Lieut-Commander Williams. dens. Everywhere is stir, motion, life.
gists everywhere sell Hyomei.
He was a very conscientious Christian
de chine and
th

Floor

1

man ever

ped for

Scrofula eruptions on the face
and body are both annoying and
disfiguring. The complexion would
be perfect if they were not present 1
This disease shows itself in other
ways, as bunches in the neck, inflamed eyelids, sore ears, wasting of
the muscles, a form of dyspepsia,
and general debility.
Ask your druggist for Hood's
Sarsaparilla. This great medicine
completely eradicates scrofula. It
purifies and enriches the blood, removes humors, and builds up the

According

of the State aaaeeiore
Waldo coant; in the
Belfaat second, Mont-

>

In natural ability, in education, in ex
perience as an executive at home am 1
abroad, William H. Taft had all the qual
N >
ifications for an ideal president.

o
Among those present at a luncheon
the Advertising Men’s League in Port
land last week was H. P. Gardne:, thi
Progressive candidate for governor. Mr
Gardner’s business is advertising himself

tho

•d in the sifeceeiful group, etlel wee ee follow.: Colonial Girl, Teaching Obndpe the
Tango, Elopement a la Goaolenai American
Boaatiee, The Night Before Her Wedding,
ville third nndSearnmont fourth. Wlnterport Wirelen Telegraphy, Critical Moment, Home
also leads in tha estimated value of the poul- for the Holidays, Rival Beauties, In s Caddy
try produced, with Belfeet second, Montville Always Necessary, The Lateet Newa from
third and Knox fourth; and Belfast leads in the Mexico, Last Day of Summer, Their First
estimated value of the egg* produced, with Quarrel, The Bride’s Bouquet. The concludWlnterport second, Montville third and Brooks ing three tableaux, “Love’s Labor Lost’’,
fourth. Waldo county has 153,388 hens. The “The Child Handel", and "Love's Old Sweet

The hen Industry.
ords fliad at the ofllef
Wlnterport leads in
number of bene, with

1
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WHILE

WITH THE AIR PUMP.

in last year’s nests.
arc no birds
last yew’s fires,
slowing coals from
the pump
a man who works
Bu j. lots of nholes in last year’s tires.
Finds lots
_chic(|go Timc,.Herald.

its a great
virtues of

fi!

Mnrth

Church Guild will meet, Monday

1h*
Msv
*
evening*

IhuPi--Court
,e natnr

s

Burleigh

proposed

has

amend-

an

bill to provide for
the river and harbor
Belfast harbor. There is urgent
to meet present require-

Ijay
j

of
annual meeting of the Woman’s Club
formerly the Arts and Crafts) will

t

May 4th, when the report of
nod at 3 p.
committee will be submitted,
attendance is desired as the future
f the club will be considered.
m

6

see

was one

lauding two

a

good

of the

salmon

jccessful fishermen

Au-

season.

“lucky”
and

were

a

ones

trout.

Thos. B.

j
j
j

Man,” with Dustin Farnham in the title role
which comes to the Opera Hoime
Monday an<
Tuesday, May 11th and 12th.

$1.50
2-00

The little girls in Miaa J. A. Wiggin's Sunday school class will have a sale of Maybasketi
and candy at the Univeraalist
vestry this,
Thursday, afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.

2,00

Superintendent of Schools William B. Woodbury completed the Bchool census Tu tsday,
finding a total of 1233 pupils—610 boys and 623
girls. Last year the total was 1195; 678 boys

j
|
|

and 617 girls.

The total gain for 1914 is 38.

Greer and W. F. Jellison.

Mrs. Charles C. Chapman was hostess at a
supper given last Friday evening by
Osceola Sewing Circle, at which forty members were present. Music and whist were enjoyed during the evening. Mrs. Thomas B.
Flannigan received the 'first ladies’ prize, a
fancy hair-receiver, and Maurice E. Davidson
the first gentlemen’s prize, a pack of playing
cards. The consolations went to Miss Zola
Meservey and Walter Clements.

Gowns

Journal is indebted to W. W. Merrill for
of the Industrial edition of the Hudson,
Hudson has just
Mass., News-Enterprise.
claims to being considered “one of the best
towns in New England for business, residential
or commercial purposes,” proof of which is
furnished in this handsomely illustrated edii
tion of the News-Enterprise; and we can furThe

invitation for
to
inspect this line.
you
This is

1

|

our

a

■

James 1!. Howes

Tomorrow, Friday, night Castle North K. O.
i
K. A., will give a real grown-up Ladies’ Night
Items. Capt. Fitz W. Patterson,
at the North church.when each Knight will inj., soid his schooner, the Rosa E., I
There are at present 25 girls at the Girls’
Bliuhel S. Rich, has bought the I Horae on Nerthport avenue, a record breaking vite a lady, for which written invitations have
There will be music,
already been issued.
qnton of Edwin Loud of Brooks- ! number.
games and refreshments,and a most enjoyable
..ill repair her for the bay coasting
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G.'
affair is anticipated.
Clinton is 22 tons net and was
c
Mr. and Mrs. S. Verrill Jones have moved
will publicly celebrate Mother’s Day
A. R
Vlillbridge in 1SS6_The schooner next
Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V„ will ! from Main street to No. 13 Miller street.
litwith
to
4
2
30
o’clock,
from
Tuesday
er. which has been laid up at East
A ten-cent have an open meeting Tuesday evening, May
musical exercises.
We hear of some people who have planted
erary and
in Memorial Hall. A special program has
winter, is loading salt at the Hoosic j
lunch of sandwiches, cookies, cake and coffee 6th,
peas, but the weather up to this time has not
iini'ksDort.
been
with
arranged,
music, and speeches by been encouraging to gardeners.
The ground
will be served. The proceeds will be donated
] W, Parker and Charles F. Swift for a flag for the North school. A general in- Rev. A. A. Blair, Messrs. O. E. Frost, C. W.
froze at night last week, but the roads have
Proctor, W. B. Woodbury and others. EveryMonday from Bath, having gone vitation is extended.
I improved somewhat.
one is invited to attend.
,i look at the cup defender Defiance,
Miss Alice Poor, granddaughter of the late
W. A. Winchester has moved from 22 Cross
There will be on exhibition at Perry’s Cash
:ig completion. Mr. Parker brought
ribbon nearly
street to the L. T. Shales house on High street^
Augustus Perry, has a beaded
is
which
the
outer
of
,jece
planking
a
Market,from 1 to 6 p. m., Saturday, May 2nd, a
three-quarters of an inch in width and about
which he recently bought. Mr. Charles Dicklitter of fox pups, only four weeks old, from
Mahogany, and of the ceiling, 3-4
who occupied the house during the winyard long that was made some 70 or 80 years
inson,
as
the Perry fox ranch. This will be an opporHe is very enthusiastic
u pine.
a young lady.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Cross
ago and given to Mr. Perry by
has
ter,
t-tiuction and model of the craft and It was then the fashion for young men to wear tunity for everybody to see a family of doin Morrill and will move to Bayside this week
have another look at her after she is
mesticated
the
animal
is
so
much
is
a
that
foxes,
particusuch for a watch chain and this
for the summer.
talked of at the present time.
lanched.
larly beautiful one. It is wrought entirely of
Eugene R. Conner has begun his season's
of
Melville Robbins recently made practical
Rev. Haraden S. Pear] black and white beads, in an unique design
Belfast.
work at Bayside, and will soon start his movwith the use of his wireless station at his boarding
and
conventional
and
figures
flowers
Head of the
He has
show’ on the Hills lot.
n engaged to preach at the
and "Friendship and place on Court street. He was taken ill, and ing picture
f.urch services will begin bunday, May words, "Augustus Perry”
rented several of his cottages for the sumfiner
than
are
The
beads
Gift.”
Affection’s
needing the services of a physician sent a mer t)
m., and continue each Sunday at
parties from the New England Conserthose made now and there are no needles fine wireless message to Earl White on Lincolnville
for an indefinite period. All are
vatory of Music, Boston.
to string them.
avenue, who also has a wireless apparatus,and
invited and requested to attend these enough
Mrs. Ralph H. Howes entertained the official
asked him to telephone for a physician, which
.Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Mackie,
Capt. and Mrs. E. D. Colby of Sunset arrived White did.
staff of Primrose Chapter, Order of the Eastern
t the winter in Lowell, Mass., arrived
v
by steamer Tremont last Monday and will
l„
Star, at her home Wednesday evening, April
-l
Friday_Mr. and Mrs. Charles spend a few days here with relatives. Capt.
The Jackson W. C. T. U. held its regular 22nd. A social evening was interspersed with
a power
for
a
model
him
with
f Lowell, Mass., arrived Friday for a
at
the
23d.
home of Vilda Davis April
Colby brought
meeting
games, selections on the Victor talking mawith Mrs. E. C. Merriam and Mr. boat to be used in his fishing business and has On account of the muddy roads not as many
chine, piano solo3,]etc., and was greatly enjoyed
Mason
Nina
work
H. W. Mackie_Mrs.
were present as usual but it was a very pleasplaced the order with Leroy A Coombs,
by the fifteen ladies present. Delicious refreshwho has been with her brother, Ed- to begin at once and be rushed to completion. ant and, we trust, profitable meeting.
Because ments were served. The hostess was assisted
n, in Sabattus and adjoining towns
This will give Capt. Colby and bis son Miller a of sickness in many of the members’ families, in serving by Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce, who dipped
,ving picture business, arrived home power boat each, and they will have no use for Jackson Union has been taking a long vaca- fruit punch. As a souvenir of the evening
sails. They have just completed a weir and tion, but is beginning again with new zeal and each guest received a dainty hand-made handlast Monday.
in their harbor. Capt.
courage and is very much awake to the work
May Bazar. The Guild’s May Bazar herring have been seen
kerchief.
and peas before leav- before it.
in Memorial hall at 2 p. m., May 6th, Colby planted potatoes
*
new
Miss Inez L. Barker went to her home in
potaing home and he counts on having
.-ale of boudoir caps, baby things,
Poor's Mills. The Thalia Club from the
Center Montville last Saturday after brief
The naby toes in June.
cooked foods and candies.
city will give an entertainment at the hall
visits with friends in Belfast and Waldo. She
will begin at 3 00, and at 3.30 o’clock the
Mias neien sanuerson Tuesday evening, May 5th. Supper 10 cents;
Hospital Notes.
on
be
will
recently returned from a several weeks’ enTea
parade will take place.
returned last Friday from a brief visit at her admission 10 cents-Mrs. Olivia Carver reAll children under
gage meni in Islesboro, in the family of Bow;nng the afternoon.
She was accompanied turned to her home in Vinalhaven last Monday.
home in Waterford.
doin N. Pendleton. Just before leaving Miss
(lrs are cordially invited to enter the baby
the
former
She
was
called
here
several
weeks
a
superago by
home by Mies Nellie Marshall,
Barker was the guest of honor at a thimble
There will be no prizes, but each baby
illness
Elsie
whods
of
her
Mrs.
Banks,
sister,
intendent, who has been doing private nursing
Luncheon
party given by Mrs. Pendleton.
.ivea little souvenir. All little girls
*
who very much better at this writing... .Mrs. O. A.
in Lewiston and by Miss Audrea Madsen,
was served, consisting of salads, olives, sandto 7 years are urged to enter the conwas assistant
Wade went to Hartford, Conn., last week to
has been at Hebron, and who
wiches, assorted cakes, caramel custard, conthe dressed doll displayed in the City
superintendent with Miss Marshall. They meet her husband and will be gone until the fections and nuts. Mrs. B. M. Larrabee poured
re window, which will be awarded
for
a few days...
Mrs.
Hartshorn
has
J.
A.
first
of
June....
the
at
gone
Hospital
were guests
The
tea and Mrs. Ralph Pendleton coffee.
niid having the most attractively decowho under- to Lincolnville_Mrs. W. S. Wentworth and
Miss Abbie Knowlton of Brooks,
11 111
carriage. Mothers accompanying went a very critical operation, has returned to daughter Ida of Searsport called on friends table decorations w’ere carnation pinks.
r,
Steamer Notes. The steamers of the East- !
will be admitted free in the after
Mrs. David Gilman of Liberty is here last Sunday_Mrs. Bell Towle and Mrs.
her home
had their trips ir-!
cents will be charged at the
ieii ten
under meaical treatment-Mrs. Jane Cole spent Sunday with Annabell Under- ern Steamship corporation
improving
the evening there will be a pleasing
terrupted by the storm of April 16th, but by j
Fred Hunter of Burnham, who was recently wood.
oment, con- isting of two amusing
making an extra trip resumed their regular j
upon, is improving-Master Clar“The Red Rose.” Theater goers will wel“The Coming operated
schedule the following Monday. Incidentally j
ys, "Rubber Boots” and
after
a
well
critical
is
gaining
ence Snyder
come John C. Fisher’s musical comedy success
the steamer Camden broke a record. She left j
‘.el,” to be p resented by the young
operation.
“The Red Rose,” which comes to The Colonial
Rockland at 3:53 a. m. Friday, April 17th, ar- j
; .. ;.nd music. Admission, 15 cents. MothFor the past few years, Theater May 8th. So much has been written
Day.
Memorial
ring children are requested to notify
riving in Boston at 12:20. She loaded and left
so well known that they need not
about thi3 truly delightful entertainment all
of the Baby show committee, which J for reasons
Boston at 5 p. m. and docked in Rockland at I
observance
ot
Memorial
the
B.
Elon
forth
now,
is
Mrs.
that it is a skillful fabribe set
left to be said
of Mrs. W. F. Schoppe,
1:55 Saturday morning, April 18th. This is
to
the
who
Mrs. W. F. Weshe, Mrs. H. L. beekconfined
veterans,
cation of color, tunes, feminine pulchritude
Day has been
quicker by 35 minutes than the best previous j
rev

E.

j

j

■
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the cemetery,
have held the usual
followed by exercises in their hall. This year
the city government will be asked for an appropriation, the Belfast Band will be engaged,'
and there will be a parade which will include
services at

FOR

Quick Sale
2nd Hand Motor Cars
1912-RUICK, MODEL 28, Roadster,
2-passenger, Top, Prest-O-Lite,
Extra Tire on Demountable Kim,
Absorber, and in

thorough good

repair.
1911 -OVERLAND,MODEL46, Roadster, 5-passenger, Top, Prest-OLite, Electric Side and Tail Lamp,
2J Extra Shoes, Several InnerIn thorough
tubes, Absorber.

Grand Army, Sons of Veterans, Daughters
of Veterans, the auxiliaries of the patriotic
orders, Canton Pallas, P. M., and Tarratine
Tribe of Red Men. A joint committee has
been appointed from the Grand Army and Sons
of Veterans, composed of Messrs. Thomas
Gannon, I. A. Conant, John W. Ferguson, A. T.
Gay, Orrin J. Dickey and Walter J. Clifford, to
j arrange the program for the day. There will
be a parade over the principal Btreets to the
cemetery, returning to the Opera House, where
exercises will be held, t uperintendent Woodbury will have charge of the children in the parade which will form at Memorial hall at one
the

j

and clever dances. Its ‘Arts Ball’ scene is
gorgeous, and the costuming is as a prism,
radiating all the colors of the rainbow. You
can make up your mind that this is the entertainment you have been looking for and engage
your seats,for you will be sure to get what you
expect—a “sensational musicale,” which is
the catch phrase by which it is advertised. It
is a colorful, tuneful, delightful dancing enterininmnnt

nn a

crrnnri or*nIf*

West Belfast. Marjorie Chase was called
to her home in Newport, Me., Tuesday, by the
illness of her grandmother-Mr. and Mrs.
William Haskins are receiving congratulations
on the birth, April 26th, of a baby daughter...
Mrs. Nancy Mudgett, who had a bad fall recently, is more comfortable at this writing....
Miss Annie McClain of Appleton is at Fred

record_See
Eastern

new

passenger rates for the

1

An “At Home.” Miss Emeroy Ginn gave a
charming “at home” at her home on Upper
High street Wednesday afternoon, April 22nd,

j
|

for Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl. Miss Ginn and
Mrs. Pearl received in the parlor from 3 until
6, and greeted about fifty guests. In the liv- i
ing room, which was decorated with yellow
marguerites, Mrs. Bernes O. Norton and Mrs.
Charles E. Owen dipped punch, and at the
tables Mrs. Virgil L. Hall poured coffee and
Miss Margaret L. Keene poured tea. Misses
Helen Kittredge, Annette Holt, Blanche
Jennys and Marguerite Owen assisted in servA centering the delicious refreshments.
piece of yellow jonquils gave an attractive
touch of color to the table. The affair was in- 1

—

“THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES.”

place put on
well as improve

attractive appearance,

as

3anitary conditions.
n. jsciii
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fire in the rear of the Eimer A. Sherman
house, Church street. It had caught near the
side 6i Court street, and was running in the
dry grass in the direction of the cedar l edge,
that separates the Sherman garden from the j
back lawn, and had just reached the hedge
when Mrs. Sherman discovered it. An alarm

for

a

speak

Nearly

|

ng.
;o

already

on

Harry Babbidge

Degin

work

Baseball.

today

of Islesboro

on

the

is

Call and be Welcome.
_

Yours vary truly.
i,

a

CARLE & JONES \

<
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<

>

E8nX^rgr8ph
Cabinet Straight Oak. dull golden
finish. Single spring, belt driye motor,
Diamond Point Reproducer, Model ».
Size 16 f*18 Inches hlgb; 18 7-8
wide; 18 7 8 ““

:
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call for

prices.

j

j

underpinning,
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opening

City Fish

j

|

led at first, but the home team got

j

li.

visitors
)usy and

won

The

the game.

J

score:

~==^^=

r.

4
4
4
4
4
4
3

1
0
0

33

9

Smith, lb, p.
tloberts, 2b.
lohnson, 3b, lb, p.
Waterman, rf.
Batch, ss.
Cannon, cf. 3
Vaughan, If. 3
Totals.

a.

e.

0
2

0

7

4

a.

e.

11

21

BUCKSPORT.

Jones, 2b, p.
R Harriman, rf.
Hutchings, lb.
P. Harriman, ss.

bh. po.

ab.

r.

5

2

5

13

10

0
0

5
0

5
4
Carpenter, p,2p. 4
Dow, If. 4
Nye. 2b. 4
Courcy.cf. 4
Heath, c. 4

of

forty

3
0
0

0

1

0
0
4
0
0
0
0 1
1,
0

0
0

1113
0
2
0
0
0

0

0

110
2

1

9

0
0
3

because drugged

Jeweler,

W. M. THAYER,

Phoenix Row.

SiiniiMiiiimi mmm
SL.

1

G. S. SNOW.
Heating Engineer

S. JONES,
Civil Engineer.

JONES

High Streets,

Cor. Commercial and

||j
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SNOW,

&

S-f

5 PLUMBING, HEATING,
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Sm
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ANO SHEET METAL WORK
We are prepared to give estimates, take contracts and do jobbing
work in all branches of plumbing, steam fitting or sheet metal work,
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Mr. Snow, formerly with Goodhue & Co., has had 19 YEARS experience in steam fitting; is that not enough recommendation for us to
have a chance to figure your work?
We have on hand plumbing supplies and we are aiding to our 3toek
every day. Why pay interest on money, storage and depreciation on
goods when we can order them from Boston and have them next, dav?
P. O. Box 156.
Telephone 143-14

$

§pj
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by

safe

build
the H
lung troubles. B
i
usually
druggist
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Thousand

of. and be sure to have your work done by

15
10;
0:
1110
2
0
1
0
0

YOUR

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

j

1!

14
12
110
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
110
2

j
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bh. po.
1 12
0
0
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Market
E. F. BRAMHALL & CO.

Phone 2

BELFAST HIGH.

ab.

j

OF THE SEASON

■

game of the sealast Saturday afternoon on the

The

JV ackerel 1

J

played
ingress street grounds, when Belfast High
iefeated £. M. C. S. by a score of 9 to 7. The
ion was

$100 and $500

>

DOORS AND FRAMES
GUTTERS
SHEATHING

J. O. DURHAM CO.

expected

Belfast Public Buildings Co.

1

1

Write

the fishing grounds.
contract has been made for an addition on the j
southern end of the present plant, 102 by 60
feet and of the same stye as the main buildhas boats

t

purchase wholly with you.

stock of

Post Rails and Biiusters for Porch ani Stair work, Old Growth Cedar
Shingles, Rufus Deering Brand, one of the best, J. M. Regal Roofing,
look it over. We mike Steens covered with black or copper wire.

A \

THE

]1

a

Have oak and other hard wood suitable for wagon and boat work.

lowered. Locally no herriog are reported as
yet, the factory at this place having made enquiries at weirs in this vicinity. This factory
will start up as soon as fish can be had, and

longer

Offer

hand

Do planing, sawing, turning and other mill work.

brighter for a prcsperous season in
sardine business as the market is very
firm and the demand excellent, with but little
of last year’s pack on hand. It is reported at
Eastport that the fishermen will demand $15 a
hogshead until July 1st, when the price will be

|
f

I

MOULDINGS
FLOORING

were never

enfeebled

\

on

the

Scott’s Emulsion has been

A Pleasant Half-Hour

We have

WINDOWS AND FRA VIES

Waiting for Herring. The first week of
the sardine season of 1914 passed without a
fish being received at any of the factories in
Eastport and Lubec. The factories are all
ready for business and it is said that chances

j

physicians
remedy

Is here.

■

given, but Mrs. Sherman and girl had
done good work with fire extinguishers in
checking the fire when the firemen arrived J
with the hose carriage.
All of the Court
fifteen feet of the lawn
street hedge and
The garage on the
hedge was destroyed.
Court street side was not injured, and the
gasolene house, which was nearer the hedge
also escaped.

pills,

Read Garage & Machine Co.,

The Building and Repairing Season

was

Carelessly Treated Cold

the

j

make the

j

A

Belfast, Maine,

12 Main Street,

Ralph Hayford
J. Harvey Stinson of Last Belfast will, Toothaker’s, dressmaking
p.
Marshal, with Orrin J. is having an artesian well dug by Carl Scrib- formal and thoroughly enjoyed by all present* 1 Totals........39 7 9 18 7 5
as usual, officiate as
j Dickey as aid. The exercises at the Opera ner_Mrs. Alberta Littlefield and little son,
I House will begin at 3 p. m. and the address Adrian, returned to her home last Sunday,
will be by Rev Walter F. Sturtevant. It is having spent a few weeks with her parents,
repair.
to make the observance one of the Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Drury.. ..Mrs. Annie Kimi planned
Look over this list, then call and look
best for years and every citizen will be asked ball is visiting in Rockland and Warren....
over the cars.
Condition of each car
Mrs. Belle Towle visited Mrs. Anabelle Underto display the Stars and Stripes on this day.
given truthfully and guaranteed as statmost sickness
source
is
wood last Saturday and Sunday.
ed
Prices right. If you intend buying,
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
and alcoholic mixtures are
syrups
Committee.
At
School
the
The
don't fail to look these over.
regular
other cigars.
10 cent cigars are darker then
i
and unsafe.
uncertain
meeting of the school committee Monday evenHavana
clear
That means quality. Imported
nine members were present. Mayor R. F.
aromatic. Try one ing
relied
cigars are dark hut mild and
upon
Dunton, Alderman Percy A. Bradford and
Made from Cuban tobacco
and be convinced.
Councilman Ralph U. Russ and several visitand sensible
for
4C HIGH STREET. BELFAST. MF.
years as the
Maine.
in
grown
Asa Cobb and other resiors were present.
to suppress the cold and
up
dents of Pearl Brook Farm appearei before
the board in regard to better transportation of
forces to avert throat and
their children. The petition of Mr. Cobb w; s
Don’t tolerate alcoholic substitutes, but insist
laid on the table and it was voted to pay the
tuition of the pupils at Pearl Brook in the
One botih
■•:
R
V
on the Genuine Scott’s Emulsion.
of the
Waldo school. The report of the committee
our patrons
has it. 13 75
than
a cold.
Every
lasts
every day some of
on estimates of school expenses was read and
:
in our store
pleasant half-hour they have spent
accepted. The Superintendent was made a
committee to ascertain what vestries and halls
r
listening to Edison records.
are available as schools for the pupils of the
This is a feature of our business.
Central schools during the erection of the new
We carry a full assortment of Edison
^
building, and report on the cost of same. It
to
facilities
records and have ample
play
was voted to let the typewriters now in use
them for you.
in the High school, during the summer vacaWhen we come to know your particular
tion at $2 per month. The superintendent rethe
we
can
out
tastes,
nqw
readily pick
ported that the appropriation for buying shoes
records that will please you.
and rubbers for needy children had been exThis is only one of many reasons why we
of
School
Eleven
hausted and it was voted to leave the matter
desire to become personally acquainted.
with him to be taken up with the city governIt is well worth your while to spend a
ment. The following committees were aphalf-hour or so at our store every month,
pointed: Finance, Messrs. Haseltine, Millett
when these new Edison records arrive.
and Lunt; rules and regulations. Messrs.Greer,
Do not let the thought of purchase mar
Knowlton and Monroe; course of study, DurThese
5
at par, to
That remain
your enjoyment of listening to the records;
ham, Leavitt an^ Dow.
m.

1

Southworth,

D.

Ralph

Clara valley, in which the flourishing city of
San Jose, California, is located. This is the
home of Col Philo Hersey, now retired, and of
his two sons, now actively engaged* in the
raising and shipping of fruits which have
We notice that
found world-wide markets.
San Jose, has had a clean-up week, in which her

Cottrell, c.
lipson, p, 3b.

summer season.

!

well

nishings, Hats and Caps.

Journal has received from Fred W.
a copy of the National Publicity Edition of the San Jose Mercury Herald, composed of innumerable pages and hundreds of illustrations, in which are set forth the attractions,
industries, etc., of the fair and fertile Santa

an

see our

Men’s and Boys’ Clothing, Fur-

The

co-operated to

and

to come

selected lines in

Angier

citizens

everybody

We invite

ther testify to its attractiveness, having gone
through the town in an automobile two years
ago, hoping to see “Will” Merrill on the way.

schedule of steamers of the

steamship corporation, with change in

were

copy

••

ins.

assortments larger or finer, never were
or never values better—for this is
attractive
styles more
the store that keeps pace with the progress of the times
—the store that is never satisfied to “let well enough
alone,” but is continually striving to IMPROVE and
make this a better and more satisfactory place for YOU
to trade. Our business gets better and better year after
year because our service to our customers is continually
being bettered. We consider YOUR SATISFACTION above everything else.
Never

picnic

Dresses,

Jess is the special feature at the Opera
House next Monday and Tuesday nights. This
is a four-reel feature adapted from Rider
Haggard’s story, and is sure to pleaae everybody.

Was Never Better Prepared to Serve
You Satisfactorily Than Now.

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
for the week ending April 28th. Ladies—Mrs.
Arthur Boloit, Nettie E Dyer, Misa Florence
Gray, Mrs. Lewis P. Kingsbury, Mrs. S. H.
Stacy. Gentlemeu—Charles Ripley.

New York line of

a

in

nial Girl,” in colonial costume.

Coats,
Suits,

Everybody is looking forward to"TheSquav

SKeS^inAmoreoftom^

^

with

Florence Lawrence in The Closed Door is th<
extra special feature at the
Opera House foi
Wednesday and Thursday, May 6th and 7th.

Live Store

The programs for the Living Pictures at the
Colonial Theater Tuesday bore an attractive
picture of Miss Marguerite Owen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Owen, as “The Colo-

store

Thursday, April 30,

L08rt. April 22nd,
probably in the postoffice
Crocker fountain pen in box with filler
Finder pleaae return to The Journal office.

a

Many stores in town sell
Hosiery, but there’s just
one that has the original
Holeproof and that is

j

indications of
;,urn

pairs Men’s,

our

today,

The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
So
ciety will be held Wednesday, May 6th, at 2.31
with
Miaa Lora Maxcy, Pearl street.
p. m„

to

Will be at

;,

day night.

imi-

hardship

6 pairs Women’s,
6 pairs Children’s,

MXt meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
44 I
,Cil be held with Mrs. H. S. Morey,
ireet, Mooday afternoon, May 4th.
from the C. L. S. C. book, |
t,sson will be
Meaning of Evolution." chapter five,
from Addison’s writing). I
of Swan Lake April 25th
,hmg season has opened. The fish
but the fishi.u- tar have been small,

Miss Doris Clifford entertained
a party o1
twelve friends at the Opera Hons# last gator

manner.

Iminstmg

went out

a

Clarence Snyder, the little boy who recently
underwent a critical operation for appendicitis
at the Waldo County Hospital, has returned
home and ie improving rapidly.

Do not fail to see the
posters for the Ms;
Btaarof the Guild. They .re
unique and ,t.
tractive.

you if you listen to them.
So when they hand you
out the “Justasgood/' politely but firmly refuse to
be humbugged in any such

be a wh,8t party and danC*
-here will
May 7th, in Memorial Hall
evening.
! J
Sons of Veterans. Ice
Camp,
dark
1
sale. Admission,
a0(j cai,e will be for
25 cents, ladies 15 cents.

quotations

so many

—THIS-—-

The parcel post business of the Belfast post
office has bean steadily increasing and Monday,
April 27th, was a record-breaker in the number of packages handled.

spring.

tations—its

*w

merits.

..

compliment to the

hose to have

3Uffdredging

need

The Waldo County Veteran Aaaoeiation will
meet In Frederick Ritehie Grange hall, Waldo,
May 7th. If stormy, the first fair day.

Anothor of those popular baud
eoneerts at
the Opera House tonight. Don’t
miss it.
“Our George" say, the
weather doe. not
seem like a
somersault; it’s more Uke a back-

ttoleproof

F.

William

Mrs.

4th. with
street.

Mar <Une» at Seuids Or..n h(), tonWlt.
Good music; good time sssurod.

Bonds

denominations,

New England Order
of Protection
and Progressive Fraternal and
Social Insurance Order for Men and
Women. Organized November, 1887.

An Ideal

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1S89, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between th<? ages of 18 ami 45 will be
eligib'e. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec'y.
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
18tf

Wanted tor furnishing material
and erecting

the

three story

brick school bui Iding
|

for

City of Belfast, according

the

to the

plans and specifications of W, E.
j Mansur of Bangor.

SOME GOOD FOODVALUES

be

lbs. “New Crop" Prunes.26c
.26c
Apricots.
10c Bottles Stuffed Olives.25c
25c
8 Cans Salmon.
4 Cana Peas.26c
8 Packages Macaroni.25c

seen at

Plans may

Mathews Bros’ Mill.

3
2
4

Campbell's Soups.
2

DIRECT
From our smoke house to you. That is how
you get the best sugar cured bacon, sweet
pickled ham, and finnan haddies, when you
buy of us.

8c

lbs. Peanut Butter.25c

°h.
yield
unsold,
Cocoa, in bulk.22c
Olives, in bulk.32c qt. j
defor
and
Belfast
PERSY’S CASH MARKET
in
ready
tax
are
bonds
exempt
|
Everyth! g under glass Call and
of good things to eat.
to
display
should
appeal
Ivery about May first. They
PERRY’S CASH MARKET
TO LET
citizen.
spirited
every public
live FOXES. Will I
A six-room tenement. Can have possession
HI
HTCn
For further particulars apply to
pay from $2.60 to | about the first of May. Also several houses
| WAR I
I $5.00 for young ones, adults in proportion. for sale at bargains. Apply to
ELON B. GILCHREST,
1. L. PERRY,
before you sell.
M. R. KNOWLTON,
I Consult
j
|
Belfast, Me. Tel. 114-12
Belfast, Maine.
Belfast Savings Bank.
2w17
see our

__

NERVOUS?
MU ran down? Ayer's Sarsaparilla
k i strong nerve tonic. No alcohol.
Bold torSOysers.

.—.—

-I

A

»

me

■

MAINE NEWS ITEMS.

A Game of Chance.
Dr. W. H.

By
[JDESOLATION

Winslow._

“God is good to

CHAPTER XIII.

of us,

observed
“Many of our
They would not

Wendell, Sr., cautiously.
friends have passed on.
or could not hold the good thought, keep

CON-

AND DESTRUCTION.
DOLENCES.

some

Capt. Warren Sawyer of Milbridge,
ahipbuilder, died April
20th, aged 65 years.;
Free mail delivery will be established
in Ellsworth on June 22nd, according to
announcement of the postoffice departthe well known

we

will begin

our

j

xt

:*

ment.

The graduation at Eastern State Normal school will take piace Tuesday, June

23rd. The conference of superintendents
jour- faith as children of GiJ and fear no evil.
July 7th, and the
Henry shrugged his shoulders and and principals opens13th.
summer school July
of
these
Neither
at
glanced
Chapman.
young, healthy men could tolerate a docMrs. Nancy L. Mills of West Brooks?
trine that appeals most to the suffering ville observed her 87th birthday April
and sick, the waifs upon life’s troubled 9th. Mrs. Mills is in fairly good health,
sea.
said Chapman.
and mentally is keen and bright. She is
thank
goodWendell and Chapman called upon Miss a great reader and keeps well posted on
“O, we are able to walk,
with
Patterson in her house of mourning. the events of the day.
ness!” responded Mrs. Dyer, rising
She was lamenting the death of her
the other girls.
the
out
Capt. H. G. Hardy and wife and Mr.
carriage gate- mother, who was peacefully sleeping in
The party passed
that led to the a casket in the parlor.
She had sat in a Abijah Hardy, who lost their lives, with
way into the dusty road
when the schooner
and a
rocking-chair by a window, watching a number of others,was stranded at Moncity, and, favored by a cloudy sky
breeze fromjbetween the mountain peaks, the frightened, hurrying pedestrians in Charles K. Buckley residents of Little
were
made rapid progress through forests and the street, when the death angel had laid mouth, N. J.,
commanded the
farms towards home. A dread of what his hand upon her weak and fluttering Deer Isle. Capt. Hardy
their heart and stopped its throbbing forever. vessel and Mr. Abijah Hardy was mate.
there
find
depressed
they might
“Your son is safe and will come home
spirits. Their usual light-heartedness
According to the annual returns reand in a few days,” replied Chapman cheeriwas checked by the recent calamity
ceived by the Board of State Assessors,
around
The
the forlorn aspect of the country
ly to Mrs. Cutnet’s anxious inquiry.
there are in Maine 2,003,951 hens.
“Bless God! for His goodness to me,” estimated value of the poultry produced
The fields were sallow and gray;
them.
the
a
she
tottered
to
chair.
as
dead
with
she
cattle;
exclaimed,
the hillsides dotted
during the past year is $1,138,091.13, the
flower-gardens withered and blackened ! “He risked his life to rescue his estimated value of the eggs produced is
not
a
noble
fellow.
Do
He
is
friends.
the
and
warped
buildings
as by frost,
32,805,016.19, and the estimated total
and discolored. Even the tombstones of be worried if he appears a little damaged value of the poultry and eggs produced
a distant cemetery tipped many ways and disfigured; he is not seriously injur- is 33,943,107.32.
against a background of brown forest, ed,” continued Chapman
The following corporation has filed its
“It is like him—and his father,” murand the trolley rails nearby were bent
mured the lady, “and I thank you gen- certificate of organization at the office
and bulged from their spiked sleepers.
Destruction and desolation were more tlemen for bringing me such good news of the Secretary of State: Cooper Bros.
the of him.”
Company, organized at Newport, for the
apparent as the friendsj entered
They called upon the Dyers and learned purpose of dealing in goods, wares and
city. There, shattered windows yawned;
blinds and doors hung awry; fences lean- they had been to the homes of Lucy, merchandise, with $100,000 capital stock,
ed or lay broken; steps and curbs showed Bemis and Carolyn and told of their of which nothing is paid in. Officers:
the safety and detention in the improvised President, Freeman B. Cooper of Newirregularities and rock piles, and
port: treasurer, Percy L. Oakes of Newblock-pavement was elevated in irregu- hospital at the Country Club.
Chapman spent the night with Wen- port.
lar ridges.
marts
“Now, ladies,

Is

to get
ney to the city. It is impossible
horses and catany conveyances. Many
tie are sick or dead; the trolley lines are
men here are
crippled, and the few ableand
hospital,
busy about the club-house

dell and both of them found much work
The streets were deserted; the
They
were quiet; the roar of com- the next day among the people.
merce was stilled; an ominous hush pre- did what all able persons were doing,
the
afflicted, reunited families,
vailed; a few scared individuals appear- helped
ed and hastily disappeared about the repaired damages, rearranged business
folfunerals
of
and
aided
in bettering social and
affairs,
buildings, and glimpses
lowed by few mourners were had, pass- economical conditions.
[TO BE CONTINUED. ]
ing through distant streets.
With few words and trembling handclaps, apprehensive, yet hopeful, the
friends separated; the ladies and Dyer
leaving Chapman and Wendell, who announced their intention of going to the
For Infant* and Children.
National Club to learn particulars of the
was
The
club-house
disaster in the city.
dimly lighted by candles and lamps; the
out of busiBears the
gas and electric plants being
of trade

j

Electric tire pumps

ness.
'T'Wn first

norcnn

tViPU IDP.t

WRS

ProfeS-

Carson of the University, who greeted them as from the dead. ;“Some of our
alumni have survived, it seems. You
look seedy and dirty, but thoroughly
healthy. How did you pass the ordeal?”
They related their experience briefly.
“Wonderful!” exclaimed he joyfully.
“In this calamity one expects to find only
the ashes of a crematory. The old world
The
has received a staggering blow.
telephone, telegraph and cables are dam-

!

Always Bought

Signature of

Bor

aged.

The few messages that pass

are

wailings of disaster, destruction and
death. Streams and lakes have dried up;
buildings and forests have burned; valleys and hillsides are toasted brown, and
animals and mankind have perished by
the millions. Many houses are morgues;
the streets are filled with funerals, and
the cemeteries have burst their boundaries. Oh! it is terrible, terrible?” The
shuddered and bid his face in

professor

Literary Mews and Notes.
The May Popular Mechanics contains,

all told, 327 articles and 335 illustrations.
The most interesting portions of Rudyard Kipling’s recent address, in which
he prophesied the changes that will be
brought about by the development of
aerial navigation, are quoted, and a page
view shows the new United States naval
feronautic station at Pensacola, h la.
Other aviation articles are: “Flying
Boat Has Novel Control;” “Faking a
Thriller for the Movies;” "Transatlantic
Flier to Have Silk Wings;” "Record-

Making Flights by Russian Biplane;”
“Transferring Articles to Aerial Machines,” etc.
The May Strand Magazine is rich in
fiction —the stories being by such well-

his handkerchief.
Around the club-room were members known writers as W. B. Maxwell, Austin
with heads and hands bandaged, arms in Philips, Edward Cecil, Ivan Turgenev,
May Edginton, Armiger Barclay and
slings, and legs nursed tenderly.
Edmund Payne, the English
“Have we lost many club members?” others.
comedian, relates some amusing “Exasked Wendell finally.
“The list of the dead is on the bulletin periences,” while Arthur J. Ireland
with
board,” replied a Mr. Rogers, solemnly. gives a vivid account—illustrated
Captain SpelThey were shocked at the names of unique photographs—of
friends and relatives, and talked with terini’s remarkable ballooning experiHenry E. Dudeney writes about
the wounded, who were swathed in band- ences.
It was Jose Capahlanea, the latest chess genius,
ages and disfigured by injuries.
Some men had plunged and W. Phillips relates some striking
a doleful story.
into ponds and streams; some had fled stories from real life in his “Comedy
Lo cisterns, cellars and tunnels; others ami Tragedy in the Children’s Court.”
had dropped and crawled into sewers, to “W'hat you can do with one hat” should
make a strong appeal to women with arescape the blistering rays of the sun.
The numThe young men, vigorous and uninjur- tistic tastes but slim purses.
ed, left the club house and hastened ber is excellently illustrated throughout.
abroad to help the afflicted and to learn
Tho WiHcx Wnr 1 r) frtr Mau rvrwartc uuith u
the fate of their friends and relatives.
graphic description of a “South Sea
The oily presented the worn, dustv, disBoar-Hunt”—generally regarded as the
colored appearance of centuries of exist- most exciting sport in the world. Two
Gaunt chimneys, sashless win- articles of travel entitled “A
ence.
Cycling
dows, tottering walls, and smoking em- Tour Through Central Africa” and “A
bers in debris-filled cellars, told a story
Ramble
in
lnca-Land”
are
both
Lady’s
of unquenched flames and prostrated fire- interestingly written and lavishly illusits
without
It was a Herculaneum
men.
“The Lost Secret,” which is
trated.
streams of flowing lava.
the story of a vanished gold mine, will
miles
lived
forty
Chapman’s family
appeal to all lovers of the romantic.
away and train service was suspended. How you may enjoy Alpine mountain
He filed a telegram to be sent as soon as climbing to your heart’s content for a
the lines were repaired, and went with matter of a hundred dollars is told
by
Wendell, who found his father and mother Malcolm Savage Treacher in his article
safe after a detention of thirty-six hours “In the lee-World of the
Dauphiny.
Wendell, Sr., re- But the most interesting contribution
in their house cellar.
of
lated how the city had endured the torrid the month is “The Adventures of
Sampa
heat.
the
hero
of
the
ill-fated
Brettonet
Sail,”
“The weak were aided by the strong; expedition, which was overwhelmed,
the fainting were carried to the nearest after a desperate battle, by the forces
refuge. The cold water from the moun of Kabah, the black Napoleon of Central
tain and the stores of ice had saved Africa.
carried
many. The railroad trains had
Two very important articles in the
thousands to the mountains until their
May Woman’s Home Companion present
crews were prostrated or dead.
“Oh! it was awful to see the stagger- many important facts about the care of
children that will both interest and help
ing, falling, dying people around us, mothers. One is entitled “The Safeawaiting, in terror and prayer, the death
of the Child,” by Julia C.
they felt impending. We were finally guarding
forced to flee to our sub-cellar darkness. Lathrop, chief of the Children’s Bureau
There we remained in apprehension and in the Department of Labor of the
Unitad States, and the other is entitled
despair until we ventured last night to “Good Teeth
and Vision for your Baby,”
We found the
come up into the house.
Dr. S. Josephine Baker, director of
heat abated and the rooms endurable. by
Our house of brick and stone was kept the Bureau of Child Hygiene of the Declosed tight, and the rooms remained partment of Health in New York City.
Other entertaining and valuable articles
much cooler than the outside air.”
“You were fortunate, indeed, sir. in the May issue are: “The Freedom of
The wooden buildings must have been Self-Expression,” by Mary Heaton
furnaces. Our people in the mountains Vorse; “Conquering the Kitchen,” by
Christine Terhune Herrick; “The Pleasnear the mines at Holdane had more
ures We Take Captive,” by Ralph Waldo
chance than you to escape, yet, I dread
Trine; “Better Babies for All America,”
news from them,” said Chapman.
The door-bell rang and Wendell took by Anna Steese Richardson; and "Your
in a message for the doctor, who opened Furnace in Spring,” by C. K. Farring“Thank the ton. Splendid fiction is contributed by
it with trembling hands.
Lord. They are safe!” cried he and read, Alice Brown, Sophie Kerr Underwood,
"
‘All safe with hundreds of others, Molly Elliot Seawell, Georgia Wood
and Anna McClure Sholl.
who fled far into the mines beneath the Pangborn
Special art and music features are conmountains.’
tributed by John Rae, Walter Jack Duncan, Bliss Carman and Louis Ayres Garnett. The regular Fashion, Cooking,

HEARD IN BELFAST

Young People’s, and Home Decoration
and Handicraft departments are filled
Made Strong- with good reading and beautiful illustra-

How Bad Backs Have Been
Kidney ills Corrected.

Doan’s Kidney
good work. Belfast
a,e keeping
of bad
people are telling about it—telling
believe the
backs made sound again. You can
All
Pills

,,

over

tions.

Belfast you hear it.
up the

testimony of your own townspeople. They
tell it for the benefit of you who are suffering
sore and
If your back aches, if you feel lame,
or
miserable, if the kidneys act too frequently,
and off color, use
passages are painful, scanty
has helpDoan’s Kidndy Pills, the remedy that
ed so many of your friends and neighbors.
and give
Follow this Belfast citiaen’s advice
Doan’s a chance to do the same for you.
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, BelPills are a fine
fast, Me., says: "Doan's Kidney
in my
kidney remedy. They have been used
I and others
family for the past four year* and
have bad great benefit from them. I willingly
this remedy to other kidney suf-

recommend

me

uance

ot

ueatn.

population of the world
1,623,300,000 persons.
The

is about

The average age of all persons at death
is 33 years.
Total of 47,372,727 persons die an-

nually.

Total of 908,516 persons die weekly.
Total of 129,788 persons die daily.
Total of 5,308 persons die hourly.
Nearly ninety persons die every min-

ute.

About three persons die every two
seconds.
This remarkable rate of deaths would
entirely depopulate New York City, containing 4,766,883 persons, in about five
weeks.
It would depopulate Chicago, with its
1,059,519 people, in about eight days.
Sixty persons died while you were reading this item.

ferers.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Foe“I have been somewhat costive, bnt Doan’s
ter-Milbum Co, Buffalo, New York, sola
Regulets give just the results I desire. They
agents for the United Statae.
Remember the name—Doan’s -and take no act mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly.”
—Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, Pa.
wtber.

used in garages.

The Range that

“Makes Cooking Easy”
A Glenwood Coal or Gas Range for rooking, and ■
Parlor Stove. Furnace or Boilor for beating
ntoana solid cnmfart and 1— fad.

Cl—»■!

I
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Panama-Pacific
International Exposition Revealed by Its Present Progress.

Splendors

Tmssell, Belfast

Mitchell

»

THE

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

are

You would if you knew about it

ARMY

GRAND

of the

SUPERB WORKS OF SCULPTURE AND ART IN
COLOSSAL EXHIBIT PALACES FOR AMERICA’S PANAMA CANAL CELEBRATION.
of gold from vast oriental domes, Venetian blue on minarets, prodigious works of sculpture and tbe arrival of notables from all parts
of the globe give glimpses of the great Panama-Pacific International
Exposition as it will appear when its gates swing open to the world
on Feb. 20, 1915.
a
Not for many years will the world be enabled to enjoy so marvelous
The World’s Columbian
collection of the works of contemporary sculptors.
Exposition at Chicago first proved that the greatest talent might be engaged

GLINTS

attento produce work of even temporary value. Since then more and more
form of
tion has been given at each succeeding exposition to sculpture as a
decoration, and the great Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San

Francisco promises to surpass even Chicago's exquisite display.
world’s
Every phase of the exposition is far advanced Thirty-three of the
with a
nations will participate with government displays, Argentina leading
government appropriation of $1,300,000 gold.

OF

THE

RE-

Forty-eight

R. post

years ago the first G. A.

—-

established in Decatur, 111.
Major Benjamin F. Stephenson, surgeon
of the 14th Illinois regiment, and three
army friend0 had drawn up the constituwas

tion two months before. The secret
ritual was printed by veterans in the office of the Decatur Tribune, all of whom
were members of the order.
Its purpose was the “establishment and defense of the late soldiery of the United
States, morally, socially and politically,
with a view to inculcate a proper appreciation of their services and claims
by the American people.” The First
National Encampment was held in Indianapolis, 1866. Gen. S. A. Hurlhut
became the first commander-in-chief.
Today there are more than 6,000 G. A.
R. Posts. The order reached a membership of 400,489 in 1890. Today it has
been reduced oy death to less than 170,000. The death rate is becoming higher
each year, for the veterans of the C'vil
War now have an average age of 69
years. The G. A. R. has held a Nationin
| al Encampment every year, excepting
1867, and has gathered in nearly every
important city in the country. It was
the originator of May 30th as Memorial
day, beginning in 1868. Some of the
nation's
most
distinguished soldiers
have been commanders-in-chief—Generals Burnside, Logan, Hurlbut, Hartran.ft, Alger, Devens, Wagner and Robinson of the regular army.
Clears

Complexion
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Just ask
Eczema, ;.tch, tetter, salt rheum.
Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Oint-

yourdiuggist for

you

worries are over.
Mild, soothing, effective. Excellent for babies and delicate,
tender skin. Stops chapping. Always helps.
Relief or money back. 50c, at your Druggist

skin

UTALl>(>

Wireless telephony is being tried out
between Berlin and Vienna.

1

-•

<
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Removes Skin Blem-

simple suggestions and

|

KaLPH
i

ishes.

Follow the

-...-

,

A

Why go through life embarassed and disfigured with pimples, eruptions, blackheads,
rod rough skin, or suffering the tortures of

ment.

At a Probate court. Held at Belfast, w :
for the County of Waldo, on the
uay of April, a. 1). 1914.
* certain instrument, purporting t«* l
A will and testament of Howard sn
of Burnham, in said County of Waldo,
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
been presented for probate
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, Anril having
Ordered. That notice be given to -j
21, A. I). 1914.
interested by causing a copy of this <h
certain
instrument, purporting to be the ;
published three weeks successively
Iasi will and testament of Sarah It. CrawJournal, published at Heifa-t
ford, late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo. ! publican
may
appeal at a Probate Court, t"
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Belfast, within and for said Count
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons second Tuesday of May next, at t.
clock befoie noon, and show cause, it a
Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
The Rehave, whv the same should not lie pu
published three weeks successively in that
they
proved and allowed.
publican Journal, published af Belfast,
JAMES LIBBY
may appear at a Probate Court.to he held at BelA true copy. Attest:
fast, within and for said County, on the second
clock
of
the
at
ten
W.
of
next,
ARTHUR
LKONARO, It ;
May
Tuesday
before noon, and snow cause if any they have
why the same should not be proved, approved
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, v.
and allowed.
for the County of W aldo, on the se
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
dav of April, A. l>. 1914.
Attest:
A true copy.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
a
h
certain instrument, purporting
A will and testament of Annie B. **
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the 14th day of
having been presu nfed for probate.
April. A. D. 1914.
Ordered, That notice hegivun to ail
M. JOHNSON of Belfast, in the Counterested by causing a copy of this on
ty of Waldo, beneficiary under the will ot
published three weeks successively
Alfred W Johnson, late of Belfast, m said Counpublican Journal, published at Belfu-i.
may appear at a Probate ( curt, to
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the Judge ot Probate may
Belfast, within and for said County, <-n
determine who are ei titled to the remainder of
Tuesday of May next, at ten ot
said trust estate and their respective shares
before noon, and show cause, if any t
therein under said will and in accordance with
why tlie same should not be prove*:,
a decree by Honorable Warren (’. Phdbrook,
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY
Justice of the supreme Judicial Court of the
A true copy. Attest:
State of Maine.
Arthur W. I.uonari). I
Ordered, That the said petith tier give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubAt a Pr* bate Court held at Belfast,
for theC'iuntv of Waldo, on [lie I
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proa pril. A. 1). 1914.
bate Court, to be held at Bellas!, within and toi
said County, on the 12th day ol May. a. I).
Kit Y E. BANGS of ISeai sport. in
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
ly. administrator of the estate
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
A Bliideeti, late of Prospect, in san! <
be
should
not
granted.
petitioner
Waldo,
deceased, having presented
JAMES. LIBBY, Judge.
praying that a license may he grant'
A true copy. Attest:
sell and convey certain real estate dArthur W. Leonard, Register.
said petition to pay indeb:edne.-.s ofand cost, of administration.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within ami
<n d. u-d, that the said petitioner gr.
for the County of Waldou the s**eoud Tuesall persons interested by eausing a
w
I)*914.
to be published three weeks
of
wider
April,
day
in
The Republican Joiwnal, a in \v
certain instrument, purporting to be a copy
fished
at Belfast, that they may api.
oi
Henrietta
will
testanent
and
ot ilie last
bale Court, lo be Itcid at «*el:ast, u
T Nichols, late of Nearsport, in said County of
on the 12th d ly «u
said
tor
County,
been
evented
deceased,
having
pi
Waldo,
1914, Jit ten ol the clock before Horn
probate, the original will having b-*en lost or decause.il
they have, why the pi.*
same
is
any
to
the
and
the
petition
probate
stroyed
peiiiinner should not I"- giaiileu
signed by Virginia lv. Thompson and others.
JA MKS LIB i'. \
inall
prisons
Ordered, That notice be given to
A true copy. Attest:
to be
terested by causing a copy of tins or a
A RTH * li W. I.H.X Utl
in The Reweeks
successiveix
three
published
publican Journal, published at B**it<isr, that they
mu\ appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
SS —In ( oiut ot probate.
Belfast, within and for said « minty,on the second
fast, on the 14th day of April
Tuesday ot May inxt, at ten of the clock gene IB Connor, administ:ator on
before noon,and snow cause.it any they have,
Lendai T. S hales, late of Belfast, i.
why the same should not be proved, appioved ; ly, deceased, having present.-d his (i
and allowed.
ji'ccmint ol administr tion ot said
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
lowauce.
A true copy. Attest:
Ordered. Tiiat notice thereof he
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
weeks successively, in I'he Republic
;i u wspaper pubBsht I in Bella-:, m
At a Probate Court,, held ::t Belfast, wltuin and
ty. that all persons interested may
Probate Court, to be held at Bellas:.
for tlie Counly of Waldo, on the 14th day of
next
and show
a.
1).
1914.
day of May
April,
they have, why ilie said account shrtllAKLES DISSEL of Wayne, in the County
allowed.
\.J of Delaware, in the State of Pennsylvania,
u r.o 1,1 r»
in the estate of Mary G. Dissel, late of Lower
Attest:
A true copy.
Merion, in tlie county ol Montgomery, state of
AliTlIl K A Lkonari. I
Pennsylvania.deceased,having presented a petition praying for ancillary administration in said
estate in said County of Waldo may he granted
\rAI-IH) >S.— in Court «»• rmhate.
Vt fast, on the 14th day «»f April.
to him, said Charles Dissel, husband of said deM. Muich. executrix of tlie Iasi wii
ceased.
Mureli, late of.Freedom, in said Com
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to e i, having presented tier first ami tin
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
of administr.ition of said estate for hi
order to be published three weeks successively
Ordered, That notice thereof be
in The Republican .Journal, a newspaper publishweeks successively, in 1 he Kepubm
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
a uew.spapei published in Belfast, <n
said
for
to
and
be
within
held
at
Belfast,
Court,
that all persons inieiested may allCounty, on the 12th day of May, a. D. 1914, bate Court,
to lie liehl at Belfast, on Hi
at ten of the clock be!ore noon, and show,
of
May next, and show cause, u
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
have, why the s: id account should m>t
be
should
not
granted.
petitioner
•lAMKs 1.1B 1; \
JamES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Am nui, \V. Leonard,
Vv. Leonard.

PROBATE NOTICES.

PUBLIC.

Sweet Peas

)

}:

■■

;

.1

MSTIMIMS
BY THE POUND
or package.

CHAS. F. SWIFT,
MASONIC

AIRSHIPS WILL RACE AROUND THE GLOBE FROM SAN
FRANCISCO IN 1915.

H. C. Hoffses

HUMPHREYS

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52High Street.

foe
PHce
Fevers. Congestions, inflammations..23
Worms. Worm Fever.23
Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25

Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.35
7 Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis..2"
8 Toothache, Faceache. Neuralgia.2
• '•Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.20
10 Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13

Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25

8alt Kheum. Eruptions.25
Rheumatism. Lumbago.23
Fever and Ague, Malaria.tr
Piles. Blind or Bleeding, External. Internal. 2
18 Catarrh, Influenza,Cold in Head..
3.
20 Whooping Cough.

14
15
18
17

FOR NATION-WIDE PROHIBITION.

21 Asthma, Oppresaed,DifflcultBreathing.2.37

Kidney Disease...25

28 Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
30 Urinary Incontinence. Wetting Bsd.25
34 Sore Throat. Quinsy.25

For three hours men and women representing States all over the East presented their arguments and told of the
Toprogress of the prohibition fight.
morrow they will appear before the subComcommittee of the Senate Judiciary
mittee in charge of the prohibition reso-

lutions.

Miss Anna A. Gordon presented a
statement written by Mrs. Lillian M. N.
Stevens, president of the National W.
C. T. U., just before her death a few

days

Tel. 216-1S
ud

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, cai
pets, stoves, etc
Antique furniturt
a specialty. If you
have anything ti
sell drop me b
posta card and you will receive a prompt caM.
WALTER H. vUuMBS,
Coi ner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast,

Washington, April 15. Nation-wide
scientifically ».
prohibition was urged before the House
carefully prepared prescriptions; used 1.
Judiciary Committee today at hearings
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his private !
the resolutions of Representative
on
the
for
and
nearly sixty years by
practice,
Hobson of Alabama, providing for a
with
satisfaction.
people
Constitutional amendment.
Ha
1
3
3
4

JENNIE

•

»e con o- n ct

ago.
„.
The statement was read by Miss Gordon, who succeeded Mrs. Stevens, in a
quivering voice, with eyes filled with
It predicted the success of the
tears.
_

prohibition movement.

successively

TRUCKING.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
ui n.
Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14

GEO. L JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST. MAINE.

Practice In all Courts.;

specaltv.

Probate practice
2tf

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
tor tlie C< uutv of Wa.do, on the t4th day of
April, A. D 1914.
M.C. GILKEY of Searsport. in said
County, executrix it the estate ol Angelina
N. Carver, late of Searsport. in said Countv of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the actual market value «t said
estate or property, the persons interested in tlie
ix
succession thereto and the amount of the
thereon may be determined by the Judge of
Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of May. A. 1). 1914,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er suouid not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.

are

Medical Book mailed fre«.

akthur

CLEANING.

1RONACTS from all the civilized nations of the globe with every
standard type of air craft driven by motors will participate in
an aerial race around the world, which will be a feature of the
sporting events to be held during the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco in 1915.
The race will start from the grounds of the Exposition in May, 1915,
Three hundred thousand dollars has been hung
and will end there.
A number of
up in prizes for this stupendous world girdling contest.
the world’s greatest aviators have signified their Intention of entering
The recent flight of Stoeffler, ending at Mulhausen, Gerthe races.
many, in which he covered 1,375 miles, convinces aviators that long
flights are a matter of adequate supply stations. The above photograph
shows the route around the world and the various supply stations.

These remedies

EMPLE.

|

T1TALDO ss—In Court ot Probate, Held at Belff fast, on the 14th day of April, 1914. Ralph
M. Johnson et als., surviving trustees on the
estate ot Alfred vv. Johnson, late <»t Belfast, lu
said Countv. deceased, having presented thententh and last account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all nelsons Interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of viay next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.
held at Bel
WALDO ss.—in Court of Probate,
V? fast, on the 14th day of April, 1914. Jennie
M C. Giikey, execute x of the last will of Augeline N. Carver, late of Searsport, in said Counly,
deceased, having presented her first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, In said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of May next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said aceount should not be

“The committee heard with profound
regret,” said Chairman Clayton, “of the
allowed.
death of Mrs. Stevens.”
17 Lo Grippe-Crip.25
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Bold by druggists* or sent on receipt of price.
Among the presidents of State organA true copy. Attest:
Coma
MEDICINE
CO..
HOMXO.
were
Mrs.
K.
L.
HUMPHREYS*
who appeared
izations
W. Leonard, Register.
Arthur
Wmiatn and ana streets. New York.
Stevenson of Massachusetts and Mrs.
MAINE
MAIN
BELFAST,
93
STREET,
of
Maine.
A.
J.
The subNOTICE.
Deborah Livingston
scriber hereby gives notice that she has
Davis of Massachusetts, and H. H.
Yowls from the Cathead.
of
the esadministratrix
been duly appointed
Spooner of Connecticut, both of the
tate of
to Anti-Saloon League, made brief statein
York
New
is
made
SUSAN M. FORD, late of Wlnterport,
Objection
drowning stray dogs, for fear so many ments supporting the resolution.
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Guaranteed work la Chira ody, Manlcur- to
sunken barks may obstruct navigation.
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having de
the estate of said deceased are
mauds
—Fishing Gazette.
ng and Shampooing. Alao iFadel Work. desired against
to present the same for settlement, and
Children
Work at my all Indebted thereto are requested to make payall
klnda
of
Hair
of
line
Foil
A household remedy in America for 25 years
ment Immediately.
FOR FLETCHER'S
E8TH ER A, FORD,
—Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil. For eats, sprains,
ptrlora over Shlro'o Store, Pkonix Row.
Wlnterport, Me., March 10,1914,—‘8wl6
HOLMES.
barns, scalds, bruises. 26c and 50c. At all
MISS EVIE
32a
C
J
drag stores.
„„

DENTIST,

NOTICE.

Cry

ASTORIA

j ADMINISTRATRIX’S

i

f

j

Court of Frobato.

1

fast.on the 14th day of April,
WALDOS^.trustee on! tl

j

•

't i<
H. Carleton.
Campbell, late of W ini.-i port, m mu.!
cea.sed, having presente*. hislouitl;
count of admiu is nation of said estate

j
)

\
i

ance.

tiee thereof be m
weeks oiecessively m Tlie Itepublicai
newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attm
bate Court, to be belli at Belfast, on it.
of May next, and show cause, i:
nave,why the said account should uoi
JAMES LI ISBN
A true copy. Attest:
A RT H U R w. L EON A R 1», K

Ordered, That

in

v

|
'■

|
j

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subser.
by gives not’ce that he .lias bee:.
pointed executor of the last will and

\

A PI* L1 N, late of Bell
County of Waldo, deceased, a
having demands against the estat*
ceased are desired to present tlie sa in

j

I

>

of

JAMES

in

the

tlement, and all indebted thereto are
to make payment immediately.
ALONZO 1! \
Belfast. Me April 14, 1914.

I*TxK<by

3
I

j'hesuhs.
UTOK’S NOTICE
gives notice that he has h.
executor of the last will aim

pointed
i)f

BECKETT, late of 1^
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired l<» present the
tlement, ami all indebted thereto aito make payment iinmedi}itely.
JAMES \1.

in

tlie

KDiVARI) T. HK‘

j

j

Islesboro, Me., April 14, 1914.
The sut
.EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
gives notice that lie h»s lie.
pointed executor of the last will an
jf
SAM U EL LARRA BE K, late of M

I

j

J

in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All peidemands against the estate of said m
desired to present the same for setti.'
all indebted thereto are requested to 1
mein

immeolately.

(i FORCE

LARI

Morrill, Me., April 14, 1914.
Tin
er hereby gives notice that lie h;tof
the
estate.administrator
appointed
CHESTER B. r»TEPHENSON, late

ADMINISTRATOR’S

j

NOTICE.

(

|

In the County of Waldo, deceased.
bonds as the law directs. All persons
mands against the estate of said decea
sired to present the same for settlenn
indebted thereto are requested to m

menUmn1edmtely.cHARiEsFTH0M,„,
1914.
Belfast, Me., April 14,

is a temper tester
itches.
you scratch the worse it
skl
Ointment is for piles, eczems—any
ing. 60c at all drug storea.

Any skin itching

more

j

fhe Business Farmer's
Agency—All

Fage

~

COPYRIGHT 1913 by

BROODING

i

chicks

j. W.

embraces that

a

foundation of the fuls ittid the
»nr0.

methods of brooding—
in which the hen supplies
and the artificial.
u ni!,tli and care,
natural brooding all that is necp a comfortable coop, not too
and free from drafts,
rljl roomy
." van and sprayed liberally with a
o.il lice killer, or, better still,

r!iiare
itoi

|

two

a

“s.‘n

1

disinfectant Then, given prop-

....

f

d. tin hen will do the rest
brooders have two parts—
which ls warmed and supplies
ui to the chick*, and a nursery
In choosing a
ionising room.
select one that is well built,
lined and in which the heat is
downward on the chick’s
Avoid bottom heat, which causes
i os.
Buy the brooder plenty
do not crowd the chicks,
... ,i
■, -weet and clean and cover the
sand or fine chopped alfalfa
v

i,

|

i

n„

!

v

r

Watch the Temperature.
mperature under the hover
first week should be 90
then gradually reduce the
it reaches SO degrees. The
i
-Mould lie about70degrees. As
mis on the lamp in a broodit well filled, with a clean
d well trimmed wick. Have
o stod thermometer, take the
cure from near the floor, watchilly, for overheating or chillnre equally disastrous, and
i follow the directions that
with the brooder.
he first week or two chicks
..wed to run about in a small
r
,lLtjv.i yard when the weather is
1 mild, provided they can alMini easily to the hover when
I;r..
When the weather is
cold.
line them to the nursery and
■

!

..

i

j

,.

i
i

the

Worm*.

chick’s life from the time
*
hatched until it is feathered and
,,
(yr ,iie colony house and Is a
F
important and vital period, for
rtjon of

Catchea

Early Sprayer

KELLER.

brooding period

Ttie

The

..

P. K. EDWARDS.
As

spraying is a preventive, the
sprayer should always be forehanded.
Fruit trees should be sprayed with lime
and sulphur for San Jose scale while
the trees are dormant, and the mixture
may be bought all prepared. Early in
the spring, before the buds start, the
apple, cherry, quince and pear trees
should be sprayed for scab, coddling
moth, bud moth, cankerworm, tent caterpillar and aphis. The moths, cankerworms and caterpillars are chewing insects and are destroyed by covering the
leaves with poison, so use a copper sulphate solution. If the aphis appear in
great numbers spray the leaves with
kerosene emulsion.
A sharp lookout
must be kept for borers. These little
pests cannot be sprayed, but must be
dug out with a knife or pointed wire.
Moreover, if left to their

they will destroy the
paratively short time.

devices
in a com

own

trees

Bush fruits and vines also have their
enemies and must be sprayed. The
gooseberry is attacked by mildew, leaf
blight and worms and should be
sprayed carefully, especially under the
leaves, where the eggs of the currant
worm are laid. An excellent spray is
made by using Bordeaux mixture in
the proportion of one gallon of Bor
deaux to fifty gallons of water, to
which is added half a pound of paris
green to 150 gallons of the Bordeaux
mixture, and this can also be used on
currants.
Raspberry and blackberry
bushes should be gone over and all the
misshapen, diseased and galled canes
cut out: then spray with copper culphate solution. The grapevines should
be pruned early and sprayed with
copper sulphate solution for mildew
and leaf blight, and for worms add
paris green as given above.
What Kind of

a

Sprayer

to

rights rcurved

Buy.

Green Manure* Work Wonder*.
W. H. 8TEVEN80N.
Any crops grown and plowed under

green to increase the productive capacity of the soil are called green ma

crops. Sometimes such crops occupy the land for only a part of the
season.
They are then known as
"cover” crops or "catch” crops.
Green manuring is an Important
practice, chiefly because it adds organic
matter to the soil, which is
gradually
converted into humus, an
absolutely
essential constituent of the soil.
Of
course humus may be secured
by apnure

plying barnyard manure,

but as a rule
there Is not enough of this material to
meet the needs of the land. However,
green manuring Is not enough In Itself
to keep a soil from wearing out, so
other practices must be followed. Crops
must be grown in rotation, the moisture content of the soil regulated, proper tillage practiced, the soil kept sweet,
the supply of mineral plant food main
tained, especially the supply of phosphorus and potassium, and the nitro
gen content of the soil kept up. These
factors all play au Important part In
keeping a soil productive, but they
are not more important than green

manuring
Poor Soils Especially Benefited.
In general green manures are beneficial when used on poor soils because
of their action on the physical, chemical and bacteriological conditions of
the soil. From the physical side green
manures influence the moisture, tem
perature and aeration of soils. For example, on light, sandy soils they prevent rapid drying out by reducing the
losses of moisture due to evaporation
and percolation, and further make the
soil more compact.
While they have
just the opposite effect on heavy clay
soils, here the organic matter opens up
the soil and admits air.
The practice of leaving the soil bare
during July and August following the
harvest of a small grain crop is very
bud, as it causes the loss of large

These spray mixtures can be bought
from reliable seed houses, and spraying outfits are for sale in every city,
amounts of nitrogen by percolation.
town and village, so there is no excuse
These losses may be prevented in a
In these modern days for allowing in
large measure by growing green masects to get the best of the situation.
nure crops on the land, especially is
a
In
one
should
have
sprayer
buying
hui'tcv xereise by scattering fine grain
this
true of leguminous crops, which
in
for
mind
definitely
just what pur
the litter.
an -i
stimulate greater bacterial action, atal
pose it is to be used. For example, if
picstion of brooding large eoloas a result larger amounts of available
there are only fruit bushes and grapef several hundred chicks in a
plant food are produced. Rye, wheat,
vines a knapsack sprayer has many
jin
or house by the use of
buckwheat and rape are the nonlegngood points, especially the compressed
stoves has attracted much at;,r.
mlnous crops which are commonly
air
hold
five
oil
ones.
about
or
coal
small
gallons,
These
They
utely.
used for green manuring, while red
M-u
stoves with large cone shaped ! and two or three pum pings nearly
clover, mammoth clover, sweet clover.
empty the tank. If there are a few
mrti' visit deflectors lmve been used
cowfruit trees of the semi-dwarf or dwarf I crimson clover, Canada field peas,
y years in California and unI peas, soy beans and vetches are the
variety the small tank sprayer on two
ure great labor savers. The
wheels will answer, as it is easy ! best known legumes for this purpose.
8:— type of brooder, which deThe secret of keeping our gardens
to
eonto
soft
insulation
get about both in the garden and
'.Is
thick,
and fields fertile is to plow deep, and
Of
for
Brchard.
course,
the
owner
of
as
of
the chick,
I
Me natural heat
si rv
If necessary subsoil, cultivate thoran acre or more of fruit the power
i,.;1 ns portable hovers, are also in
oughly and plant leguminous crops.
Bprayer drawn by a horse is needed.
quid .i-neral and successful use.
_

■■

I
|

■

total cost of man and horse labor for the
two years is close to $8.
The manure
produced during the two years has been
valued at $8; consequently the cost of
labor is practically offset by the value
of the manure.
The item “Other costs” consists of
expenses usually overlooked in estimat-

ing

!

is little chance of fatal disease. It
inwn losses and gives you strong
/, better chicks. No other preup takes its piace.

<

■

~

White Diarrhea Remedy
25c and 50c.

•

j

'r

ely controls this costly and

corn-

Prevents infection.
Refuse substitutes; insist on Pratts,
or Money Back
Guaranteed
.satisfaction
ease.

j

Get Pratt* 160 page

w

Poultry Book

L. T. SHALES & SON

THl

COST

A

OF

RAISING
COW.

A

DAIRY

investigators in the deling
the average net cost of raising
heifer 1 year old on a Wisconsin
$39.52 and of a 2-year heifer
These figures are applicable to
airy districts in the North and
a
where land and feed values are
i'i’ tn those in Wisconsin.
They are
en data obtained from raising 117
from birth to the time they enter

L

to

r

li'1-

airy herd.

in the United States over
<i0 dairy cows. These figures
“‘.me idea of the importance of this
a n
problem to the country as a
•, for these cows must be replaced
f-T few years. The cost of the pro■“'"'An i.f these heifers is a large item
K-ping down the profits of the dairyare

■

f- i. > tin No. 49, “The Cost of Raising

_

‘hairy Cow,”

t!

ral
irn

(ttsinn I.

contains numerous tables
illustrations of the Jersey
which the items of cost were

important item was the cost
food, which was estimated at
value and amounted to nearly
In of the total net cost of the
while labor formed 12 1-2 per
he cost.
for the average net cost of
i-old heifer are as follows:
.$24 67

mst

■

a

1

4-15
6 36

T"li“

.$35 48
should be added the initial val
calf, which was estimated to
f
"4, making a total cost at the end
This charge is
year of $42.52.
in view of the fact that dairy
are credited with this item in destining the cost of milk production.
,•
allowing $3 credit for manure, it
/■'r a net cost of $39.52 at the end of
year.
, Vures for the average net cost of the
:•Aar-old heifer are as follows:
t'*i
7 04

lp>t

v“lue.$

f

C”

40 83

Ihai.

69 41

'or manure.8 00
81 4!

’'iv-half
c

of the feed cost the first year
'tt-third for the full two years is
and skim milk.
far the most expensive period in
°f the calf is the first four
the cost being nearly double that
other four-week period. This
is occasioned by its being dealmost entirely upon whole

jWiole

nS

t,|,a,,y

ih

k.e

rr,an labor
18 “bout 40

required in raising a
hours during the first

In, and
23 hours the second year.

The

costs.

These

are

interest, charge

Smith &

ported

as

Hoyt of Presque Isle
intending next season

are re-

to

put

up potatoes of selected sizes and fine
1
qua'ity in wooden boxes holding 5 to 60
pounds. The package will be put up
with as much care as the southern growThe potatoes will
ers give to oranges.
be from four to six inches long and will
ounces
in weight.
to
12
average ten
These will te pretty good-sized potatoes,
but, if the project seems in a fair way
of being successful, they may put up
other and smaller sizes soon. Some
leading hotels have agreed to use this
There should also be
stock exclusively.
an exc llent market for it among highclass restaurants and on dining-cars
and steamships. Some of the growers
in Idaho and Montana are already sending a few boxes to the eastern markets
in this way, and Maine growers should
not be behind.
Although Aroostook
farmers can grow potatoes first-rate,
they are very much behind such men as
the growers of Oregon and Washington
apples in marketing their stock. They
do not put them up in sufficiently small
quantities, sufficiently well graded, or of
sufficiently high quality and nice packing.
These things, we presume, will all come
in time, and it is a mighty good thing
Smith &
for Aroostook that Messrs.
Hoyt are going to make a start in this
matter. They will without doubt be
quickly followed by others, and the betAroostook potatoes
ter marketing of
doubtless increase apace. —Fort
will

CASTORI A

your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Sores.

a

If the amount of time required to
look after bees successfully la considered, In proportion to the revenue dethe most indifferent must regard

rived,
beekeeping a very sound Investment
A beginner with bees would do well
them and
to visit some one who keeps
the ins and
spend the day learning

outs of their management—how to tell
the queens, workers and drones, about
the opening of hives and handling of
frames. But before buying any bees
send for a hive and study all its parts.
Usually bees are bought hive and all,
but frequently the hive Is not the right
sort and the bees have to be transferred.
An outfit of five hives and all necescan be bought
sary tools for starting
for about $11. A good, select, tested
will
queen, suitable for starting with,
cost $3. Start with a one frame nucleus in each hive, which, if properly
managed, will make strong colonies by
fall. These will cost $2 each.
Bees Easily Suited.
Location is not important The town
or village dweller will find the rear of
the lot tlie best place. The ground
about the hives should be kept smootb
and the grass mown. Never keep bees
near the highway, or lawsuits may result from bee stings. Too much shade
is ns bad for bees as too little. Strike
a happy medium, and if the hives are
exposed to strong winds build a windbreak of some kind to protect them.
Bees are divided into two classes—
workers and drones. The Italians are
the most profitable and the easiest to
handle, being very gentle. The Italian
worker bee has a distinguishing characteristic—namely, three yellow bands.
The workers make all the honey and
usually work themselves to death in
three months, while the drones live
even a shorter time. The queen often
lives four or five years, as she does
very little outdoor work.
Every swarm has a queen, whose
duty consists in laying eggs for hatching future workers and drones, and a
healthy queen will lay during her lifetime from 900.000 to 1,200,000 eggs.
Swarming is generally the result of
a colony outgrowing its hive, but by
using large hives this will be in a
measure

prevented.

Bees must he able to find plenty of
honey bearing plants iu order to produce honey. The basswood ranks next
to alfalfa, sage and white clover as
Buckwheat
the best honey producer.
and all kinds of dowers supply bees
with honey making material. An average of 35 pounds of honey per hive
can be counted on in good seasons.

POTATOES IN BOXES.

C ry

FOR FLETCHER’S

Haaardoni Undertaking.
E. KNEELAND,
Agriculturist and Fruit Grower.

JTot

THE CHAIN LETTER NUISANCE.

of Brooks.

the Albany Journal ]
years ago this month General Robert E. Lee surrendered to General Grant at Appomattox Court House,
ending one of the greatest wars of his-

[From

Forty-nine

superstitious

the town.

Electus Oakes has'received aq increase
in his pension which will help to put him
on Easy street through his old age.
James McTaggart, who is

one

of

our

oldest citizens, has been having a bad
spell lately, and hqs been confined to the
house most of the time.

Sidney McTaggart of Portland, InBrooks
spector of railroad offices, was in
recently and called to see his father,
is
87
years old.
James McTaggart, who
Brooks
in
dull
is
just
Business
very
now.
Nobody seems to be receiving
much money and everyone is hanging
onto what he has with a tight grip.
M. J. Dow will open his Sprout Hill
this Beason. In
pasture for young stock
the past this has been considered one of
the very best pastures in the county.
Everything comes out of there fat.

Rev. Mr. Martin of the Bangor Theological Seminary will be at the Congregational church the first Sunday in May,
which is Consecration Day. Those who

heard Dr. Martin when he was here before will want to hear him again.
Alpheus Roberts, who was thrown
from a load onto the ice some weeks ago,
has been confined to his bed ever since.
No bones were broken but he seems to
He is
have received internal injuries.
about 60 years of age and received a
man it
severe shock, while to a young
would have been a small matter.

in this vicinity, as the foul seed goes dito the soil in the dressing to
renew itself in generous multiplicity.

rectly back

Jas.' Jewell

Mrs.

was

in town for the

week-end.
Pearl Crockett, the well-driller, called
friends here recently. He spent the
winter in Petersburg, Florida.
C. A. Lane has had new floors laid in

on

and

his home and all the rooms repainted
papered. Later the house is to be painted outside.

The wife of Roy Godding has presented him with a fine baby boy. Mother
and child are doing well and Roy is passing around the cigars.

in view in our trees at this writing, and
the low lands are full of the music of

piping frogs.

thought of it at the time. But recently a large abscess gathered which
Dr. Kilgore lanced, and it is hoped there
will be no further complications.
was

war.

Leroy Robert’s wife is in very poor
is one of the places in this
health of late, and has had several secountry that should be preserved. Only
turns. It is hoped she will soon
three or four houses remain in the place vere ill
and be able to fully enjoy the
that once was -the seat of Appomattox recover,
ten-pound boy that has come
county, Virginia. Even in war times the strapping
their family. They have enin
live
to
It.
was
a
not
hamlet
pretentious place.
rent in the village, and wish to
was
made up of ramshackle houses. gaged a
here in May.
There were a few dwellings, a stable, a move
tavern, a store or two, and the courtKEMUNISLENGES.
house in a square. Twenty years ago
the courthouse, which had stood for
[G. Mansur, in the Pittsfield Advertiser ]
many years, was burned. Its site issull
marked by ashes, charred plaster and
There was a small tannery at the vilshattered brick, and trees cover nearly lage owned by Charles Sargent, an old
all of the square. The courthouse has resident, and my father had his leather
been removed to Appomattox, the rail- made there. Then an old shoemaker (Sylroad station.
vester Smith) would come to the house
The terms of surrender was signed in and measure all our feet and proceed to
the Wilmer McLean house.
McLean, make us shoes all around, fastened with
whose sympathies were with the South, wooden pegs.
Mother would weave the
had lived at Manassas, but he abhorred cloth and color it for our clothes; then a
the gory battle fought around his home. seamstress who lived in Jackson (Amy
He moved to Appomattox county and by Rich) would come and cut and make our
a strange freak of fortune the war was
clothes, and 1 dare say the girls’ dresses
didn’t look much like the creations of art
brought to a close in his new home.
The historic house should have been I see now every day. Girls who worked
preserved, but it gave way to the at- out doing house work (and there was
tempt to transfer historic houses to the nothing else for them to do) could get
grounds of the national exposition in but a dollar a week at the most. Two of
Chicago in 1792. The building was de- my sisters older than I went to Biddemolished, but it was never put together ford to work in a cotton mill. One of
again. The wood and brick are still them was taken sick and came home.
stored in the garden and the wood is de- Could only come as far as Waterville by
caying fast. The scene is isolated and train, then to Newburg by stage, and my
difficult to reach.
aunt brought her home by team. She had
The broad acres at Appomattox, which typhoid fever and lived only two weeks.
were occupied by the two armies nearly That was the first death in the family.
half a century ago, are now covered with
I remember well the great Milierite
thick pines, and the aspect of the historic excitement in 1843. The songs they used
a
are
One of
to sing linger in my memory.
place has greatly changed. There
few monuments on the ground, one in a them was like this: "In 1843 I do expect
the
dark and gloomy spot praising
troops my Lord to see, in the morning I am goof North Carolina. The site of General ing home, in the morning sit around the
Lee’s headquarters is also marked, but throne.”
the general decay of the scene of Lee’s
A man lectured at our schoolhouse and
surrender indicates a lack of patriotism had a great chart hung up covered with
and appreciation of historic spots.
scripture quotations and emblems from
which he demonstrated that the world
Would surely come to an end that spring.
SWAN VIBLfc. CtNIliK.
I was only 8 years old and had not seen
much of the world and I did not relish
Oscar Walker has the measles.
the idea of things going to smash, but
The schools in town began April 27th. there was a mistake made somewhere and
the Old World still moves on.
an addition to
Barden is

Appomattox

building

Fred

his barn.

April

16th the R. F. D. carrier

came

Walter Evans is painting and shingling
his building.
Mrs. Thurza Jackson is with Mrs.
Watson Robertson for a few weeks.

Freeman, wife

and children, have
returned from Camden, where they visited relatives.
Mr.

Walter Bartlett and wife were recent
guests at the home of Martin and Watson
Robertson.

Frogs

were

Strengthens

peeping April 19th and

Martin Robertson found

a

live grass-

hopper Sunday.
E. A. Robertson and wife were weekend visitors in Mbnroe in the home of
John Palmer and wife.

Wm. Robertson of Cherryfield was a
recent guest of his uncle, Martin Robertson, in Monroe, for several days.
The remains of Augustus Jenkins of
Cherryfield, formerly of Monroe, were
brought to Monroe and interred in the
Dow cemetery.

Weak

and Tired Women

great strain nursing a relative through three months’ sickness,” writes
Mrs. J. G. Van de Sande, of Kirkland, 111., and
"I

on runners.

they

person

are

Sour. Stomach, Heart Bum
In October,
1910, we received
a
letter from
Mrs. Hall, from
which we make
the following extracts:
"About twelve

terrifying,

I once witnessed. They are a nuisance
at best. I send you this, hoping if they
are made public it will put a stop to

as

them.

H. F.

years

M. p.

AN ANCIENT PRAYER.

Oh Lord Jesus I pray thee to bless us
and keep us and bring us to dwell with
thee, Amen. This prayer was sent to
me and is being sene around the world.
Copy it and see what happens. It is
said that in Jesus day all who wrote this
prayer would be delivered from all evil,

■

by me April 2, 1914, sent by me April
11, 1914. Don’t break the chain. Don’t
alter spelling.

WOMAN GOULD
NOT SIT OP

You pronounced
began taking it.
my ailment systemic catarrh, and
gave me some advice.
"When I had taken two and oneun’f bottles I began to eat without
suffering. I continued to improve.
"When I had taken eight I was like
That was nine years
a new person.

Now Does Her Own Work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta-

ago.

"I think Peruna the greatest family remedy there is. for so many ailments are due to catarrhal trouble. I
would advise ar.v one afflicted with
catarrh to take Peruna and I anr sure
it will leave.”
In the Revised "Ills of Life” we
have many similar testimonials which
should interest sick people everywhere. Sent free by the Peruna. Co.,
Columbus, C'hio.
People who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

Helped Her.

I p.m enjoying betIronton, Ohio.
ter health now than I have for twelve
years. When I be*
gan to take Lydia E.

was

under

a

“Electric Bitters kept me from breaking down.
I will never be without it.” Du you feel tired
and worn out? No appetite and food won’t digest? It isn’t the' spring weather. You need
Electric Bitters.

Start

a

month’s treatment

to-day; nothing better for stomach, liver and
kidneys. The great spring tonic. Relief or
money

back.

EOc. and $100, at your drugeist.

The Cause of the War.
The war is on. We believe the large
cause is the unstatesmanlike attitude of
personal hostility of our government
toward the one man who was in the position and had the ability to restore peace
throughout Mexico. —Lewiston Sun.

Children Orv
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Pinkham’s VegetaCompound I
could not sit up. I
had female troubles
and was very nervous.
I used the
remedies a year and
I can do my work
and for the last eight
months I have
worked for other
I cannot praise Lydia E.
ble

women, too.

CONSTIPATION
IS DANGEROUS
Pinklets, the New Laxative,
Really Do Correct It.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound enough
for I know I never would have been as
well if I had not taken it and I recommend it to suffering women.”

The sufferer from constipation is distressed alter eating, gas forms on the
stomach, the abdomen has a feeling of
pressure and weight and is hard and distended.
The blood soon absorbs poisons that
should have been expelled and loss of
flesh shows that the body is being poorly
nourished. Headaches becomerfrequent,
the patient is drowsy, irritable and some*
times faint.
Pinklets, the new laxative pills, do not
Wear out their effect before
accomplishing their work of correctingconstipation,
because they do nut stimulate the bowels
to over-exertion. They assist nature so
gently that t.'ie action is regular and
thorough, yet without griping. Pinklets
put the liver, stomach and bowels in harmonious, perfect working order.
A short trial of Pinklets will convince
you that they are the ideal laxative.
Every druggist can now supply you with
Pinklets at 25 cents per bottle. Write to
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.. for a Pinklet book telling
all about the treatment of constipation.

Daughter Helped Also.
‘‘I gave it to my daughter when she
was thirteen years old.
She was in
school and was a nervous wreck, and
could not sleep nights. Now she looks
so healthy that even the doctor speaks
of it. You can publish this letter if you
like.”—Mrs. Rena Bowman, 161 S. 10th
Street, Ironton, Ohio.
Why will women continue to suffer
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,
half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound?
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. I'inkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,write

to

my

__

but all who pass it by would meet with
some great misfortune.
Copy it and
send it to nine friends and on the tenth
you will meet with some great joy. I
send no name, only the date. Received

ble Compound

ago

health began to
I couldn’t
fall.
eat anything
without suffering
for
it.
I had
heart bum, sour
...
.....
stomach,
palpitation of the
Ulioou.
heart, smotherin
ing spells, pains
my sides and
back.
In fact, I suffered all over,
and a cough almost like consumption.
Doctors failed to relieve me;
in fact, they didn’t seem to know
what ailed me. I continued to grow
worse until I was able to sit up only
I had almost lost
a part of the time.
all hopes of ever being any better.
“But one day jome one threw some
I read them
books in at my door.
and found them to be Peruna books.
"They described my feeling so truly
I sent at once and got a bottle and

—

Golden Crown Lodge, K. ot f., nas
obtained robes for its officers and uniforms for its Guard Team at an expense
of nearly $200 and the boys donned them
for the first
Tuesday evening, April 2l3t,
them.
time and are much pleased with
for our
We are very fortunate in having
with
drill officer Captain Cheney Higgins,
service
an actual record of thirty years
which
in the U. S. Army, now retired,
are being well
means that our boys
drilled.
At the field day of the A. E. Chase
Co Roscoe E. Webber was the instrucMill and
tor for the Chatham Farming
Seed Grader. Mr. Webber owns one of
the mills and cleaned up considerable
are
seed grain for others. Our farms
seed and
becoming over-run with foul
directhese mills are a step in the right
the
tion. It would pay to clean much of
stuff that is fed to the horses for grain

Addie Davis has returned from Massachusetts, where she passed the winter
with her sister, Mrs. Martin Cozzens,
and has bought the small cottage house
a
hence
and
that
it is expected
year
tory,
owned by Mrs. Minnie Seavey.
the semi-centennial anniversary of the
Frank Quimby’s young son hurt his
surrender will be celebrated.
Appomat- knee badlv while playing, and but little

tox, however, is disappearing rapidly.
No
The houses are falling into ruins.
elforts are made to save them, and forests are covering the last scenes of the

SMOTHERING SPELLS

To the Editor of The Journal:
Will you please print the enclosed card in
full. It is the fourth missive of a simiMrs. Clifford Deering was in tftwn re- lar nature [part of them letters| which
cently, visiting the family of Will Deer- 1 have received in the
past ten years.
ing.
The others were consigned to the flames
Mrs. Samuel Ryan is conveying to and
my calamity is yet to come. To a
school the children from the west part of
Mrs. Mary Rose has been in poor health
all the winter.

The harbingers of spring are here.
Several large, fat, and saucy robins are

APPOMATTOX IN DECAY.

for the use of buildings and equipment,
expense for bedding, miscellaneous expenses, a share of the general expenses
and a
tor the entire farm business,
charge to cover losses by death and disThe total for tnese forms
carding.
nearly one-fifth of the total cost of the
2-year-old heifer.
The foregoing figures show that it
costs more to raise calves to maturity
than is commonly supposed, and they
support the advice which the department is
continually trying to impress
upon dairy farmers, that it does not pay
to raise any but the best heifers.
Raisint. scrub heifers and selling them at $25
to $40 apiece, as many do, is unprofitable
except on cheap land or under other
But it does
very favorable conditions.
pay to raise the best heifers, for in good
dairy sections well-bred heifers are
worth considerably more than $60 when
2 years of age.
Furthermore, dairy
farmers as a rule are obliged to raise
their own stock, as it is difficult to buy
productive cows at a reasonable price.
In some sections of the West where
alfalfa is worth only $4 or $5 a ton, or in
the Southwest, where pastures furnish
feed the greater part of the year, this
Fairfield Reveiw.
Even
cost may be greatly reduced.
costs $60 to raise a heifer,
where it
two-thirds of this amount is charged for ROOSTER DAY IN KENTUCKY AND
feeds at market prices, a large part of
TENNESSEE.
which can be grown on the farm at a
mic
in me interest ui uic uucuhc
profit. Thus by raising the heifers the
dairy farmer finds a home market for poultry specialists have started a camfeeds grown on the farm at remunerathe elimination of the rooster
tive prices, and at the same time aids in paign for
maintaining the fertdity of the farm.— among poultry flocks during the seasons
Bulletin from U. S. Department of Agri- between May 1 and December 1. [n this
culture.
connection Saturday, May 10, has been set
aside by the people of those States as roosWHITEWASH.
ter day in Kentucky and Tennessee, when
every poultry dealer in these States
Whitewash is the cheapest of all has agreed to pay the same prices for
paints, and for certain purposes it is the roosters as they do for hens and pallets.
There is an enormous loss in eggs as a
best, according to Farmers’ Bulletin 474.
result of the fertile egg, especially durLin e, which is the basis of whitewash,
ing the summer and fall months, and it is
makes a very sanitary coating, and is
for this reason the department recomprobably to be preferred for cellars and mends that the rooster be kept away
the interior of stables and other outfrom the hens during these seasons.
buildings. [The following directions for
Fertile eggs spoil very quickly when
are
taken
from
whitewash
making
to the ordinary methods of
“While Paints and painting Materials,” subjectedon the farm and when marketed
handling
W.
G.
Scott:]
by
during the hot summer months under adOrdinary whitewash: This is made by verse conditions. Infertile eggs will keep
slaking about 10 pounds of quicklime in
good condition in temperatures which
with 2 gallons of water.
will cause fertile eggs to rot.
a
The lime is placed in
pail and the
It is estimated that one-third of the
water poured over it, after which the
tremendous annual loss of eggs is due to
an old piece of carwith
covered
is
pail
the fertile egg.
pet or cloth and allowed to stand for
The department specialists advise that
Wnh an insufficient
about an hour.
the 1st of May all male birds be
on
amount of water, the lime is “scorched” either killed, sold, or confined until the
and not all converted into hydrate; on 1st of December, or as late as the 1st of
the other hand, too much water retards
January in some localities, inasmuch as
the slaking by lowering the heat.
it is not necessary to the laying qualities
is
“Scorched” lime
generally lumpy of a hen that a rooster be maintained in
hence
the
use
the
of
and transparent,
the flock. Moreover, his presence during
proper amount of water for slaking and those months means fertile eggs, which
an after addition of water to bring it to
mean bad eggs and the consequent loss
a brush consistency.
to the producer and the consumer.
Factory whitewash. (Interiors): For
walls, ceilings, posts, etc.
ChecK lour April Cough.
(1) Sixty-two pounds (1 bushel) quickfrost and April rains chill you to
Thawing
with
15 gallons water. Keep
lime, slake
barrel covered until steam ceaBes to the very marrow, you catch cold—Head and
rise. Stir occasionally to prevent scorch- lunga stuffed—You are feverish—Cough continually and feel miserable—You need Dr.
ing.
(2) Two and one-half pounds rye flour, King's New Discovery. It soothes inflamed
beat up in 1-2 gallon of cold water, then
and irritated throat and lungs, stops cough,
add 2 gallons boiling water.
your head clears up, fever leaves, and you feel
(3) Two and one-half pounds common fine. Mr. J. T. Davis of Stickney Corner, Me.,
rock salt, dissolve in 2 1-2 gallons of hot
"Was cured of s dreadful cough after doctor's
water.
treatment and all other remediee failed; Relief or money back. Pleasant—Children like
en
it. Get a bottle to-day, 60c. and $1.00, at

O hilar

adopting bees

NEW LIFE FOR THE OLD SOIL

SPRAYING TIME

Is Half the Battle,

good start

the Mone International

The News

LydiaE.PinkhamMedicineCo.

(confidential) Lynn, Mass.,for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
aud held in strict confidence.

WHAT TO DO FOR NEURALGIA
The one great symptom of neuralgia ii
pain; the one great cause is lack of nutrition for the nerves, in plain language—

starved

nerves.
There are two

Quarries,
Factory

that.
Neuralgia is a general term. It means
inflammation of a n rve. It is given different names according to the nerve affected. Sciatica is neuralgia of the sciatic
nerve.
Application of heat will soothe

the pain in all forms of nniralgiaaiidDr.
Williams’ Pink Dills will correct the condition that caused it.
Your own dm -cist sells Dr. Williams’
rink Dills and the Dr. Wflliams Medicine Co., Schenectady,, N. V., will send
yon a little book on ‘'lint! e Treatment
of Nervous Disorders” for the asking.
THE AMERICAN
OF

for Summer Hotels
1

and

NEWARK,

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OK THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity

those

to

make a change in location for
in life.

desiring
a new

to

start

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

regarding locations

receive attentions
addressed to any agenc of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

invited and

will

when

INSURANCE CO.
N.

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

things to do for any
form of neuralgia. Apply heat to the
affected part to soothe the pain, and feed

the nerves by taking a tunic containing
the elements needed" by them. Heat, as
afforded by hot flannel, lmt water bags,
etc., lulls the inflamed nerves into temporary quiet. It does not cure. Not until the nutrition of i lie nerves is restored
will the inflammation subside.
Dr. Williams’ 1 ink l'ills furnish to the
blood the needed elements aud the blood
The only
conveys them to the nerves.
way of getting food or lueuicine to the
Remember
nerves is through the blood.

Locations

j

j

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

J.

^
31, 1913
Real estate. $ 493,000 00
1,771,440 75
Mortgage loans
Sto ;ks and bonds. 6,731,059 34
391,629 60
Cash in office and bank.
627,402 57
Agents’ balances.
320,381 27
Bills receivable
86,341 82
Interest and rents.

Assets December

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

STEAMSHIP

EASTERN

assets.$10,421,255 35
416,352 14
Deduct items not admitted.
Gross

CORPORATION.

Admitted assets.$.0,004,903 21
WEEK.
FOUR TRIPS A
Liabilities December 31, 1913
BANGOR LINE.
280,512 70
Net unp'id losses.t.$
Unearned premiums. 4,036,969 12
AND
BOSTON S3.50.
ROUND
BELFAST
liabilities
234,56210
other
All
1,000.000 00
Cash capital..\
TRIP $6.50.;
00
300,000
|
Special reserve fund.
Surplus over all liabilities. 3.252,859 29
Total liabilities and surplus-$10,004,903 21
C L. WRIGHT, Agent, Belfast, Maine
3wl6p

MASSACHUSETTS BONDING
AND INSURANCE COMPANY,
boston, Mass.
Assets December 31, 1913
1.400 00
Real estate. .$
2,174,008 16
Stocks and bonds
497.603 99
Cash in office and bank.
932,686 18
Agents' balances.
623 15
Bills receivable.
24,440 19
Interests and rents.
17.167 15
All other assets.
..

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
ANU CAMDEN.
Leaves

not

Admitted assets.$3,476,171
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses .$ 433,463 79
Unearned premiums. 1,384,971 19
352.405 80
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
76
over
all
liabilities.
305,330
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus.$3,476,171 51
AGENTS

2.00 p. m.t for Boston Mon-

RETURNING
India Wharf, Boston at 5 00 p. m.,
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
Leave

Rockia. d

at

5 15

a.

m.,

Tuesdays,

Wednesday, Fridays and Saturdays for Bangor
and intermediate landings.
FRED W. BOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

FOR SALE

.$3.660,.: 28 82
admitted.
184,357 28
54

at

Leave

Gross assets.

Deduct items

Belfast

days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor, 7.30 a. ni.f Tuesdays, W Inesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.

The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot is fully graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected
with the sewer. No better location for residence or apartment house now available in
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to
No. 8 Church Street. Tel. 110.
8tf

B. F. COLCORD. Searsport, Maine,
MACOMBER, FARR& WHITTEN. State
3vl6
Agonts, Augusta, Maine

SEVERAL

For Sale
four-cycle, hopper cooled or aircooled engines, the handy boy around tne
farm. Only fifty at this price, $32 50; 4^ H. P.f
$99, guaranteed
G. D. THORNDIKE MACHINE CO
2wl7
Portland, Maine.

112

H.

P.

In houses and house lots which must be sold at
once to settle estates.
Apply to
M. R. KNOWLTON,

3wl6

Or the Wyman Land Company.

SEARSPORT.
in Dover, Mass
Mrs. Reed Lowell is visiting
was in town las D
of
Bangor
William Palmer

to be on a program is highly prize
among the 3,000 students of the institution.

train fo
C. E. Adams left Tuesday by

Obituary.
Mary E., widow of Albert 1
Mathews, died April 25th at her home on Eli

Boston.
was in towi
Alton Jackson of Everett, Mass.,
week.
last
her 94tb birth
Mrs. Susan T. BilliDgs passed
21st.
April
day
was in town las t
Wingate F. Cram of Bangor

week

on

J. F. Gerrity of Bangor
in town Friday.
B. H. Mudgett of Belfast

business visit

or

urday

on

was

in town

Sat

in towi

was

Friday

Thomas

visitor

Glynn of Bangor
Thursday.

was

a

COAL
Now is the time to fill your Bins with the

busines

j

celebrated Old Company's Lehigh Coal,

survived by one sister, Mrs. H. W, Smith c f
Salem, Mass., who was with her during he r
last illness_Catherine, widow of Capt. Olive r
C. Park, died April 25th at the home of he
Mrs. Henry BlacK, in Malden. Mass

business.

Dr. H. M. Chapman of Bangor
on business.

i

She was th
street, after a short illness.
daughter of Appleton and Lucinda (Rand
Blethen and was born in Thorndike. In earl
life she married Albert F. Mathews of Sean
He
port and had resided here ever since.
husband died March 29th. Funeral service «
Rev. C
were held at her late home Tuesday,
C. Barnard of the M. E. church officiatinj
Interment was in Merithew cemetery. She i

business.
was a

Reduction in Prices of

portunity

week.
Mrs.

George E. Brackett HI.

the season at America's oldest and large
music school and give the candidates for th
Conservatory diploma a chance to perfori
under actual concert conditions. The o{
out

May 1st the following

On and after

■

■■■■—

mer

sum*"

■■■■■■.

prices will be in effect until further

notice:

daughter,

had made her home lor many yean
since the death of her youngest son, Hurlbei
V. Park. She is survived by one son, Oliver (
Park of Grinnell, Iowa, and one daughter. Mn
Henry Black of Malden, Mass. The remain
arrived Wednesday from Malden and were in

j

where she

in town

left Monday on
Harry E. Bangs, Esq.,
business trip to Stonington.
to visit rel
Horace G. I'easley left Saturday
atives in Boston and vicinity.
the winter 11
Mrs. L L. Nichols, who spent
week.
Boston, returned home last

|

!

Satur
Mr. and Mrs! J. H. Duncan returned
vicinity.
from a visit in Boston and
the winter 11
Mrs. C. M. Nichols, who spent
Friday.
home
returned
Dorchester, Mass.,

County Correspondence.
WEST UNITY.
Walter Gerald has sold his valuable drivin,
o t
mare. May Wilkes, to the Tilton Brothers
Albion_Andrew Hubbard and family hav s
moved to the farm Capt. S. P. Larrabee re

Saturda;
Mrs. George W. Putnam arrived
winter.
the
she
where
spent
from Boston,
Boston I nda;
Chester Bailey returned from
business.
with a new horse for the express
is visitini
Bath
of
Mrs. Valerie La Chapelle
Leach street.
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Croce on
Mass,
Mr. Leon W. Cobbett of Springfield.
Mrs. F. B. Smith Iasi
was a guest of Mr. and

Belfast.

i

week.
BURNHAM.
Pearl Crockett, who passed the winter ii
Florida is visiting friends in town....Mis
Blanche Foster was in Waterville on a shop
ping trip Saturday... ErnestVose of Freedoc

---

Friday.

Wednesday for .
Mary A. Black left
in Boston anc
visit with friends and relatives
Mrs.

Sunday guest at Harry Kinney'fi
....Saturday evening a recruiting officer wa
here enlisting men for the army. Six ycuni
Tuesday a
men will take the examination
Pittsfield... .Capt. A. W. Fletcher is able to b«
out on pleasant days... .Our former neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bryant, were in towi
Wednesday afternoon, April 22nd-C. A
Allen is in Belfast serving on the traversi
jury and F. A. McAlister is on the grand jury
If the Brooks correspondent knows if Law
rence Estes and his mother have returned, o

are receiving conMr. and Mrs. John Croce
26th, of <
gratulations on the birth, April

daughter.

are receiv
Mr. and Mrs. C. Irving Littlefield
the birth, April 26th, 01

ing congratulations on
a daughter.
Ship Timranda, Capt.

N. F. Gilkey, hai
Barbados, via Vinefrom
York
New
arrived at
yard Haven.
schooner William
A. E. Trundy & Son loaded
Glover & Co. RockH. Jewell with lumber for

of

all

kinds at reasonable

Appreciating past favors,
the

i

i
j
<

j
i
i
j

prices.

Also

same

we

hope

for

a

continuation of

in the future.

4wl8

CONSUMERS FUEL CO.,

of his condition of health, friends here of Mrs
Estes would like to hear. We wish he wouU
mention it in his next news from Brooks.

have
P. Walker of Bangor
Mr. and
on Steamboat
house
Parse
M.
rented the W.

7.25

CHARCOAL.

....

land last week.

7.85

GOOD WOOD

was an over

vicinity.

38 Main Street

Fhcne 38

Eelfest, Me.

Mrs. J.

LINCOLN VILLE CENTER.
Our milliner, Mrs. Dora Moody, has returne<
Saturday from Boston with a full line of millinery an<
Miss Lillian G. Runnells arrived
and is spend- I fancy goods.... Harry and Carle Mathews havi
from Melrose Highlands, Mass.,
returned from Boston and South Framingham
ing her vacation at home.
week to J. F. Mass., where they were called by the illnesi
last
sold
Son
&
A. E. Trundy
of boards and and death of their brother, Homer Mathews
Gerrity of Bangor 65,000 feet
_Leslie Dean and Ed Ingraham of Rocktimber for the Boston market.
arport were in town Sunday... .Mrs. Carrie Hal
Mass.,
Worcester,
of
Mahlon Havener
for a few days.... Frank Rankin
funeral of his is in Belfast
rived Tuesday to attend the
H. E. Thomas and John Wiley have been apaunt, Mrs. Mary E. Mathews.
pointed road commissioners... .Burleigh Olda bungalow
Mrs. Alice Waldron is building
were in town Sunj way and wife of Searsmont
feet. George S. Saron Prospect street, 36x38
day.guests of V. A. Woodbridge and wifebuilder.
hall
ball at
the
I Don't
gent is the contractor and
avenue

j

May
forget
arrived April on
R. & R. Lime Co. barge No. 4
Friday evening, May 1st.
tons of anI tra of six pieces will furnish
24th from Elizabethport with 1,600

Coai & Wharf
thracite coal to the Penobscot
Co.
j
who were in
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy L Towle,
Towle,
Fred
J.
of
-town to attend the funeral
Satur- I
returned to their home in Salem, Mass..

j

|

Gould’s Orchesmusic... Charles

town.

J

article^

....

Christ,

by Theodore Dubois.

largely attended

Miss Margaret Butman of Searsport, who
for some time past has been studying at the
New England Conservatory of Music, Boston,
made a public appearance at a recital given by
some of the more advanced pupils in Recital
Hall of the Conservatory building last Saturday afternoon, April 25th. Her rendering of
Chopin's Polonaise i.i C sharp minor, for the
pianoforte, made an excellent impression on a
large audience. These recitals and concerts,
such as the one at which Miss Butman was
heard, are held at frequent intervals through-

and Mrs. H. G. Hill will celebrate their 50tl
wedding anniversary May 1st....Mr. and Mrs
Crawford of Lowell, Maes., are visiting theii
daughter, Mrs. L. J. Sanderson. They think o:
buying the Sargent place at the Center, whicl
they will occupy....Frank Thompson was ii
Lewiston last week.... W. L. Hopkins returnee
Saturday from Belfast, where he served on the
grand jury....Mrs. Truman Cook came fron
Lewiston last week, and will return Wednes
day, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Grace 1
Knowls... .George Ward is seriously ill at the
home of hi: daughter, Mrs. Frank Leaver.

1

and

much

enjoyed...

A CARD OF REGRET
It

i

“Cold, cold, cold!” is the one exclamation
heard on all sides concerning the weather!

The U. S. Government has requisitioned the
steamer Denver of the Mallory
Line, now at

was

Mrs.

|
j

hood’s home, where “John” and
“Mary” are always welcome.

Mr

I

with feelings of deepest regret
learned that it has often been neces-

was

that we
sary for some of our citizens to send out of
town for desired drugs and perfumes.
To such we would say that we have a
city stock; tor sale at city prices.

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

entertained

Tuesday

afternoon

by

...

Mrs. A.

W alter F. Trundy, Church street, for the usual
needlework.

|

Mr. and Mrs. Henry l’oulk moved Monday
from the Ellis cottage—formerly the Royal
Harriman place—Church street, into the socalled Hamlin house, Mill street.

Michael Corbett moved early j
last week from the Follett house—formerly ;
the Farnham place—Morse avenue, into the
Weymouth house. Railroad avenue.
Mr

and|Mrs.

Mrs. L. S. Titcomb and daughter, Miss Vivian, j
accompanied by their guests, Mrs. Frank Tit- j
comb of Dexter, and Mrs. Eunice P. Titcomb I
of Belfast, went to Brewer last Friday to
spend Sunday with relatives.
Mrs.
George Titcomb, with two young
daughters, arrived last Thursday from Oak- j
land to join her husband at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan !

j

street.

Morris Patterson and daughter. Miss J
Florence, arrived early last week from Providence, R. I., and opened their School street
home for the summer.
Mrs. Patterson is thus
near her father, Mr. Frank V. Davis.
Mrs.

Mrs. Manter Decrow, School street, is in
Massachusetts with her sister, who is very
seriously ill, and her stay there will probably
be quite protracted. Sympathy is extended
to her and family in their great anxiety.
Mrs. Perry of Bath came to Stockton last
Friday by rail to join her husband, Capt. Perry,
on the arrival of his steamer, the Millinocket,
at Cape Jellison. She left Sunday afternoon
by automobile for Belfast, en route for home.

j

|

village.

Capt. C. W. Sprague, Church street, arrived
last Friday to remain with his wife while his
vessel was discharging at Stonington, Conn.
He rejoined bis schooner April 29th to take
her to New York, preparatory to loading for
some southern port.
Harry D. Shute

Saturday

to

came

up from

Rockland last

spend Sunday with his

wife at the

home of. her mother, Mrs. Albeit C. Colcord,
and call on his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Elden
Shute, Sylvan street. He returned Monday to
his duties as first officer of the Bar Harbor
steamer.

From Cape Jellison piers, the following ship*

ping report was telephoned Monday evening:
April 21st, sch. Carrie Bucknem arrived with
a cargo of cement.
April 24th, Bteamer Millinocket arrived, with a general cargo, from
New York, and sld April 26th with paper for
New York.
Messrs. Grieve and Brewer, proprietors of
the Giieve House, Cape Jellison, have leased
the hotel to Mr. and Mrs. White, who for several years managed the pavillion at Penobscot
Park. The first named gentleman contemplate
going west in the near future to engage in
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Wardwell of Rockland
arrived in town last Saturday and remained
until Wednesday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Lancaster, East Main street. Old
associates gladly granted thorn in their child-

,

j
]

1

||
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season we

of 1912
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SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CO.,
BELFAST. MAINE.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS,

_

EELFAST

CURRNET.

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The .Journal.
PRODUCE

PAID

MARKET.

10 00al4

Barley, bu,
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck.
Ejrjrji

Fowl,
RETAIL

Hides,
Lamb,
Lamb Skins,
Mutton,
8al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
9 Potatoes.
60 Round Hog,
24 Straw,

10£

For the best line, by th

9.00
26a30
18 Turkey,
2
18Tallow,
12al3
20 Veal.
20
20 Wool, unwashed,
5.00
18 Wood, hard,
3.50
18iWood, soft,

Geese,
PRICE.

I

RETAIL

quart

PORTS

disrespect

MORRILL.
The schools in town began Monday April
20th. The High school is taught by Ernest
Haskell, the primary by Miss Sadie Acorn of
Morrill, and No. 3 by Mrs. George W. Dow of
Morrill... .The funeral of Leroy F. Brown,
who died after a brief illness from pneumonia,
in Boston, was held at the church April 21st,
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of Belfast officiating.
The. mounds, wreaths and baskets of beautilul
flowers, and the large audience present, testified to the high esteem in which he was held
by his host of friends... .Joseph Turner, who
has been at Allen Daggett’s the past winter,
returned home to South Liberty last Sunday.
.Eddie Merriam, little son of Herman Merriain, has been very sick with pneumonia but
is now considered out of danger....Mrs. Ida
Cross has been confined to her house the past
week by illness....Robie Mears has been having a seige from la grippe and has been confined to the house for the past three weeks....
F. A. Grey, who has been “shut-in” all winter,
...

is getting out and proposes to manage things
at least.... Mrs. Pearl Wing attended the funeral of her mother in St. George last week....
Miss Annie Paul began a term of school in
Montville last Monday... Mrs. Cynthia Blood,
who has been spending the winter in Knox
with her daughter, came home last Monday.
The remains of Mrs. Psmelia Jewett, who
died April 2Sd at the J. H. Doyle farm in Morrill, near the upper end of Lake Quantabacook,
were brought to Belfast Friday en route to
Cornville for interment and were accompanied
by Mrs. Doyle. Her age was 76 years.

marine miscellany.

Jacksonville, April 21. Sch Edward H Blake,
Crockett, from Norfolk, which arrived here
to
April 9th, has been hauled out for repairs
wreckstem and keel, supposed having struck
age at

sea.

Biddeford, April

23.

The

freight

steamer

bushel,

~~~

..

Clean Up the City.
A

PROCLAMATION KY THE CM

designates Thursday. April

l’.OKN

every citizen devote a portion of *T
vention Day” to cleaning up '.h«
owned or occupied by him.
Belfast, April 15, 1914.
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS OF 1
By Eben F. Littlefield, City Clerk.

to Mr.

CROCKETT. In Bucksport, April 22,
and Mrs. Albert Crockett, a son.
In Searspoit, April 25, to Mr. and
Croce.
M rs. John Croce, a daughter.
Dunham. In Deer Isle. March 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Dunham, a son.
Haskins. In Belfast, April 26, to Mr. aad
Mrs. William Haskins, a daughter.
Littlefield. In Scarsport, April 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. C. Irving Littlefield, a daughter.

SOMETHING NICE
TRY CRAWFORD'S

MARRIED

Puff

Imported

North Penobscot,
and Miss Ida B.
McDonald, both of South Penobscot.
Perry-Oliver. In Thomaston, April 18,
Horace Perry of Rockland and Ruth Oliver of
In

April 25, Roland V. Grindle

Paste

AND

Thomaston.

Webster-Babbidge. In Islesboro, April 11,
by Rev. Robert H Carey. Grey son E. Webster
of Penobscot and Miss Doris A. Babbidge of

Gifford’s

Islesboro.

Kiquant Cheese

A. A. HOWES & CO
GROCERIES,

DIEU
In Orland, April 16, Byron P.
Arnold.
Arnold, aged 27 years, 2 months and 5 days.
Brown. In Swanville, April 23, Mrs. Rufus
Brown, aged 72 years.
Clough. In Rockport, April 23, Mathias (
Clough, aged 60 years.
Davis. In East Belfast, April 28, Franklin
Davie, aged 75 years, 8 months and 9 days.
Freeman. In Belfast, April 25, Mrs. Sarah
E. Freeman, aged 84 years, 5 months, 23 days.
Gray, in Orland, April 19, Mrs. Mary A.
Gray, aged 67 years and 1 month.
Herrick. In South Penobscot, April 14, Miss
Helen Herrick, aged 60 years.
In Morrill, April 23, Mrs. Pamelia
Jewett.
Jewett of Cornville, aged 75 years.
Knowlton. In Sacramento, California, Edwin L. Knowltan, formerly of Belmont, Maine,
aged 73 years.
In Sunset, April 8, Mrs. Henry
Knowlton.
Knowlton, aged 77 years.
Lord. In Mt. Desert, April 16, Julia A.
i Lord, aged 68 years.
Mason. In Jacksonville, Fla., April 12, John
Bradford Mason, a native of Searsport. aged
84
years and 4 months.
|
Mathews. In Searsport, April 25, Mary E.,
i widow of Albert F. Mathews, aged 78 years.
Park. In Malden, Masj, April 25, Mrs.
! Catherine Park, formerly of Searsport, aged

<

w

_

SuesineSilk
We make a sp

ialty of Sues.'
Silk and keep
order, all shadethe

send

We

goods by

nia.

Y\ everywhere

I

We

are

receiv t

NEW
GOODS
but we still
tinue our

Discount
Sale
at low

|

paid on receip’
price.

t-

..

SWANVILLE CENTER.
E. H. Littlefield is having built a brooder
! house 12x24 and a hen house 10x50 feet.
week
Harry Gross of Boston spent the past
with his father, Ed. Gross-Wm. Clements is
Now
Rufus
Take
having the prevailing distemper-Mrs.
Brown died April 23d and the funeral services
Harmless but Acts
were held Sunday at her late home. Interment
in Green Lawn cemetery.... Mr. and Mrs.
and
Smalley of Belfast were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield Sunday....Miss Jennie
When you feel nervouB. blue, irritable, tired
Webb of Jackson, who is teaching in district 1
and dizzy—when you have headaches, sour and
2, is boarding with Mrs. Isaac McKeen.
stomach, heartburn and pains in the colon and
chilHarry Cunningham transports the school
bowels—you are suffering from indigestion— dren.The members of the Industrial club
their
of
illness
of
the
you need Mi-o-na at onca.
learn
to
are
very sorry
Mi-o-na is not a cure-all but a specific for
Mrs. Otis Patterson, with a long
stomach ills. It builds up and strengthens the president, cold.
prevailing
and
walls
glands, improves quickly
stomach
the digestive system and assists nature to
Maine Postmasters.
properly digest and assimilate the food, thuB
insuring good health.
The following Maine postmasters were
Do not suffer another day. Get a fifty cent
the Senate April 24th: Amoe
box of Mi-o-na Tablets from A. A. Bowes & confirmed by
Harry Hinckley. Bluehill;
Co. Keep them with you constantly—they Nichols, Searsport;
M.
Treat,VinalhavenrJ. H. Hobbs, Camden;
will help you get well and strong and immedi- Lee
A. Linicott, Farmington, and Benjamin
ete relief ia sure. If not benefited Mi-o.na Joseph
F. Pierce, Mars Hill.
costs nothing.

MEDIi

DRUG S AND

j

prices

for cash

—

Effectively.

j

Crackers

#

Ml-o-na;

30.

MAINE FIRE PREVENTION DAY a,
mends its observance “by cleaning up
ami looking after tire traps at home
We wish to emphasize the import
complying with this recommends:,

Mohawk, which left Portland for Boston early
15 miles
Friday, was stopped by engine trouole
southeast o> Cape Porpoise. Six of the crew
rowed to Cape Porpoise and telephoned for a I 94 years.
cutter
tow during the forenoon. [The revenue
Rich, In North Bucksport, April 27, Capt.
after- !
Samuel S. Rich, aged 71 years, 7 months and 17
Woodbury picked up the Mohawk that
anchored
noon in a disabled condition while
about 15 miles off Cape Porpoise and towed !
Soper. In Bucksport, April 14, Mrs. Charher to Portland, where she will repair.]
lotte W. Soper, aged 87 years, 2 months and
! 26 days.
SniBLES. In Knox, April 11, Sarah E., widow
of James Shibles, aged 71 years.

Perfectly
Quickly

yo to

Masonic Temple.

MARKET.

New

Grindle-McDonald.

or

Chas. F. Swift’s,

1 10
18'Lime,
Beef, Corned,
6
Butter Salt., 14 lb., 18a22'Oat Meal,
5
86 Onions,
Corn,
12al3
kerosene,
Cracked Corn.
SljOil,
7
Corn Meal.
8l|Pollock,
14
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1.13
185
Plaster,
CottonSeed,
10 Kye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
1 60
18 Shorts,
Cranberries,
5
20a22
Sugar.
Clover Seed,
sQ
5 75a6 75 Salt, T. 1.,
Flour,
5
3 50 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
4
15.Wheat Meal,
Lard

SHIP NEWS.

Yourl

11
14
25
8
42
65

7
dried, per lb.,
2 50a2 75
Keans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2 60a2 75
28a32
Butter,

Beef, sides,
Beet,forequarters,

Look After

PRODUCER.

Apples,per nbl,1.50a2.5Q Hay,

_

impunity
jackets
and Stripes.

1

offer seeds oats of dependable PURITY.
In the spring
(our first year) we sold a lot of them. Those
who used them were so well pleased with results that last spring
(1913) we were just deluged with orders and did not have enough to
supply the demand. This year we have bought a great many more
and while we expect they will carry us through the season we would
dealer early.
suggest that you place your order with your
"
Every bag will be tagged "S. W. B. CO
Just think of the expense and disappointment of preparing and
Bowing one to ten acres of ground to oats and then not have them
come up at all or get a lot of weeds of various kinds.
Call for the S. W. B. CO. brand and avoid this. Your dealer
will gladly supply you.
For the third

j

AMERICAN

I

SEED OATS

ilair j

York, April 22. Sld, schs Abbie Bowker, Long Cov«j; Metinic, Tremley, N J, for
Boston; Pochasset, Port Rending for Islesboro; 23, sld, schs Adelaide BarDour; Brunsmuch
of
ing spent
her time with them since wick, Ga; Calumet. Charleston James H
the decease of Capt. Griffin. Stockton asso- Hoyt, Guttenburg for Rockland; 24, arf sch
Gilciates of other days wish the itinerary might Tarratine, Stonington; sch Timandra,
Barbados via Vineyard Haven; 25, ar, schs
sometime include Stockton when these well key,
Emma S Lord, Charleston; Seguin, South Amremembered companions are traveling.
boy for Biddeford; City of Augusta, Vinalhaven; Susan N Pickering, Stonington; 26. ar.
What of the ominous cloud on our southern schs Hattie H Barbour, St John, N B; W D
horizon? Is “War with Mexico” to again de- Marvel, Somes Sound; Warren Moore, Stoning1 ong
luge her soil with American blood ? Surely we ton; W D Hilt ;n, do; Emma S Briggs,
Cove; J R Bod well, Wareham;27, ar, schs Samwant no war of conquest or
Such
acquisition!
uel Hart, Long Cove; William H Huston, Rocka mixed population could never be
aught but a port, Me; sld, sch R P Pendleton, Newport
detriment to our Republic. Mostly half-civi- News.
Sld, sch Brina P PendleBoston, April 22
lized, inhuman banditB, who have no ideas of dleton.
Calais for Fernandina.
following decent rules of warfare. As ConBrunswick, Ga, April 24. Ar, at Owens
York.
gressman Peters said: “The whole lot of them Ferry sch Daylight, Hutchinson, New
Providence, R I, April 26. Ar, stm Seaconisn’t worth the life of one clear-eyed AmeriSewalls Point.
net,
can soldier-boy.” Ah! the direful
consequences
Norfolk. April 27. Ar and sld sch Gen E S
of the policy of “Watchful Waiting/' adopted Greeley, Portland; sld, schs Ruth E Merrill,
by the administration! With whom can we Portland; Gov Brooks, do.
Port Reading, April 27.
Cld, sch Donna T
treat? Huerta has never been recognized by
Briggs, Searsport.
Wilson—a grave mistake it seems to many—
Bangor, April 23. Ar, sch9 Elsie A Bayles,
and there is no respectable leader among those New York; N E Ayer, South Amboy; 24, ar,
W Paul, Jr, Newport News; sld,
Mexican ruffians. The honor of our glorious sch James
schs George E Walcott, Newport News; Gilmust
be
all
nag
upheld,
self-respecting Ameri- bert Stancliff, Boston; 27, ar sch Melissa Trask,
cans feel; but how to most effectually teach
Hudson; sld, sch James W Paul, Jr, Newport
sch Mary E Palmer. Newport
those barbarous, unreliable people a whole- News; 28, ar,
News; sld, sch Lizzie Griffin, Grand Banks.
some, necessary lesson, is the question enWest Sullivan, Me, April 25. Sld, sch Brigagrossing the minds cf our Stockton inhabi- dier, New York.
Stockton, April 22. Ar, sch Carrie A Bucktants. Will the offer of mediation from Brazil,
New
nam, New York; 25, sld, stm Millinocket,
and
Chili
the
Argentina
accomplish
purpose
York.
T X
F
J
Lisman,
stm
for which the measure was proposed? There
Searsport, April 23. Sld,
seems little to encourage in that direction; but
Newport News; 24, ar, R and R L Co, No 4,
26, ar, stm Kanawha, Baltimore;
Elizabethport;
“Old Glory" has never failed in any noble work,
27, sld, barge R & R L Co No 4, Rockland.
upheld by the patriotic, unflinching arm of oui
FOREIGN PORTS.
true American soldier! We look for “Peace
with Honor," always with honor! Mexico must
Puerto Mexico, April 22, about 2 pm. Sid,
be taught that she cannot fire upon our blue8tm Kentuckian, Pierson, Delaware Breakor
with
the Stare water for orders.

j

Phone 4—11

>

W. Damm and two chil-

X.

and Mrs. Allan Burse and son, Newman,
of Costigan, are guests of her parents, Mr(
and Mrs. John McLaughlin, School street.
They are thinking of ti king a furnished rent
for the summer if one can be obtained in the
Mr.

Truman Latbrop, Church street, recently
returned from Suffield, Conn., leaving his invalid father, George Lathrop, convalescing from
The old gentleman
an attack of pneumonia.
is planning to visit Stockton the coming summer, his son tells us.

nia, where they have bought a bungalow,
located very near the home of Mrs. Olivia
McG. Mudgett. Mrs. Andrew D.
Griffin, the
sister of Mrs. Libbey, is with the Libbey’s, hav-

i

LITTLEFIELD.

L. D.

Jolla,

1

|

and lasting qualities.
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
AMPLE STOCK CARRiED.

W. Nickerson.Schools began Monday
morning with the following teachers: District
1 and 2, Mrs. Jennie Webb of Jackson; No. 3,
Mrs. L. H. Averill; No. 7, Miss Doris L. Nickerson; No. 8 and 9, Miss Laura Holmes, all of
Swanville... Mrs. R. N. Brown, who had been
ill for several weeks, was buried Sunday. The
services were attended by Rev. Mr. C H. McElhiney of Searsport. She leaves her husband, an adopted son, Mr. A. E. Brown of
Searsport, and one daughter, Mrs. Leon Merrithew of Searsport, to mourn the loss of a devoted wife and mother. The family have the
sympathy of their many friends in their be-

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
George
W. Libbey in this, their former
home, will be
interested to hear that they
recently moved
from Minneapolis, Minn., to La
Califor-

Airs.

farming.

|

El

J.

reavement.
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HAS TAKEN OVER
THE SALE OF

As Exclusive' Dealer
In SEARSPORT.
This Corl, sold locally since 1910
by Capt. Henry G, Curtis, is noted
for its heat, purity, cleanliness

SWANV1LLE.
Mrs. W. W. Wilson and daughter Helena of
Boston are guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Rr ioi

Stevens and wife will go to Boothbay Haiboi
this week to visit Dr. T. H. Stevens ...Miss
Carrie Drinkwater is teaching school in Young-

j

WINTERPORT.
Henry Clements and wife returned Saturda]
from a visit with their daughter, Mrs. Lilliai
English, in Dorchester, Mass.... Arthur Archei
and wife were guest- of Ellery Bowden anc
wife over Sunday... Mrs. Frederic Littlefiald
and two sons, Frederic and Elmer, have returned from Brooklyn, N Y., where they spen
the winter on board a yacht with Capt. Littlefield.. Frank M. McCormack spent Sunday ir
town... .There was no preaching service ai
the Methodist church April 26th, owing to tht
absence of the pastor, Rev. A. J Lockhart
The Sunday school session was held at the
usual hour and the Epworth League held it*
usual service in the evening under directior
of Dr. J. H. Baker-Mrs. Frank Eaton anc
Miss Rose Eaton went to Deer Isle Tuesday tc
attend the fune rals of Capt. ii. G. Hardy anc
A. W. Hardy, whose lives were lost in the
wrecking of their schooner off the New Jersey
coast during the last storm_At a special
meeting of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge held Saturday evening the degrees of the order were
conferred upon Frank M. McCormack. Cake,
doughnuts and coffee were served to the goodly
number present-About fifty members, including the members of the degree st. ff of
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge, accepted the invitation. of Riverview Rebekah Lodge of Bucks
port to meet with them Monday April 27th,
The trip was made in Capt. Bennett’s boat,
the Stockton, which made special trips to carry
the members down and return with them after
the session. Supper was served upon the arrival of the guests after which the lodge wae
called to order and the degrees were conferred
upon several new members by the degree staff
of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge,

Galveston, Texas, for transport service to Mex- dren returned from Burlington Monday.
Mr. Dwelly while pressing hay April 24th at
ico. This particularly interests our citizens
Mrs Luella Nickerson’s, was badly hurt by
as
this steamship it commanded by
street.
Capt. the hay press. Dr. Foster C. Small of BelCharles P. Staples, a native of Stockton. Dur- fast, was called and found it necessary to take
Our Park is being rapidly put into proper
ing the Spanish War Capt. Staples w?as en- six stitches in his face near the eye. At last
shape, and we are anticipating great pleasure
accounts the patient was doing well-The ice
gaged in similar government work.
left Swan Lake April 2oth and Mr. Willis
in viewing our trim beauty spot.
Mrs M. J. Goodere, Church
street, left Briggs had his motor boat in the water before
Mrs. Harry D. Shute ariived from Rockland
son
down. Others were put in the first of the
Tuesday morning for Boston, hoping to be able
last Thursday and is with her mother, Mrs.
week, and several, smaller craft-The L. A.
to see her young son, Richard
on
Goodere,
S. will meet with Mrs. W. E. Damm Thursday,
Albert C. Colcord, East Main street.
board the torpedo boat
destroyer Balch, which April 30th.
Mrs. W’alker has bought the Follett place— put into
Norfolk, Va., because of a slight acformerly the Farnham house—and will soon cident and was ordered to return to Boston to
<*
•' <t
g ja
take 85 more men on board. Then she
occupy it with her daughte r and family.
will
Miss Lillian A. Simmons, School street, left
proceed to Mexico to join the special squadron,
last Saturday for her return to Boston, al- to do port duty—patrol work for the battleLong, thick, he; vyhaiv. Want this kind: r
though not fully recovered from her recent ill- ships, obliged to remain some seven miles off
Ayer’s Hair Vigor promotes growth.,
shore. We hope Mrs. Goodere may not be disness.
Does not color the heir.
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish appointed in her great desire.
f‘
Ask Your Doctor.

Tranquility

of Wilton was in town Iasi
Miss liarJ. T. Erokine and daughter,
j week on business. His old friends were glac
in New l- to meet him... .Miss Evelyn Suiter of Liberty
riet M. Erakine, who passed the winter
home is the guest of Mrs. Wilson Whitten... .James
York and Waban, Mass., will return
| Fuller, who is much improved in health, called
Friday.
Mass., | on friends in the village last Saturday-F. E,
Miss Catherine Kneelaud of Chelsea,
Mr. Miller and J. E. McFarland are having then
who spent her vacation with her parents,
.The schools began April
and Mrs. J. H. Kneelaud, returned to Chelsea | buildings painted...
27th with the following teachers: Grammar,
Saturday.
! Bliss Marriner; primary, Mrs. Etta Lawry
in the
Miss Maude I. Smith, who is teaching
Marriner; Moody Mountain, Mrs. A. P. French
Charleston,
spent
Institute,
Classical
Higgins
North Searsmont, Harold P. Cobb; Ghent.
Mrs.
the week-end with her parents, Mr. and
Maud Fuller of Appleton; Union school, Hazel
B.
Smith.
F.
Oxton of South Montville; East Searsmont,
Mabel Peavey of Lincolnville; C. R. Simmons
There were no services at the M. E. church
last Sunday on account of the absence of Rev, M. D., Superintendent of Schools... .Mrs.Mary
O. C. Barnard, who attended the M. E. con- Bryant has gone to Camden for the summer
....Mrs. Frank Rokes visited friends in Belference in Presque Isle.
fast last week.... Henry Ladd has returned
Steamer Kanawaha, Capt. Parmenter, ar- from
Lynn.
rived April 26th from Newport News with
TiOY.
3,700 tons of coal to the Penobscot Coal and
Miss Tressie Reynolds, who recently underWharf Co. at Mack's Point.
went an operation for appendicitis at the home
with
Son
have
contracted
&
A. E. Trundy
of her father, Lemuel Reynolds, is reported as
the Penobscot Box Lumber Co. of Brewer to
gaining. Her mother is seriously ill, and befurnish all the box boards they can make at side those two, lour of the children belonging
the:r mill on Opeechee stream.
to this household are seriously ill with pneuL. D. Littlefield and T. D. Clement are monia. Two trained nurses are in attendance
Whitaker of Unity, as attending phybuilding a hen house 90x14 feet on the Morrow with Dr.
sician... .Several of the members of the Gooc
place on the back road and will make a specWill Club met recently at the home of Miss
ialty of light weight Brahmas and Rhode
Jennie Barker and did quite a good deal oi
Island reds.
sewing for the family, while friends and neighGeorge A. Bowen presented the writer, Sat- bors contributed a great many useful
urday, with a tin sign, 6x12 inches on which Whenever the sympathy o£ the people of this
It was used by town is aroused for a
was printed “Study Hours.''
family which has beer
Mi6S Mary Pike, a famous school teacher of visited
by sickness or misfortune, they re70
Her
schoolroom
West Prospect,
years ago.
spond with a generosity which is unexcelled
was located on Pike avenue, between the resiAmaziah Woods has gone to Unity to make
dences of Amos H. Ellis and Richard Smart. his home with his
son, John. Mrs. Woods if
The sign was found in the attic of the Amos now
stopping with her daughter, Mrs. Emms
Ellis house, now owned by Mr. Bowen.
Hersey....Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fernald helc
Owing to illness the Cantata prepared for their wedding reception on the evening ol
Easter was postponed and was given last April 25th... .The dairy meeting at the grange
Sunday. It was considered to be one of the hall was well attended. The speakers were
finest programs ever given in the Congrega- Mr. Goodman of Washington and Mr. Adamt
tional church and was greatly enjoyed. The of Augusta.The High school, taught bj
soloists were Miss Harriet Roulestone, Dr. F. Russell Cross, closes this week. The Centei
K. Sawyer and Rev. C. H. McElhiney. A school will begin next week. Miss Lurlirn
feature was the accompaniments by organ and Hillman will teach.... Miss Wilhelmina Cunpiano in duet, Miss Mildred Shute at the former ningham began teaching this week in Thornand Mrs. James P. Butman, pianist. The dike....The wedding reception of Mr. anc
Mrs. Carl Fernald last Saturday evening wai
cantata was The Seven Last Words of

IL.

D. LITTLEFIELD

OLD COMPANY’S LEHIGH

Mr. and Mrs. Wocds have moved from the
Weymouth house to the Clark cottage. Middle

j SEARSMONT.
H. E. Holmes

day.

I

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

for the summer.

|CcO°AaLl|

.,

These prices are for coal put in your bin, either in the
cellar or on the street level, within c;ty limits. Coal taken
at the storehouse, 50c. less per ton than the above named
prices. All the above prices are subject to a discount of
25c. per ton on all bills paid within 30 days from date of
delivery. No discount, for less than one ton. Up stairs
50c. per ton additional. Two flights, 75c. per ton additionab Special attention given to delivering coal cut A
side city limits at satisfactory prices. All orders shall
receive our prompt and careful attention in preparation
and delivery.

cently bought of James Dickey... Mr. an J
Mrs. George Gerald and two sons have re
turned from a two days' visit at the home o E
Mrs. Gerald's brother, Everett Prescott, ii 1

Capt. and Mrs. t.
will return home
winter in Newburg, N. Y.,

8.10
7.85

STOVE,
EGG,
COKE,

terred beside those of her husband in Bow
cemetery at Park.

ditch

day

$6.60

PEA,
CHESTNUT,

The following pathetic little note at the
bottom of “The Maine Temperance Record's"
editorial page, tells volumes:
“The Editor has been sick at his home, and
the office closed. If he gains, he may be able
to make a May number."
Our sympathy goes out to Brother Brackett
in his brave fight. He has felt the weight of
the oppressor’s hand but has struggled on in
the course he believed was right. The office boj
may have bad to run up the flag this month,
but the purpose is still there, even though the
strong guiding hand of the editor be withheld by sickness.
Here is to your early recovery and long life
in which to prosecute your work, loyal friend !
May the Temperance Record for May blosson
as the roseB and
be the clean, strong anc
wholesome work of Neighbor Brackett.—
Kennebec Journal.
We are glad to report that Mr. Brackett hai
so far recovered as to be able to be out.

MarcellusJ.Do"
BROOKS, MAINE.

Look Out for Fires
Have Yonr Cnimneys Cleaned
Leave orders at the City Bakery,
or address

LEWIS TRUNDY. Belfast, Mai*lwl8p
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